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This document contains the results of the analysis conducted on the telemetry data from the
prelaunch, launch and flight activation phases of LANDSAT-2 spacecraft. It is presented by
subsystem sections and provides for interrelationships as they exist between several sub-
systems. A brief statement of subsystem characteristics precedes flight evaluation state-
ments. The appendix contains a total list of components flown on LANDSAT-2 and a complete
listing of commands and telemetry functions for reference.
Flight data is compared to baseline data established at the 20 C plateau during thermal vacuum
testing of the spacecraft. Evaluation guidelines were derived from the specifications developed
from the LANDSAT program objectives, i.e., The primary mission objective of LANDSAT-2
is the acquisition of multispectral images of the surface of the earth. To accomplish this
objective, two different types of multispectral sensors are used; a three camera return beam
vidicon (RBV) system, and a four-channel multispectral scanner (MSS).
A secondary objective is the use of the LANDSAT-2 receiving, frequency translating, and
transmitting equipment as a relay system to gather data from fixed earth-based sensor plat-
forms which are operated by individual investigators.
Systematic, repetitive earth coverage under nearly constant observation conditions is required
for maximum utility of the multispectral imagery to be collected by LANDSAT-2. A circular
sun-synchronous orbit provides the optimum repetitive observations conditions.
LANDSAT-1 has been in orbit since July 23, 1972, and has its orbital parameters adjusted
to make all descending equatorial crossings have the same sun angle, and to repeat the sub-
vehicle earth trace every 251 orbits (18 days). LANDSAT-2 has essentially the same orbit,
but is adjusted so that the combination of LANDSAT-1 and LANDSAT-2 provide repeat cover-
age of the sub-vehicle earth trace every 9 days.





SUMMARY - ORBITS 1-50
The LANDSAT-2 spacecraft was launched from the Western Test Range on 22 January 1975 at
022:17:55:51.604. The launch and orbital injection phase of the spaceflight were nominal and
deployment of the spacecraft followed predictions.
POWER SUBSYSTEM (PWR)
After separation, the solar paddles deployed successfully, slewed to proper position, and
began normal sun tracking. The array current averaged 14.7 amiperes and reached a peak
current of 15. 8 amperes. Battery voltages were 33.2 VDC at max charge, and the end-of-
night voltages were about 28.6 VDC. Battery temperatures averaged 19. 00 C. All compen-
sation and auxiliary loads completed checkout successfully. In Orbit 2 the shunt loads drew
current, showing that the automatic shunt dissipators were operable.
ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS)
Following a nominal separation at 18:54:55 and subsequent stabilization, the ACS continued
to operate normally. Roll, pitch, and yaw position and rates specification were met success-
fully. Existing levels of spacecraft disturbance torques resulted in an average of 1-2 gates
of +R and 0-1 gates +P polarities per orbit. Analyses are continuing to evaluate the nature
of the disturbances and to define subsequent compensation via the use of the Magnetic Moment
Compensating Assembly (MMCA). The yaw mode was commanded to "normal" during inter-
rogation 1 Alaska.
The overall performance of the ACS has been excellent.
COMMAND/CLOCK SUBSYSTEM (CMD)
All command functions have performed well. From separation of the spacecraft, real time,
COMSTOR and ECAM commands have been executed in a timely and exact manner. All
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difficulties associated with commanding have been directly relatable to acquisition/pointing
and non-spacecraft problems.
TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (TLM)
Normal telemetry was consistently received with both the USB and VHF down links being exer-
cised. All functions in the telemetry matrix are normal and within expected limits. All tele-
metry indicates that the spacecraft telemetry subsystem performance has been nominal.
ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM (OAS)
Health functions of the OAS were normal. In-plane orbital corrections were made by firing the
-X and +X thrusters. The test burns on these thrusters lasted 4. 8 seconds each and the longest
burns were of 420 seconds duration. All operations were normal. Tracking data have con-
firmed the desired corrections. About 6.69 pounds of hydrazine were used during these
maneuvers.
MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATING ASSEMBLY (MMCA)
Telemetry function 4002 was defective prior to launch. Other health functions of the MMCA
were normal. The unit was not activated during the period of this report. Insertion of dipole
values was deferred pending evaluation of the ACS performance. ACS gating during this period
has averaged less than one gate in the +R, -R and +P direction per orbit.
UNIFIED "S" BAND/PREMODULATION PROCESSOR (USBE)
The USBE functioned normally throughout this period. Carrier and subcarrier frequencies and
formats were present for commands, telemetry, (1 kb real time and 24 kb playback) ranging,
and data collection system transmissions. Power output was nominal.
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SEPARATION AND UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM (SUS)
The separation subsystem performed as expected. The 2.5 second timer initiated paddle
unfold. Before separation the subsystem properly restrained the paddles, disabled the
primary and redundant matrix A drivers, provided -24.5 VDC to the Attitude Control reset
line, and provided telemetry signals indicating that the spacecraft was still mated to the Delta
Vehicle. After separation all circuits were activated, separation was confirmed, and paddles
were deployed properly. Both separation switches closed as expected.
THERMAL SUBSYSTEM (THM)
The operation of the thermal subsystem in both the sensory ring and the ACS was within the
expected limits at all locations. Average temperatures were: ACS baseplate 20. 50 C,
sensory ring 18. 90 C, and center section 19.30C. The shutter position average at Orbit 50
was 42. 80
ELECTRICAL INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM (EIS)
All EIS functions that were exercised during launch and activation were executed and con-
firmed. After launch, power switching was held to a minimum. Operation of time code
processing, search track data processing, back-up timer operation, signal switching, and
power switching was confirmed.
NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDERS (NBTR)
Both NBTR's operated in a nominal manner. Both recorders were ON and recording during
the launch phase. NBTR-1 was played back'over Alaska in orbit 1. During orbit 2, both
NBTR-1 and 2 were played back. Data was satisfactory and continued to be normal throughout
this report period. Telemetry points on the recorders were normal.
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WIDEBAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (WBTS)
Both WB links were activated during Orbit 12 in the 10 watt mode. All subsystem telemetry
data was normal. The high power mode (20 watts) was tested in Orbit 13, and all telemetry
was normal. Carrier-to-noise ratio in the wideband ground receiver IF was measured as a
function of satellite elevation angle and checked against the RF link budget. Both links agreed
within 2 dB with calculated performance, and link margins appear more than adequate for all
RBV and MSS data. Prelaunch RBV and MSS data were played back over the wideband links
in Orbit 15, and all data appeared normal. MSS minor frame sync errors measured were
the same as measured prior to launch. (5 errors per 10 seconds at Goldstone). Both wide-
band RF links, including receiving site equipment, performed as predicted throughout this
period.
ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR (AMS)
The AMS power was applied during Orbit 6, and the unit has performed as expected since then.
ACS fine control agrees with AMS output.
WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
Both recorders were OFF and at mid-tape position during launch. During Orbit 5, the re-
corders were rewound in preparation for playing back of data recorded prior to launch.
In Orbit 15, prelaunch RBV data from WBVTR1 and MSS data from WBVTR2 were played
back, and all data was good. MSS Sun Cal data was recorded on WBVTR2 in Orbit 21 and
playbacks of prelaunch recorded data was made on both WBVTR's. WBVTR2 telemetry
values and MFSE counts were nominal.
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RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV)
The RBV. subsystem was activated over Greenbelt during Orbits 40 and 41. All cameras
were turned on, each operating separately and then all together. Telemetry values and
MFSE counts were nominal.
The RBV was not operated again during this report period.
MULTI-SPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS)
The MSS was activated over Goldstone during Orbit 19. All operations were nominal. Dur-
ing Orbit 21, a sun cal occurred over Alaska. Subsequent to activation the MSS scanned
54 R/T scenes (185 KM x 185 KM) through Orbit 50, each consisting of images from 4
spectral bands obtained from the United States.
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
The DCS receiver was powered during Orbit 5, and the DCS system received and re-trans-






The following paragraphs describe the activation sequence for the Spacecraft through Orbit
50. This sequence is subdivided by orbit and interrogation. For each interrogation, the
stations and activities are listed. Only initial activations with associated times are shown.
All subsequent commanding was normal.
Prelaunch (WTR, OCC)
1. Start NBTR2 in record at 17:23:51 GMT
2. Start NBTR1 in record at 17:28:37 GMT
3. Switch to internal power at 17:42:00 GMT
Orbit 0/1 (WTR, WINKFIELD, TAN, MAD, U LA, HAW)
1. Lift off at 022:17:55:51. 604
2. Separation at 18:54:55
3. Ascending Node 18:57:12
4. Confirmed Controls Stabilization of S/C, 18:56:01
5. Satellite Night to Day Transition 19:17:03
6. Enable USB Transmitters 18:57:36
7. Established Command Ability 19:10:02
8. USB Ranging ON 19:11:27
9. Playback of NBTR1 19:26:00
10. RMP-A, Low Motor Voltage 19:34:51
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Orbit 2 (MAD, ULA, HAW, ACN)
1. Confirmed ability to turn auxiliary and compensation loads on and off. 21:05:53
2. Playback of NBTR2. 21:06:58
Orbit 3 (MAD, ULA, GWM)
1. Verified spacecraft status, stored and real time command capability.
Orbit 4 (ENT, U LA, GWM)
1. Verified spacecraft status, stored and real time command capability.
Orbit 5 (ENT, ULA)
1. Wideband Video-2 Recorder ON 01:59:08
2. Wideband Video-i Recorder ON 01:59:15
3. WBVTR-2 Rewind 01:59:22
4. WBVTR-1 Rewind 01:59:22
5. WBVTR-2 OFF 02:01:20
6. WBVTR-1 OFF 02:01:21
7. DCS Receiver-1 ON 02:02:08
Orbit 6 (ENT, GDS, ULA)
1. Attitude Measurement Sensor ON 03:51:44
Orbit 7 (GDS, ULA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
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Orbit 8 (HAW, ULA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 9 (HAW, ULA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 10 (MAD, ACN, GWM)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 11 (BDA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 12 (ENT, ULA)
1. Wideband power amplifiers 1 and 2 ON 10 watts (no modulation) 14:29:31, OFF 14:36:53
2. Wideband frequency modulator inverter, ON 14:29:41,OFF 14:36:55
Orbit 13 (ENT, EGD)
1. Wideband power amplifier-i ON 20 watts (no modulation) 16:10:39,OFF 16:17:55
2. Wideband power amplifier-2 ON 20 watts (no modulation) 16:10:37, OFF 16:17:53
Orbit 14 (ULA, EGD)
1. Enabled and configured RBV/MSS filters. Real time RBV data on filter A and real
time 2 MSS data on filter B 17:56:28
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2. Wideband power amplifiers 1 and 2 ON 17:58:37 , 20 watts. (WBPA reduced to 10
watts 18:06:23 - no modulation
3. WBPA's OFF 18:05:55
Orbit 15 (ULA)
1. WBVTR-1 Playback mode ON 19:32:06, OFF 19:51:44
2. WBVTR-2 Playback mode ON 19:34:20, OFF 19:51:44
Orbit 16 (ULA, MAD, HAW)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 17 (ACN, MAD, ULA, GWM)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 18 (GWM, ENT, ULA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 19 (MIL, ENT, ULA)
1. Commanded MSS band and modes ON/OFF in sequence, then total system operated(including WBVTR-2 Rec) 02:15:12.
Orbit 20 (GDS, ULA, ENT)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
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Orbit 21 (GDS, ULA)
1. MSS System ON 05:38:44, Sun cal performed (WBVTR-2, ON; WBPA-2, ON)
Orbit 22 (ULA, HAW)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 23 (HAW, ULA, MAD, ACN, GWM)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 24 MAD, ACN, GWM)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 25 (BDA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 26 (ENT, MIL)
1. Real time MSS operations
Orbit 27 (ENT, GDS)
1. Real time MSS operations
Orbit 28 (ULA, GDS)
1. Real time MSS operations
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Orbit 29 (ULA, MAD, HAW)
1. Real time MSS operations
2. ECAM activated in the Load mode and Program mode
Orbit 30 (MAD, ULA, HAW, ACN)
1. ECAM A and load B
Orbit 31 (MAD, ULA, GWM)
1. Routine operations
Orbit 32 (ENT, ULA, GWM)
1. Orbit adjust - X thruster test at 00:34:00. 8
Orbit 33 thru 39
1. Routine operations
Orbit 40 (ENT, BDA)
1. RBV initial turn ON-OFF
Orbit 41 (ENT, EGD)
1. RBV test on each camera and on all
Orbit 42 thru Orbit 44
1. Routine operations
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Orbit 45 (MAD, ULA, GWM)
1. Switched to MSFN-B/STADAN A. USB-B and VHF-A now being used
Orbit 46 (ENT, ULA, GWM)
1. Routine operations
Orbit 47 (MIL, ENT, ULA)
1. Sun cal, MSS







The LANDSAT-2 spacecraft was launched from the Western Test Range in a Near Polar Orbit
on 22 January 1975 at 17:55:51. 604 z. The official international designation is 1975-4A and
the mission tracking and telemetry number is 7500401.
Following are the Brouwer mean orbital elements for satellite 1975-4A (LANDSAT-2) com-
puted and issued by the Goddard Space Flight Center.
Table 4-1. Elements of the Mission Orbit
Post Orbit
Planned Post Launch1 Adjusts 2
1. Apogee 907.7 km 915. 03 km 916. 84 km
2. Perigee 907.7 km 901. 56 kmn 898.47 km
3. Inclination 99. 098* deg 99. 095 deg 99. 096 deg
4. Semi-major axis 7285. 820* km 7286.462 km 7285. 820 km
5. Eccentricity 0. 0001* 0. 000925 0. 001260
6. Anomalistic Period 103.152 min 103. 165 min 103.1514 min
7. Distance between ad-
jacent ground tracks
at the equator 159. 375 km 165. 57 km 159. 35 km
8. Average cycle
duration 18 days 18 days 18 days
9. Delta days in
standard cycle
(LANDSAT-1 and
LANDSA T-2) 9 12 9
10. Phasing between
LANDSAT-1 and-2 135-2250 131. 90 196. 60
*The 3-sigma uncertainties for the inclination, semimajor axis, and eccentricity are +0. 1
deg, +22. 2 or -24. 1 km and 0. 002 respectively.
1 EPOCH 75 Y 01 m 250 at 00 hrs 34. 00 min. U. T.
2 EPOCH 75 Y 02 m 060 at 22 hrs 36. 00 min. U. T.
The mission requirement for LANDSAT-2 was to place the satellite in a sun synchronous orbit
with 18 day ground track repeat cycle, and to phase it at an angle of 135 to 2250 with LANDSAT-1.
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Also required was a combined full coverage of the earth, using both LANDSAT-1 and LANDSAT-2,
in 9 days. These requirements have been achieved satisfactorily with in-plane orbital cor-
rections of LANDSAT-2 which placed the satellites 9 days apart in the 18 day ground track
repeat cycle.
Figure 4-1 shows the first and subsequent orbit tracks of LANDSAT-2. All descending eq-
uatorial crossings occur at approximately 9:30 a. m. local time. All ascending crossings are
in local darkness.
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The power subsystem includes two solar array platform assemblies to convert solar energy
to electrical energy; eight storage modules to store electrical energy; one auxiliary load con-
troller and two auxiliary load panels to dissipate excess electrical power; one power control
module and one payload regulator module to regulate and distribute power. See Figure 5-1
for functional block diagram,and Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 for hardware illustration.
The power subsystem provides unregulated and regulated power to satisfy the electrical load
requirements of the spacecraft. Unregulated power is supplied with a voltage range of -26
vdc to -37. 5 vdc. The regulated power bus is -24. 5 + 0. 5 vdc with an output dc impedance of
0. 01 ohm and an output ac impedance of 0. 1 ohm at frequencies up to 10 KHz. The power
control module can deliver up to 20 amperes and the payload regulator module can deliver up
to 26 amperes under these conditions.
The Power Subsystem was launched in the configuration shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1. Power Subsystem Launch Configuration
MODE CMD MODE CMD
BATT 1 SHUNT LD D ON 437
BATT 2 COMP LD 1
BATT 3 COMP LD 2
BATT 4 ON 353 COMP LD 3355
BATT 5 COMP LD 4
BATT 6 COMP LD 5
BATT 7 COMP LD 6
BATT 8 COMP LD 7
AUX LD 1 COMP LD 8
AUX LD 2 OFF 374TR CHARGE NORM 346
AUX LD 3 PRM ON 727
AUX LD 4 PRM FTAP ON 622
AUX LD 5 PSM BUSS EN 655
SHUNT LD Al SW TMP PWR ON 614
SHUNT LD B ON 437 SPACECRAFT REG 1 SEL
SHUNT LD C PAYLOAD REG 3 SEL
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Figure 5-2. LANDSAT-2 Power Subsystem
Figure 5-3. LANDSAT-2 Observatory Solar Array Deployment
Performance
The battery packs in the LANDSAT-2 power subsystem were on low level charge until
17:42:00 GMT when the spacecraft was switched to internal power prior to launch. The
batteries powered the spacecraft for approximately one hour and 40 minutes until 19:21
GMT when the solar array current became high enough to supply the load and begin recharg-
ing the batteries. The maximum depth of discharge was 30.3%. The voltage was 29.6 at
this point with a current of less than 50 milliamperes.
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For comparison to LANDSAT-1 data a time of 19:09:35 GMT was taken when the battery
voltages were near their minimum voltage due to high currents and deep discharge. Table
5-2 shows this comparison. The higher current shows that the LANDSAT-2 data would
have slightly higher voltages than LANDSAT-1 data if adjusted to the same conditions. The
voltages are quite adequate to safely supply the LANDSAT-2 mission.
Table 5-2. Comparison of Battery Discharge Characteristics
Depth
Current of Voltage Temperature
Spread Discharge Average Range
Spacecraft (Amperes) (%) (Volts) (DGC)
LANDSAT-1 0.72-0. 82 27. 8 28. 21 18. 8-21. 5
LANDSAT-2 0. 89-1. 00 27. 8 28. 29 16. 1-20. 3
End of night voltages, average battery temperatures, and temperature spread between bat-
teries is shown in Table 5-3. Battery performance is normal.
The solar drives were launched with both panels in the normal mode. After deployment at
night the right solar panel began slewing to align itself normal to the sun (see Figure 5-4).
The left panel sun sensor did not clear the albedo shield until approximately 7 minutes into
day one at which time it also began slewing to align itself to the sun. Final alignment to
the sun was not complete until near the end day in Orbit 2. Orbit 3 shows the normal solar
array signature with its two shadow areas resulting from the sensory ring shadow on the right
panel near sunrise and sunset; and earthshine implinging on the panels when they are jointly
receiving direct energy from the sun and reflected sun energy from the earth. At midday
there is no earthshine and the solar array had a current of 15. 37 a at an unregulated bus volt-
age of 31.9 volts. This point will be used to monitor solar array degradation in future re-
ports. The Solar Array Average Energy was 1123 ampere-minutes in early orbits. Based






















2 ORBIT 1 ORBIT 2 ORBIT 3
1 S/c S/C S/C S/C S/C S/CNITE DAY NITE DAY NITE DAY NITE
.0 I I I I I I I I I I
17,30 18,00 18,30 19.00 19,30 20,00 20,30 21,00 21.30 22,00 22,30 23,00 23.30 24,00
GREENWICH MEAT TIME (HOURS. MINUTES)
Figure 5-4. Initial Acquisition of Solar Array Current
During Orbit 7 the shunt limiter went into operation when battery taper began. The maximum
unregualted bus voltage during shunt limiter operation was 37.4 volts which indicates that
the solar array bus voltage was being held at approximately 38. 0 volts since it is a diode
drop away. This is within the voltage specification of 38.0 + 0.150 volts.
The auxiliary loads and compensation load command capability were verified in Orbit 2.
In Orbit 2 compensation loads 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 were turned on as scheduled to pro-
vide more even heating of the spacecraft until normal operation began. All compensation
loads except 6 remained on thru Orbit 50.
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Auxiliary loads were not required during Orbit 1, to allow a preplanned overcharge to be
given to the batteries. In Orbit 2 auxiliary loads 1, 2, 3, 4 were turned on as scheduled
by power management. Normal auxiliary load programming proceeded as planned by
power management in subsequent orbits.
Table 5-3 shows major power subsystem parameters and Table 5-4 shows power subsystem
telemetry for selected orbits. All regulated voltages are stable and in close agreement
with ground measurements. Some parameters in Table 5-4 may be slightly different than
Table 5-3 because 5-3 uses a time span for power management (night followed by a day)
different from the time span which is used in Table 5-4 which is the playback period from
the NBTR.
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Table 5-3. LANDSAT-2 Major Power Subsystem Parameters
Pwr. Mgmt. Orbit No. 2 7 26 50
Batt 1 Max 32.05 33.85 33.51 33.43
2 Chge 31. 95 33.91 33.40 33.40
3 Volt 31. 98 34.03 33.43 33.35
4 32.00 33.79 33.54 33.45
5 31.96 33.68 33.42 33.42
6 32.05 33.67 33.50 33.41
7 31.99 33.79 33.54 33.45
8 31.99 33.70 33.53 33.45
Average 32.00 33.80 33.48 33.42
Batt 1 End-of-Night 29.32 29.32 29.49 29.32
2 Volt 29.38 29.29 29.46 29.38
3 29.32 29.32 29.49 29.32
4 29.34 29.34 29.52 29.34
5 29.40 29.40 29.48 29.40
6 29.31 29.31 29.48 29.31
7 29.34 29.42 29.51 29.34
8 29.34 29.34 29.51 29.34
Average 29.34 29.34 29.49 29.34
Batt 1 Chge 12.07 12.26 12.50 12.76
2 Share 11.75 12.14 11.89 11.68
3 (%) 12.60 12.81 12.41 12.24
4 12.28 12.20 12.10 11.99
5 13.02 12.89 12.84 12.84
6 13.15 13.09 13.31 13.35
7 12.69 12.77 12.85 12.90
8 12.43 11.84 12. 09 12.24
Batt 1 Load 12.14 12. 20 12. 50 12. 60
2 Share 12.62 12.81 12.69 12.70
3 (%) 13.06 13.07 12.77 12.67
4 12.64 12.50 12.47 12.44
5 12.29 12.38 12.40 12.34
6 12.49 12.80 12.81 12.70
7 12.40 12.48 12.39 12.47
8 12.35 11.75 11.98 12.04
Batt 1 Temp 17.39 18.68 19. 86 21.46
2 in 17.60 18.83 19. 53 20.25
3 (oC) 16.51 17.20 17.97 18.60
4 18.08 20.04 20.73 20.83
5 21.80 22.94 24.33 24.98
6 20.80 21.92 23.23 24.26
7 20.59 22.14 23.54 24.71
8 19.78 21.09 22.21 23.63
Average 19.07 20.36 21.43 22.34
S/C Reg Bus Pwr. (W)
Comp Load Pwr. (W)
(P/O S/C Reg Bus Pwr)
Op L PVAr P/L Beg Bus Pwr. (W)
0o 1 C/D Ratio 1.09 1.21 1.13 1.15Q 7 Total Charge (A-M) 197.4 280.6 258.3 271.9
Total Discharge (A-M) 181. 5 232.6 228. 0 237.2
Solar Array (A-M) 1106 1096 1110 1106
S. A. Peak I (Amp) 16.15 16. 05 16. 25 16. 05
Sun Angle (Deg)
Max R Pad Temp (oC)
Min R Pad Temp (oC)
Max L Pad Temp (oC)
Min L Pad Temp (C)
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Table 5-4. LANDSAT 2 Power Subsystem Analog Telemetry
(Average Value for Data Received in NBTR Playback)
Orbits
Function Description Unit T/V* 3 50
6001 Batt 1 Disc I Amp ** 0. 87 1. 01
6002 2 ** 0.88 1.01
6003 3 ** 0.89 1.00
6004 4 ** 0.86 1.00
6005 5 ** 0.88 0.99
6006 6 ** 0.93 1.02
6007 7 ** 0.88 1.00
6008 8 ** 0.86 0.97
6011 Batt 1 Chg I Amp ** 0.34 0.47
6012 2 ** 0.33 0.43
6013 3 ** 0.36 0.45
6014 4 ** 0.35 0.44
6015 5 ** 0.37 0.47
6016 6 ** 0.37 0.49
6017 7 ** 0.36 0.47
6018 8 ** 0.36 0.45
6021 Batt 1 Volt VDC ** 30.69 31.50
6022 2 ** 30.67 31.48
6023 3 ** 30.68 31.49
6024 4 ** 30.68 31.49
6025 5 ** 30.69 '31.50
6026 6 ** 30.69 31.49
6027 7 ** 30.71 31.52
6028 8 ** 30.68 31.49
6031 Batt 1 Temp DGC ** 17.41 21. 59
6032 2 ** 17.53 20.53
6033 3 ** 16.28 18.80
6034 4 ** 18.17 20.90
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Table 5-4. LANDSAT 2 Power Subsystem Analog Telemetry (Cont'd)
(Average Value for Data Received in NBTR Playback)
Orbits
Function Description Unit T/V* 3 50
6035 5 ** 21.85 25.16
6036 6 ** 20.74 24.37
6037 7 ** 20.50 24.83
6038 8 ** 19.79 23.75
6040 Rt. Pad Temp DGC ** 29.59 28.96
6041 Rt Pad VM VDC ** 32.82 33.72
6042 Rt. Pad VN VDC ** 32.52 33.46
6044 Lt. Pad Temp DGC ** 26. 51 25. 56
6045 Lt. Pad VF VDC ** 33.45 34.40
6046 Lt. Pad VG VDC ** 33.54 34.48
6050 S/C UR Bus V VDC ** 30.86 31.73
6051 S/C RG Bus V VDC 24.56 24.54 24.57
6052 Aux Reg AV VDC 23.36 23.35 23.36
6053 Aux Reg BV VDC 23.35 23.35 23.37
6054 Solar I Amp ** 14.95 14.81
6055 S/C RG Bus I Amp ** 6.83 ***
6056 S/C RG Bus I Amp " ** 6.84 7.23
6058 PC Mod T1 DGC ** 18.70 21.67
6059 PC Mod T2 DGC ** 17.80 20.44
6070 P/L RG Bus V VDC 24.60 24.57 24. 61
6071 P/L UR Bus V VDC ** 30.90 31.85
6072 P/L RG Bus I Amp ** 0.41 ***
6073 P Aux AV VDC 23.51 23.46 23.47
6074 P Aux BV VDC 23.48 23.43 23.46
6075 PR Mod T1 DGC ** 18.60 20.84
6076 PR Mod T2 DGC ** 20.28 22.13
6079 Fuse Blow V VDC ** 24.45 24.48
O pOOR A 6080 Shunt 1 I Amp ** 0.0 0.0
p 6081 2 ** 0.0 0.0
6082 3 ** 0.0 0.0
6083 4 ** 0.0 0.0
6084 5 ** 0.0 0.0
6085 6 ** 0.0 0.0
6086 7 ** 0.0 0.0
6087 8 ** 0.0 0.0
6100 P/L RG Bus I Amp ** 0.41 0.38
Total No. Major Frames Frm ** 369 396
*T/V (20 0 C)






The Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) consists of 13 major component parts, plus a thermal
subsystem mounted to a structure composed of mounting surfaces above a honeycomb base-
plate. Solar paddles are attached to two separate shafts, with individual drive motors to
provide greater reliability in solar tracking.
The major requirement of the ACS is to provide satellite alignment with the local earth
vertical and orbit velocity to within + 0.7 degree in pitch and roll and + 1 degree in yaw.
The instantaneous angular rates about the axes during normal operation are required to
be less than . 10 degree/second.
To accomplish this, a 3-axis active ACS is provided, using horizon scanners for roll and
pitch attitude error sensing, and a rate gyro used in a gyro-compassing mode to sense yaw
attitude. Included also is a yaw rate gyro to sense yaw rate in an acquisition mode. The
torquing subsystem uses a combination of reaction jets to provide net momentum control
and large control torques when required. Flywheels are utilized for fine control and
residual momentum storage. See Figure 6-1 for the ACS functional block diagram, and
Figure 6-2 for the hardware configuration.
The ACS subsystem was launched in the mode shown in Table 6-1.
LANDSAT-2 was launched from the Western Test Range on 22 January 1975 at 17:55:51
hours GMT.
During the orbit insertion - preseparation phase of the launch activity - ACS.telemetry
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Table 6-1. Attitude Control Subsystem Launch Mode
ACS Subsystem Cmd Verification (Event No.)
LO VOLT INT RESET 044 Pneumatics Enable (164)
RSAD RATE NORM 425 SAD Right Rate - Normal (178)
LSAD RATE NORM 244 SAD Left Rate - Normal (176)
RSAD RATE EN 311 Right SAD CCW Reset, CW (177)
LSAD RATE EN 365 Left SAD RESET CW, CCW (175)
RSAD PWR FUSE 674 SAD Right Power - FUSD (191)
LSAD PWR FUSE 713 SAD Left Power FUSD (190)
PNEU EN 040 Pneumatics - Enable (164)
PNEU INTLK DIS 042 Pneumatics Interlock - Bypass (165)
PMB MODE DIS 104 None
P POS BIAS + 145 Pitch Bias - Position (185)
0. 6 PPB DIS 663 Pitch Bias -4. 87, (1048)
2. 0 PPB DIS 661 4. 87 TMV (1048)
2. 9 PPB DIS 122 4. 87 TMV (1048)
P UNLOAD EN 165 Pitch - Roll Unload, Both (169)
R UNLOAD EN 161 Pitch - Roll Unload, Both (169)
TACH EN 064 R DFT ST - Normal (188)
TACH GAIN NORM 100 R DFT ST - Normal (188)
YAW WHEEL EN 163 Yaw Wheel Enable (180)
YAW POS BIAS + 160 Yaw Bias 6.35 RMV (1049)
0. 1 YPB DIS 120 Yaw Bias 6.35 TMV (1049)
0. 3 YPB DIS 060 Yaw Bias 6. 35 TMV (1049)
0. 6 YPB DIS 623 Yaw Bias 6. 35 TMV (1049)
RLNA/YAW DIS 102 RLNA - Yaw - Disable (179)
YAW MODE ACQ 204 Yaw Mode - Acquisition (162)
0.A Mode DIS 221 Orbit Adj - Disable (163)
400 RPM INT EN 203 400 RPM - Enable (189)
RMP B EN 223 Select RMP - No. 2 (170)
RMP B HTR ON 305 RP2 Stat Normal (173)
RMP B MTR ON 304 RP2 Stat Normal (173)
RMP A MTR ON
AND HTR ON 307 RMP A OFF
271 RMP A MOTOR START
307 RMP A OFF
326 RMP A ON
271 RMP A MOTOR START
8 SEC DELAY
326 RMP A ON
30 SEC DELAY
370 RMP A HTR ON
EN SCAN SEL A 636 Scanners Both 1 (194)
SSM LOCK 675 Scanner - Lock (192)
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The Delta vehicle began its pitch-up maneuver at 18:47:30 hours GMT. Qualitative attitude
error telemetry information - roll coarse error, pitch coarse error and yaw gyro rate -
received from LANDSAT-2 prior to rear scanner uncovering indicate that by pitch-up com-
pletion (18:54:00), the spacecraft was well aligned with its normal attitude coordinates (see
Figure 6-3).
LANDSAT-2 separated from the Delta vehicle at 22:18:54:55. Two and one half seconds later,
the paddle unfold timer functioned on schedule and the solar paddles deployed completely.
Seventeen and one half seconds after separation (18:55:12) the ACS was activated, and acquisi-
tion in roll, pitch, and yaw was accomplished in a classical, textbook fashion with a minimal
amount of ACS gas used.
Fifty two and one-half seconds after separation the SADS were activated and both drove at
normal bias rate during spacecraft night.
As the spacraft entered daylight at 19:17:03, both SADS performed normally. The RSAD
began to slew and acquire because its sun sensor was exposed; while the LSAD lagged
behind until 19:44:30, when its sun sensor cleared the albedo shield. It began to slew and
by 20:26:30, both SADS were in synch and aligned properly with the sun.
Solar current was demonstrated prominently by 19:20:00.
LANDSAT-2's first ascending node crossing occurred at 18:57:12, and by 18:59:00 the ACS
was operating normally.
The spacecraft was commanded into the YAW NORMAL mode at 19:10:47, and ACS PNEU-
MATICS were disabled at 19:11:46.
RMPA lower motor voltage was commanded at 19:34:50.
Day to night transition occurred at 20:31:52; the second ascending node crossing followed
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ACS SYSTEMS ACQUISITION TELEMETRY EVALUATION
The ACS system functioned flawlessly during the attitude acquisition phase of launch operations
and demonstrated its ability to rapidly acquire and maintain spacecraft normal attitude with
a minimum number of corrective maneuvers.
Acquisition in pitch, roll, and yaw was deemed successfully accomplished when the space-
craft's normal attitude was oriented and maintained within the following dynamic constraints:
PITCH & ROLL
* Angular position error within the + 50 control deadband
* The flywheels have captured, and control of the spacecraft is maintained via flywheel
operation rather than pneumatics
* The flywheel speeds are below saturation levels
* The angular position error within the + .70 control deadband, can be maintained
via flywheel activity
* The angular position rates of change are equal to or below . 10/SEC
YAW
* The spacecraft has acquired in PITCH AND ROLL within the + 50 deadband
* The YAW gyro is running below saturation
* The RMP HI mode is out of saturation
* The YAW rate is equal to or below . 250/SEC
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LANDSAT-2's separation and attitude acquisition times were determined by evaluating
the telemetry strip charts (Figure 6-3) generated during this phase of launch operations
and then confirming the activation times of principle ACS subsystems vis the DLP
program.
Chronology consistent with the criteria defining spacecraft attitude acquisition is sum-
marized in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2. LANDSAT 2 - Attitude Acquisition Chronology
Acquisition Criteria Roll Pitch Yaw
+ 50 deadband control T o  T O + 28 sees -
(18:54:55) (18:55:23)
+ .70 deadband control To + 33 sees T o + 150 sees
(18:55:28) (18:57:25)
+ .1 0 /sec error rate To + 36.9 sees T o + 46 sees
(18:55:31. 9) (18:55:41)
RMP's (HI mode) out of -To + 66 sees
saturation (18:56:01)
Yaw rate - .25 0 /sec - - To + 66 sees
(18:56:01)
Full Acquisition 36. 9 sec 150 sees 150
(T o = time of separation)
PITCH AND ROLL ERROR RATE DETERMINATION
Pitch and roll error rates are not telemetered functions; consequently, in order to determine
the instants in time when the spacecraft had acquired in pitch and roll with an angular rate of
change less than +. 10/sec, it was necessary to employ a technique that utilized pitch and
roll angular error telemetry, recorded as a differentiable function of time.
Function 1041 (Pitch Fine Error) and Function 1030 (Roll Fine Error) were replotted in
engineering units (degrees) as a function of time from points taken directly from the strip
charts.
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The resulting pitch error and roll error curves were then graphically differentiated, using
a modified mean value theorem approach. This technique provided the slope of a point on
the error curve as a function of time.
The slopes were plotted against the same time scale as the error curves, with each slope
data point (ordinate) in synch with its corresponding point on the error curve.
The resulting "rate" curves, Figures 6-4 and 6-5, then defined the times when acquisition
occurred according to "rate" criteria.
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Figure 6-5. LANDSAT-2 Pitch Rate Acquisition
ROLL ACQUISITION EVALUATION
Roll acquisition was accomplished with facility shortly after separation. The Delta vehicle
assisted in this operation by pre-positioning LANDSAT-2 almost within the + 50 control
deadband, even before separation.
Figure 6-3, Roll Coarse Error, shows the roll attitude error beginning to decrease with the
commencement of the pitch-up maneuver (To -425). Roll Fine Error shows the spacecraft
being oriented to near roll acquisition attitude at the completion of the pitch-up maneuver
(To -55).
Separation (To = 18:54:55 GMT) generated roll attitude perturbations, but these motions
damped out rapidly and at ACS systems enable (T + 17.5) the spacecraft was within the + 5O
control deadband.
Roll error continued to decrease after ACS activation and entered the +. 70 control deadband
at (To +33) seconds.
Roll forward flywheel speed began to increase, and one - roll gate at (T o +63) was required
to assist the flywheels in controlling roll attitude within the +. 70 deadband.
Figure 6-4 shows the spacecraft's roll rates from activation through 0. 1 /SEC roll rate
acquisition. The curve was not extended in time beyond the 0. 10/SEC roll rate acquisition
point because roll fine error was approaching zero in an asymptotic manner with no rapid
changes in slope indicated. Table 6-3 summarizes LANDSAT 2's Roll Acquisition Chronology.
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Table 6-3. Roll Acquisition Telemetry Data
1029 1030 1026 1027
Roll Roll * Roll Roll
Coarse Fine Roll Fwd Rear
Activity Time Error(Deg) Error(Deg) Rate(Deg/Sec) (RPM) (RPM)
Separation To:54:55 -5.50 SAT - 615 615
Separation + 10 Sec To +10 -2. 150 - 615 61518:55:05
ACS Loop Enable To +17.5 -1.85 0 615 61518:55:12.5
+. 7 Fine Error Dead To +33Band Acquisition 18:55:28 - .70 +.19o/Sec 625 923
+. 10 /Sec Roll Rate
ead Band 18:5:31:9 - .32o +. 10/Sec 908 818
Acquisition
(1063) To +63.360 1093 615
-Roll Sol 18:55:58 + .36 1093 615
(1062) To +2870 1064 615
+Roll Sol 18:59:31 + . 36 1064 615
(1063) To +295 0 1064 615
-Roll Sol 18:59:39 + .36
*Calculated - See Figure 6-4
PITCH ACQUISITION EVALUATION
The Pitch Coarse Error and Pitch Fine Error telemetry channels shown in Figure 6-3 presents
the chronology of LANDSAT-2's pitch acquisition.
A smooth and accurate pitch-up maneuver terminated with the spacecraft in an approximate
-18. 50 pitch attitude. This value is qualitative because the spacecraft's rear scanner was
covered by the solar paddles during the pitch-up/separation operation.
A +pitch gate occurred almost immediately after ACS loop activation at (To +17.5). The
resulting impulsive torque was adequate to orient the spacecraft within the ±50 control
deadband at (To +28).
A -pitch gate at (To +32) was necessary to reduce the pitch error further and to dampen the
spacecraft's pitch rate.
Pitch rate acquisition occurred at (T +46) as shown in Figure 6-5. ORIGINAL PAGE IS
6-OF POOR QUALITY
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A final -pitch gate occurred at (To +62) and this action reduced the pitch error to within the
0
+0.77 deadband by (T +150).
Pitch flywheel activity was smooth and responsive during the entire pitch acquisition phase,
and its performance since acquisition has been normal. Its wheel speeds ranged from -185
rpm to +1170 rpm. Table 6-4 summarizes LANDSAT 2's pitch acquisition chronology.
Table 6-4. Pitch Acquisition Telemetry Data
1040 1041 * 1043
Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch
Coarse Fine Error Flywheel
Error Error Rate Speed
Activity Time (Deg) (Deg) (Deg/Sec) (RPM)
Separation To -18. 5 - - -10. 0
18:54:55 CCW
Separation + 10 To +10 -4. 6 - - -10. 0
18:55:05 CW
ACS Loop Enable To +17.5 -11.25 - - -10.0
18:55:12.5 CCW
+ Pitch Gate (1064) To +18 -11.25 - - -10.0
18:55:13 CCW
+ 50 Pitch Error To +28 -5. - - -180. 0
Acquisition 18:55:23 CCW
- Pitch Gate (1065) To +32 - -1. 09 + .71°/Sec -95
18:55:27 CW
+ . 10/Sec Error To +46 - 2.45 + . 1o/Sec 183
Rate Acquisition 18:55:41 CW
- Pitch Gate (1065) To +62 - 3.45 -660
18:55:57 CCW
+ .70 Fine Error To +150 - -. 7 260
Acquisition 18:57 25 CW





The yaw rate gyro remained essentially constant at -0. 0313 /sec during the acquisition phase
of the launch activity as can be seen in Figure 6-3.
Exceptions occurred during the following intervals:
Activity Time Yaw Rate Error
* pitch-up maneuver T -198 +1. 453 0/secO
* pitch-up conclusion T -55 -. 40090/sec
* + yaw gate T +20 +.1754 /secO
* - yaw gate T +27 +.17540/sec
The maximum yaw rate error (+0. 175 0 /sec) occurred after ACS activation when the yaw
tach output reached -520 rpm and a minus yaw gate occurred (To +27). After the -yaw
gate occurred, the yaw error rate returned to -0. 03130/sec. The duration of each of the
rate perturbations was approximately 10 seconds long. The RMP's in HI rate were out of
saturation initially at (T o +43), however, the -pitch and -roll gates which occurred at
(T o +62) momentarily disturbed the RMP's stability and the RMP's re-entered saturation.
Restabilization and acquisition occurred at (T o +66). Table 6-6 summarizes LANDSAT 2's
yaw acquisition chronology.
Table 6-5. Yaw Acquisition Telemetry Data
1035 1087 1097
Yaw RMP1 RMP2
Tach Ind. Rate Ind. Rate
Activity Time Output (RPM) HI/SEC HIo/SEC
Separation To 0 Saturated Saturated18:54:55
Separation +100 To 0 Saturated Saturated18:55:05
Activation T:5 +17.5 0 Saturated Saturated18:55:12.5
(1066) To +20
+Yaw Gate 18:55:15 -180 Saturated Saturated
Max -RPM To +26 
-465 Saturated Saturated18:55:21
(1067) T o +27
-Yaw Gate 18:55:22 -405 Saturated Saturated
RMP's out of




The ACS has performed well since launch. Following stabilization of the spacecraft, the
pneumatics were disabled and pneumatic gates in pitch have occurred at a rate of P 1 per
orbit. Roll gating is ; 2 per orbit. Pneumatics unloading is accomplished by stored momentary
enable commands. The commands are timed to occur in the umbra and away from the SN/SD
and SD/SN transition. The remaining useable impulse at the end of orbit 29 was 537. 493 lb/sec.
Yaw mode was commanded normal during Orbit 1 Alaska. RMP2 has been selected as the
prime instrument, and has been enabled since launch. RMP1 was turned off in Orbit 2,
Alaska.
ACS THERMAL PERFORMANCE
Temperature and pressure have remained normal, with the forward scanner being an excep-
tion. The forward scanner developed a leak prior to launch and has continued to leak at a
constant rate. At the end of 40 orbits, the SCEST mean value pressure reading for Function
1003 was 9. 550 PSI.
ACS VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS
All voltages and currents have been within specified limits (see Table 6-6).
MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATION
The Magnetic Moment Compensation system was not enabled during the first 40 orbits.
Tables 6-7 through 6-13 are offered as a summary of spacecraft performance from T/V
through actual in-orbit operation.
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Table 6-6. Subsystem Temperature and Pressure Averages
Orbits
Function Units 0/1 T/V* 29
25 0 C Values
1084 RMP 1 Gyro Temperature DGC 79.64 78.5 19.33(1)
1094 RMP 2 Gyro Temperature DGC 76.06 78.0 74.00
1222 SAD RT MTR HSNG Temp. DGC 27.67 27.6 19.50
1242 SAD LT MTR HSNG Temp. DGC 25.68 26.7 26.87
1223 SAD RT MTR WNDNG Temp. DGC 28.82 28.5 21.76
1243 SAD LT MTR WNDNG Temp. DGC 27.26 26.0 30.23
1228 SAD RT HSG Pressure PSI 7.40 7.30 7.26
1248 SAD LT HSG Pressure PSI 7.27 7.25 7.28
1007 FWD Scanner MTR Temp. 2.90 DGC 23.10 27.0 22.07
1016 Rear Scanner MTR Temp. 2.37 DGC 26.13 29.0 24.19
1003 FWD Scanner Pressure PSI 9.57(2) 5.4 9.59(2)
1012 Rear Scanner Pressure PSI 6.19 6.86 6.21
1212 Gas Tank Pressure 3.67 PSI 1921.8 1270.0 1948.0
1210 Gas Tank Temperature DGC 20.33 23.7 20.66
1213 Manifold Pressure PSI 66.19 71.7 53.98
1211 Manifold Temperature DGC 19.52 20. 5 19. 18
1059 CLG Power Supply Card Temp. DGC 36.50 34.0 39.00
1260 THO1 EBP DGC 25.14 29.8 24.29
1261 THO2 EBP DGC 23.42 29.0 20.29
1262 THO3 EBP DGC 26. 86 30.4 18.29
1263 THO1 STS DGC 17.28 NA 6.54
1264 THO2 STS DGC D NA D
1265 THO3 STS DGC 18.84 NA 8.46
1266 THO4 STS DGC 16.24 NA -2.78
1267 THO5 STS DGC 16.76 NA 9.62
1224 SAD R FSST DGC 15. 17 30.0 35. 00
1244 SAD L FSST DGC 17. 89 25. 0 50. 00
* Thermal Vacuum Test Data
(1) RMP-1 Left off after initial test in Orbit 1
(2) Prelaunch leak - refer to text
NA = Not Applicable
D = Defective telemetry point
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Table 6-7. ACS Voltages and Currents
Orbits
T/V*
Function Units 0/1 25 0 C Values 29
1081 RMP 1 MTR Volts VDC 36.39 36.1 OFF
1082 RMP 1 MTR Current Amps 0.26 0.252 OFF
1080 RMP 1 Supply Volts VDC -23.33 -23.7 OFF
1091 RMP 2 MTR Volts VDC 29. 82 30.1 29.99
1092 RMP 2 MTR Current Amps 0.10 0. 108 0.10
1090 RMP 2 Supply Volts VDC -23.52 -23.5 -23.63
1220 SAD RT MTR WNDNG Volts VDC -5.61 5.7 -5.47
1240 SAD LT MTR WNDNG Volts VDC -5.64 5.7 -5.08
1227 SAD RT -15 VDC Conv. VDC 15.11 15.6 15.14
1247 SAD LT -15 VDC Cony. VDC 15.22 15.7 15.23
1056 CLB + 6 VDC TMV 2.35 2.32 2.35
1055 CLB + 10 VDC TMV 2.87 2.87 2.88
1057 CLB Power Supply Volts TMV 2.95 2.95 2.97
4006 MMCA Roll Coil TMV 2.99 3.00** 2.99
4005 MMCA Pitch Coil TMV 3.12 3.20** 3.15
4004 MMCA Yaw Coil TMV 3.05 3.00** 3.05
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data
**20 0 C T/V Values
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Table 6-10. Attitude Control System Alignment Data (Prelaunch)
Control Axes to Spacecraft Axes Spec Measured
Pitch Axis 0.250 -2' 6"
Roll Axis 0.25. +0' 9"
Yaw Axis 0.250 -0' 51"




Table 6-11. Unfold Subsystem
Components
Unfold Timer S/N 6549349
Unfold Switch S/N 4-32116
Separation Switches S/N 209 & 211
Unfold Motors S/N 112 & 113
Cable Cutter Assembly S/N 55 & 81
Performance Spec Pre-Launch Measurements
Unfold Timer Fire Time 1 2.7 + 0. 6 See 2.8 See
Unfold Timer Fire Time 2 5. 3 + 1. 2 See 5. 65 Sec
Squib Fire Current 2 > 4 Amp Ea. 7 Amp Ea.
Squib Fire Current 2 > 4 Amp Ea. 7 Amp Ea.
Paddle Open Time (-Y) <40 See 25. 2 See
(+Y) < 25 Sec 16.2 Sec
Pre-Launch Problem Summary
No Problems Throughout Environmental Test Program
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Table 6-12. Attitude Control Subsystem
Parameter Spec Pre-Launch Measurement
15 Second Timer 14. 4 to 18 Sec 16 Sees
50 Second Timer 42.5 to 57.5 Sec 51 Sees
Pitch Pneu. Threshold 5. 50 + 0. 80 5.850
Roll Pneu. Threshold 5.10 + 0. 80 5. 70
Yaw Pneu. Threshold 0. 07 to 0. 130 /Sec 0. 103 0 /Sec
Pitch Position Bias 4. 7 + 0. 50 5. 00
Yaw Position Bias 1. 00o (Trend) 0. 9780
Left Solar Array Drive
Normal Rate 3.33 + 0.33 /Min 3.30 /Min
High Rate 3. 90 + 0. 40 /Min 3. 90 0 /Min
Right Solar Array Drive
Normal Rate 3. 33 + 0. 33 /Min 3.450/Min
High Rate 3. 9 + 0. 4/Min 4. 04/Min
Momentum Bias Speed 1060 + 150 RPM 1000 RPM
Pneumatics
Primary Seat Leak 1 SCC/Hr 0. 12 SCC/Hr
External Leak 10 SCC/Hr < 0.1 SCC/Hr




Pitch 0. 70 0.0150/See






The Narrow Band Telemetry samples, encodes, formats, and transmits data from space-
craft service and payload subsystem to earth receiving stations. The subsystem processes
and coherently retransmits an S-Band signal, including a ranging code for use in orbit deter-
mination. The subsystem provides timing and synchronizing signals to spacecraft service
and payload subsystems. See Figure 7-1 and 7-2 for functional block diagram, and Figure
7-3 for hardware illustration. The units in this subsystem are closely associated with those
described in Section 11, Unified S-Band/Premodulation Processor, and Section 8, Command/
Clock Subsystem.
The Telemetry subsystem was launched in the ON mode and has been operating continuously
providing data from the spacecraft either to ground stations, to the narrow band recorders,
or to both. The launch configuration is given in Table 7-1 and typical telemetry values in
Table 7-2. Total performance has been excellent. Prelaunch performance is shown in
Table 7-3 for the VHF transmitter.
Table 7-1. Telemetry Subsystem Launch Mode
MODE CMD MODE CMD
POWER 1 ON 522 ANALOG MUX A 262
POWER 2 ON 520 DIGITAL MUS A 300
MEM WRITE OFF 361 MEMORY A 240
VER MEM OFF 422 FOR LOG A 302
MTX VER O/R ON 341 VHF XMTR YES 400
B.t 1 OFF 401 VHF XMTR O/R ON 342
B. t 0 OFF 343
FOR PROG ON 462 VHF Transmitter
MTX VER NORM 502
MEM/VER O/R ON 500 VHF MODE RT 207
PRE REG ON A 460 VHF PB O/R ON 230
PRE REG OUT A 463 VHF RF PWR LO 210
BUFF AMP A 440 VHF PWR 1 ON 206
SEL SEQ A 242 VHF PWR 2 ON 170
A/D CONV A 260 VHF XMTR A 231
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Figure 7-3. Narrowband Telemetry and Command Subsystem
Table 7-2. TMP Telemetry Values
Function Orbit T/V* Orbit
No. Function Name Unit 0-1 200 Plateau 35
9001 Memory Sequencer A Converter VDC 4.45 4.46 4.45
9002 Memory Sequencer B Converter VDC OFF** 4.55 OFF*
9003 Memory Sequencer Temp oC 15. 00 25. 00 20. 00
9004 Formatter A Converter VDC 4.50 4.50 4.52
9005 Formatter B Converter VDC OFF** 4.55 OFF**
9006 Dig. Mux A Converter VDC 4.20 4.22 4.22
9007 Dig. Mux B Converter VDC OFF** 4.20 OFF*
9008 Formatter/Dig Mux Temp oC 17.50 25.00 25.00
9009 Analog Mux A Converter VDC 4.02 4.02 4.02
9010 Analog Mux B Converter VDC OFF 3.87 OFF
9011 A/D Converter A Voltage VDC 4.02 4.02 4.02
9012 A/D Converter B Voltage VDC OFF** 4.07 OFF**
9013 Analog Mux, A/D Conv. Temp oC 17.50 28.00 25.00
9014 Preregulator A Voltage VDC 3.99 3.99 4.00
9015 Preregulator B Voltage VDC OFF** 4. 01 OFF**
9016 Reprogrammer Temp oC 17.50 22.00 22.50
9017 Memory A Converter VDC 4.45 4.45 4.45
9018 Memory A Temp oC 12.50 17.00 17.50
9019 Memory B Converter VDC OFF** 4.50 OFF**
9020 Memory B Temp oC 12.50 17.3 17.50
9100 Reflected Power (Xmtr A) dBm 15.29 14.7 18.29
9101 Xmtr A-20 VDC VDC 3.97 3.97 3.80
9103 Xmtr A Temp oC 23. 59 20. 5 27. 73
9105 Xmtr A Power Output dBm 25.79 25.7 27.73
* Thermal Vacuum Test data
** Not turned on since Prelaunch
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Table 7-3. VHF Transmitter
Component
VHF Transmitter FT 0004
Pre-Launch Performance
1 KBPS real time
Data Good24 KBPS playback
Spec A B
Power Output-Low Mode 300 MV 365 MW 390 MW






The Command and Clock Subsystem consists of the following modules: VHF Receiver;
Command Integration; Command Clock; and ECAM. The first three modules are located in
the sensory ring, and ECAM is located inside the USB antenna mount. Parts of two other
modules (Unified S-Band Equipment and Premodulation Processor) provide one of the two
primary inputs to the Command and Clock Subsystem, but are not considered part of the
subsystem.
The Command and Clock Subsystem performs the following functions:
1. Receives, processes, and stores command information from the USB and VHF
ground station.
2. Receives, processes, and stores command information from the USB and VHF
ground stations and executes these commands at the predetermined time.
3. Receives and transfers serial data to the TMP for reprogramming its memory.
4. Provides an accurate time base upon which all spacecraft activities can be planned,
referenced, and measured.
5. Generates Minitrack 36-bit time code data which is stored and transmitted with
TMP, RBV, and MSS data so that the time reference cited above may be used to
process data in the ground station.
6. Generates standard frequencies and motor drive signals used by other subsystems.
The LANDSAT-2 System Command Matrix provides for 512 commands as noted in Appendix
B.
Figure 8-1 is a simplified block diagram and Figure 8-2 is a modulation format.
The LANDSAT-2 command subsystem was launched in the configuration given in Table 8-1,
and activated with the separation and unfold contact closure which occrrred at 18:54:55
near Tananarive in orbit 0.
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Figure 8-1. Command and Clock Subsystem Block Diagram
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co Figure 8-2. Composite STADAN Audio Waveform
Table 8-1. Command/Clock Subsystem Launch Mode
Mode Cmd
COMSTOR A OFF 055
COMSTOR B OFF 025
MTX DECODER PR1 011
MTX A DRIVE PR1 012
MTX B DRIVE PR1 013
OSCILLATOR PR1 014
FREQ. GEN PR1 015
VERIFY TOCK 457
MSFN/STADAN A/B 616
CLOCK FUSE 1A 653
CIU CH B ON 782
CIU CH A ON 786
CLOCK PS/COM ON 783
ECAM OFF
A summary of telemetry values is provided in Table 8-2. Flight data correlates very closely
with Thermal Vacuum test data values. Ground software problems are delaying availability
of some of the telemetry.
Command processing of both real time and stored commands have been normal. No spurious
or unexecuted commands have been observed. (Some commanding difficulties have been
experienced, but all cases have been coincidental with low elevation at the station, lock on
side lobes, or similar ground transmission difficulties.)
The time base provided for spacecraft activities planning has been well within specifications
during this period. Clock drift has been less than -2 MS per orbit during this period.
Spacecraft time code, transmitted via RBV, MSS, and Tlm has been reliable and accurate.
All frequency outputs to other subsystems have been nominal.
Table 8-3 shows the pre-launch performance of the Command Clock subsystem.
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Table 8-2. Command/Clock Telemetry Summary
Function Orbit Thermal Vac Orbit
No. Name Mode Units 0/1 200 Plateau 35
8005 Prl. Power Supply Temp. - 0C 29.93 37. 89 38. 82
8006 Red. Power Supply Temp. - oC 27.61 36.31 36. 93
8007 Pri. Osc. Temp. - 0C 24. 35 27.84 28.70
8008 Red Osc. Temp. - °C 23.48 26.95 27.82
8009 Pri. Osc. Output - TMV 1.02 1.06 1.06
8010 Red. Osc. Output - TMV 0.0 1.16 3.20
8011 100 KHz Pri. - Red. TMV 3.15 3.16 3.17
8012 10 KHz Pri. - Red. TMV 3.04 3.05 3.08
8013 2.5 KHz . Pri. - Red. TMV 2.95 2.96 3.01
8014 400 Hz Pri. - Red. TMV 4.43 4. 45 4. 17
8015 Pri. , 4V Power Supply Pri, Clk ON VDC NA 2.05 NA
8016 Red. , 4V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC NA 2.01 NA
8017 Pri. , 6V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC NA 2.31 NA
8018 Red. , 6V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC NA 2.31 NA
8019 Pri. - 6V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC NA 5.23 NA
8020 Red. - 6V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC NA 5.23 NA
8021 Pri. - 23V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC NA 5.70 NA
8022 Red. - 23V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC NA 5.66 NA
8023 Pr. - 29V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC NA 5.29 NA
8024 Red. - 29V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC NA 5.28 NA
8101 CIU A - 12V CU A ON VDC 3.96 3.96 3.79
8102 CIU B - 12V CIU B ON VDC 3.95 3.95 3.78
8103 CIU A - 5V CIU A ON VDC 4.14 4.15 3.93
8104 CIU B - 5V CIU B ON VDC 4. 10 4. 10 3.90
8105 CIU A Temp. CIU A ON 0 C 20.69 22.52 26.01
8106 CIU B Temp. CIU B ON oC 18.98 20.52 23.35
8201 Receiver RF-A Temp. - oC NA 30.05 NA
8202 Receiver RF-B Temp. - 0 C 28. 18 26.08 29. 09
8203 D MOD A Temp. - OC 26.05 39.03 28.95
8204 D MOD B Temp. - oC 35.68 29.18 37.73
8205 Receiver A AGC Receiver A ON DBM OFF** -56.94 OFF**
8206 Receiver B AGC Receiver B ON DBM -85.72 -61.46 -87.83
8207 Amp. A Output Receiver A ON TMV OFF** 1.49 OFF**
8202 Amp. B Output Receiver B ON TMV 1.76 1.55 2.10
8209 Freq. Shift Key A Out Receiver A ON TMV OFF** 1.08 OFF**
8210 Freq. Shift Key B Out Receiver B ON TMV 1.10 1.11 1.11
8211 Amp. A Output Receiver A ON TMV OFF** 1.11 OFF*
8212 Amp. B Output Receiver B ON TMV 1.13 1.13 1.13
8215 D MOD A - 15V Receiver A ON TMV OFF** 4. 87 OFF**
8216 D MOD B - 15V" Receiver B ON TMV 4.77 4.78 4.77
8217 Regulator A - 10V Receiver A ON TMV OFF** 5.40 OFF**
8218 Regulator B - 10V Receiver B ON TMV 5.30 5.33 5.32
* Thermal Vacuum Test Data
** A component not used since Pre-laumch
NA - not available due to processing
problem - MIT 710
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 8-5
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Table 8-3. Command and Clock Subsystem Pre-Launch Performance Summary
* ALL OPERATIONAL MODES EXERCISED SATISFACTORILY
* BOTH COMSTORS OPERATED. ALL STORED COMMANDS EXECUTED PROPERLY
* ALL CIU COMMANDS EXECUTED PROPERLY
* NO TIME CODE OR CLOCK FREQUENCY ANOMALIES
* ALL SERIAL DATA COMMANDS TO ECAM OPERATED PROPERLY
* ALL ECAM STORED COMMAND LOCATIONS (512) EXERCISED. ALL ECAM
STORED COMMANDS EXECUTED PROPERLY.
* ALL ECAM SMART FUNCTIONS EXERCISED AND FUNCTIONED PROPERLY.
* VHF RCVR THRESHOLD
SPEC A B MARGIN
-107 DBM -108 DBM 





* AGC VARIES WITH TEMPERATURE. NO PROBLEM - REPEATABLE AT ANY GIVEN
TRACKING SINCE LAST REVIEW. TEMPERATURE. HAS NOT CHANGED, DOES
NOT AFFECT SPACECRAFT OPERATION.
ACCEPT AS IS.
ECAM
* STOPS PROCESSING DATA WHEN * INTERRUPTS CAUSED BY RE-CONFIGURATION
REDUNDANT SYSTEM SWITCHED IN OF COMMAND CLOCK AND/OR VIP.(EBPR 268, 5/29/74). RESTRAINT ADDED.
* SMART FUNCTIONS EXECUTED WHEN * INADEQUATE SYNC CRITERIA. CRITERIA
VIP RECONFIGURED (EBPR 309, MADE TIGHTER - PROBLEM RESOLVED.
6/1/74). SOFTWARE MODIFIED TO SOLVE PROBLEM.
COMMAND CLOCK
* POWER SUPPLY INSTABILITY AT HIGH * UNIT REMOVED FROM SPACECRAFT AND
TEMPERATURE (P/S TEMP 50'C) AND RETURNED TO CAL COMP FOR REPAIR.
LIGHTLY LOADED, (EBPR 276, (PRIOR TO T/V #2).
5/29/74 MR D08198).
* EXECUTED "COMP LOAD #2 ON" * PROBABLY CAUSED BY NOISE AT P/S
COMMAND WHEN THE REDUNDANT TURN-ON. HAS NEVER REPEATED.
CLOCK P/S WAS TURNED ON. CLOCK P/S TURN ON IS NOT A NORMAL
EBPR (530, 10/25/74). OPERATIONAL EVENT (BOTH SUPPLIES
ON AT LAUNCH AND REMAIN ON).
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SECTION 9
ORBIT AIDJUST SUBSYSTEM (OAS)
SECTION 9
ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM (OAS)
The Orbit Adjust Subsystem (OAS) is a monopropellant hydrazine fueled propulsion system
consisting of three thruster assemblies, a propellant feed system, a support structure and
the necessary interconnect plumbing, brackets, and electrical harnessing. The propellant
feed system consists of a single tank for storage of both the propellant and pressurant. The
feed system operates in a blow-down mode during which the engine thrust decays from an
initial level of 0. 85 LBf to a final value of 0. 25 LBf as the 67 LBm of propellant is consumed.
The operation of the propulsion subsystem permits the flow of hydrazine propellant into a
combustion chamber containing a catalyst. Within the chamber, the catalyst spontaneously
decomposes the hydrazine into ammonia, hydrogen, and nitrogen gases having a temperature
of approximately 18000F. These gases are then expanded through a conical nozzle to pro-
duce thrust. See Figures 9-1 and 9-2 for functional block diagrams and Figure 9-3 for hard-
ware configuration.
The OAS was launched in the OFF mode and remained OFF except as noted in Table 9-1.
Table 9-1.
Burn Time Semi Major Performance N2H 4Orbit (Sec) Axis** (KM) % of Plan Used (LBm)
-* - 7286.462 - -
32 4.8 7286. 501 105.41 0.02
71 4. 8 7286.434 90. 00 0.02
79 420 7289.977 107.07 1.62
86 420 7293.191 107.02 1.51
163 420 7290.237 97.00 1.42
191 360 7287. 816 97.58 1.15
212 308.8 7285. 820 101.52 0. 95




In Orbit 32 a 4. 8 sec burn was performed to test the alignment of the -X thruster. A sim-
ilar firing was performed later in Orbit 71 on the +X thruster. In both cases the firing was
normal. In Orbit 79 an orbit adjust sequence for LANDSAT-2 was initiated to phase the sat-
ellite with LANDSAT-1 in the 18 day ground track repeat cycle. A firing on the -X thruster
in this orbit lasted for 420 seconds, and was normal in all respects. In Orbit 86 the -X
thruster was again fired for a duration of 420 sec, which brought the semi-major axis of
the orbit to 7293. 19 km. Later, in Orbits 163 and 191, the +X thruster was fired for a
duration of 420 and 360 seconds respectively. The final maneuver in this sequence was per-
formed with a firing on the +X thruster in Orbit 212. The burn lasted for 308. 8 seconds.
Tracking data has confirmed satisfactory achievement of all objectives of this orbit adjust
sequence. A summary of the orbit adjust maneuvers is given in Table 9-1. The typical
performance characteristics of the +X and -X thrusters are shown in Figures 9-4 thru 9-7.
Housekeeping functions of the OAS were normal. Table 9-2 gives average telemetry values
for the OFF quiescent state.
Table 9-2. OAS Telemetry Values
Function Average Values
Orbit Orbit
No. Name Units 0-1 20 0 C Plateau* 50
2001 Prop. Tank Temp. oC 18.35 19.0 23.03
2003 Thrust Chamber No. 1 (-x) oC 25.38 19.7 24. 84
Temp
2004 Thrust Chamber No. 2 (+x) oC 20.47 18.3 37.34
Temp
2005 Thrust Chamber No. 3 (-y) oC 40.33 18. O0 47.22
Temp
2006 Line Pressure Psia 531. 71 15. 0** 545.60
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data. The Thruster Chamber heaters were duty cycled to maintain the
chamber temperatures between +50 C and +400C.
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w Figure 9-1. Orbit Adjust Subsystem Block Diagram
THRUSTER UTILIZATION N
#1 - ALTITUDE CORRECTION
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Figure 9-2. Orbit Adjust Thruster Orientation -~
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The purpose of the MMCA is to provide means for generating magnetic dipole moments suf-
ficient to cancel those residual dipole moments that may exist on the spacecraft. The MMCA
consists of three mutually perpendicular, chargeable, permanent magnetic rods. Activation
of the charging and discharging mechanism is by commands. See Figure 10-1 for functional
block diagram.
The MMCA was launched in the OFF mode as noted in Table 10-1.
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Figure 10-1. MMCA Functional Block Diagram
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PITCH COIL OUT 702
ROLL COIL OUT 761
YAW COIL OUT 704
Housekeeping functions of the MMCA were normal. The unit was not activated; insertion of
dipole values was deferred pending evaluation of the ACS performance. Gating during orbits
in this period has averaged 0. 8 gates in the +R, 0. 1 gates in the -R, and 0. 5 gates in the +P
direction per orbit. Table 10-2 gives average telemetry values.
Table 10-2. MMCA Telemetry Values
T/V
Orbit Orbit
Number Name Units 0-1 200C Plateau* 50
4001 Al Board Temp oC 21. 54 21. 3 20. 56
4002 A2 Board Temp oC ** 20. 6 **
4003 Hall Current TMV 3.40 3.40 3.40
4004 Yaw Flux Density TMV 3. 05 3. 00 3. 05
4005 Pitch Flux Density TMV 3.12 3.20 3.15
4006 Roll Flux Density TMV 2. 99 3. 00 2. 99









The Unified S-Band Equipment (USBE) consists of two S-Band transmitter/receiver pairs
(transponders). Each transmitter/receiver pair normally operates as a separate unit. Only
one of the two is powered at any given time, but it is possible to cross-strap them by ground
command. When cross-strapped, the receiver of one transponder and the transmitter of
the other are powered. The USB Receiver receives the uplink RF signal, demodulates the
command and ranging subcarriers, and, when possible, provides a phase-locked oscillator
signal for the down-link USB transmitter. A ranging (psuedo-random noise-PRN) signal
is demodulated and is available for modulation of the downlink upon ground command. The
subcarrier containing command information is sent to the PMP. One of the USB receivers
is powered at all times. The USB transmitter uses either the phase-locked oscillator of the
USB receiver or, if sufficient signal for phase-lock is not present, an auxiliary oscillator
for the transmitter RF driver. Back-up modes allow and sometimes require use of the aux-
iliary oscillator or the receiver oscillator (phase-locked or free-running) at all times. Mod-
ulation of the USB transmitter comes from the PMP, and may or may not have the PRN
ranging signal added. Switching permits either transmitter to be ON or OFF, but both
transmitters ON simultaneously is not possible. Protection against inadvertent leaving ON
of either transmitter (and/or either of the wide band power amplifiers) is provided by a 32
minute cutoff timer. See Figure 11-1 for Functional Block diagram. Figures 11-2 and 11-3
are modulation formats.
The USBE was launched in the OFF mode, as noted in Table 11-1, and activated after sep-
aration in Orbit 0 near Tananarive. Commands were successfully uplinked in orbit 1 at Mad-
rid and have continued to be normal since that time. Table 11-2 gives average telemetry
values. Table 11-3 gives prelaunch measured data.
At launch, the operational mode was MSFN A/STADAN B, which employs USB-A section for
both receiver and transmitter. In orbit 45, the operational mode was changed to MSFN
11-1
B/STADAN A at 23:08:13 on 25 January. This mode employs the B section of the USB.
A comparison of the two telemetry readings can be seen in Table 11-2.
Table 11-1. USB/PMP Launch Mode
Mode CMD
USB XMTR PWR EN 347
USB XMTR DIS 757
AUX OSC EN 150
SEL XMTR A 126
RANGING OFF 146
MOD INPUT NORM 147




Function Orbit 200 Orbit
No. Function Name Mode Units 15 Plateau 50
11001 USB Receiver AGC Receiver A Low DBM -112.72 NA -120.24
11002 USB Transmitter Power Transmitter A ON WTS 1.36 1.40 1.36
11003 Receiver Error Receiver A Normal KHz 
-2. 15 NA -4.87
11004 USB Transponder Temp. Transponder ON oC 25.88 22.33 29. 12
11005 USB Transponder Pres. Transponder ON PSI 17.08 16.99 17.09
11007 USB Transmitter A-15V Transmitter A ON VDC 2.36 2.35 OFF
11008 USB Transmitter B-15V Transmitter B ON VDC OFF 2.39 2.40
11009 USB Ranging Mode-15-V Ranging ON Disc. A ON VDC 2.07 2.07 2.05
11101 PMP A Voltage Discrim. A ON VDC -15.10 -15.22 OFF
11102 PMP B Voltage Discrim. B ON VDC OFF -15.07 
-14.96
11103 PMP A Temp. TLM Power ON oC 37.30 NA 32.37
11104 PMP B Temp. TLM Power ON oC 28.34 NA 35. 16







XMTR RF power output 1W 1. 20W 1. 18W
RCVR CMD threshold -95 DBM -105DBM -100 DBM
Range delay variation 40 NSEC P-P 10. 9 NSEC P-P 5.7 NSEC P-P
Pre-Launch Problem Summary
No problems throughout environmental test program
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SEPARATION AND UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM
SECTION 12
SEPARATION AND UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM
The Separation and Unfold Subsystem consists of the following components: Unfold Timer,
Unfold Switch, Separation Switches, Unfold Motors, and Cable Cutter Assembly. At pro-
grammed separation time, the launch vehicle provides power to fire four electro-explosive
bolt cutters to effect spacecraft separation. See Figures 12-1 and 12-2 for mechanical ar-
rangement, and Figure 12-3 for Functional Block Diagram.
The separation subsystem performed as expected. The 2. 5 second timer caused paddle un-
fold. Before separation the subsystem properly restrained the paddles, disabled the pri-
mary and redundant matrix A drivers, provided -24. 5 VDC to the attitude control reset
line, and provided telemetry signals indicating that the spacecraft was still mated to the
Delta Vehicle. After separation all circuits were activated and separation was confirmed by
referring to the strip chart ACS telemetry functions listed below:
Delta Activation Time From
Function No. Title Separation (A Seconds)
1240 SAD left MTR WNDG voltage 52. 5
1220 SAD right MTR WNDG voltage 52. 5
1027 Roll rear flywheel speed 17. 5
1035 Yaw tach output 17.5 ..
1040 Pitch coarse error 17. 5
1043 Pitch flywheel speed 17. 5
All of these functions have known activation delta times from separation, and all are read
each second in the telemetry matrix.
By measuring the delta times backwards, i. e., from activation to separation, all of the
functions indeed commence from the same baseline in time, and hence confirm the separation
time.
It was necessary to employ this technique because the separation switch functions normally used
to monitor separation were removed from the software programs.
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The EIS is a collection of three modules: The Auxiliary Processor Unit (APU) (See Figure
13-1 for functional block diagram); The Power Switching Module (PSM) (See Figure 13-2
for functional block diagram) and the Interface Switching Module (ISM). Together they per-
form a variety of electrical interfacing functions including: power switching, telemetry
signal generation, switching logic, power fusing, signal switching (Data) time code processing,
automatic "shut-off" timers.
The EIS contains a variety of telemetry points all of which are associated with other subsystems
and have been discussed in those sections.
The Launch mode of the APU is given in Table 13-1.
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All EIS functions which were exercised during launch and activation were executed and con-
firmed. After launch power switching was held to a minimum. Operation of time code pro-
cessing, search track data processing, back-up timer operation, signal switching and power
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Figure 13-1. APU Functional Block Diagram
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Thermal control of the spacecraft is required in order to provide a mounting surface tempera-
ture of 200 + 100C for all equipment mounting internal to the spacecraft. The LANDSAT-2
spacecraft is composed of three separate elements; the solar arrays, the Attitude Control
Subsystem and the sensory ring. These elements are thermally decoupled such that the en-
vironment for mission support and payload equipment is provided by the sensory ring Thermal
Control Subsystem. The subsystem is composed of both semipassive and passive elements.
The semipassive elements are shutters and heaters. Shutters are located on each of the 18
peripheral compartments and are actuated by two-phase fluid-fill bellows assemblies. The
heaters are energized by ground command. Passive control, in the form of insulation and
coatings, works in conjunction with the semipassive elements to maintain the thermal balance
of the vehicle. Figure 14-1 is a block diagram of the Thermal Control Subsystem.
In LANDSAT-2 the thermal control functions were balanced prior to launch and maintained
their balance, within expected tolerances, throughout powered flight and orbital operations.
The thermal subsystem in both the sensory ring and the ACS performed within expected limits
at all locations.
'\Typical average temperatures were: ACS baseplate 20. 5 C; sensory ring 18. 90C; and center
section 19. 3 C. The shutter position average at Orbit 50 was 42. 8 .
Table 14-1 provides typical average telemetry values for the Zener modules obtained during
thermal vacuum testing and early flight operations.
In Orbit 2 compensation loads 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 were turned on as scheduled to provide
more even heating of the spacecraft until normal operation began. All compensation loads
except 6 remained on thru Orbit 50.
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Figure 14-1. Functional Block Diagram of Thermal Control Subsystem
Table 14-1. Thermal Telemetry Values
Average Values
Function Orbit 25 OC* Orbit
No. Function Name Unit 0-1 Plateau 50
7080 TLM Cony. Mod. Q1 Thermistor Zener VDC 4.85 4.85 4.86
7081 TLM Conv. Mod. Q2 Thermistor Zener VDC 4.88 4.90 4.90
7082 TLM Conv. Mod. Q3 Thermistor Zener VDC 5.02 5.03 5.05
7083 TLM Conv. Mod. Q1 Shutter Zener VDC 4.95 4.95 4.97
7084 TLM Conv. Mod. Q2 Shutter Zener VDC 4.96 4.96 4.99
7085 TLM Conv. Mod. Q3 Shutter Zener VDC 5.14 5.15 5.17
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data
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NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDER (NBTR)
SECTION 15
NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDER (NBTR)
The NBTR consists of a single-track recording mechanism and the associated electronics
necessary for proper amplification and filtering of the RECORD and PLAYBACK signals and
for control of the record mechanism. The recorder is completely contained in one box.
The NBTR records 1 KBPS data from the Telemetry Processor, and, upon command, plays
back the stored data with simultaneous outputs to the VHF Transmitter and to the Premodula-
tion Processor. The playback speed is 24 times the record speed, and the output data rate
is therefore 24 KBPS. The NBTR erases the tape immediately after playback.
The recorder has a capacity for recording 210 minutes of data, and stops automatically
when it reaches end-of-tape. Plyaback is accomplished on command, effecting a reversal
in tape direction at 24 times the record rate. Playback can be commanded at any time before
the recorder reaches end-of-tape.
The LANDSAT-2 spacecraft contains two Narrowband Tape Recorders, providing a total
sequential recording capability of 420 minutes. A simplified block diagram of the Narrow-
band Tape Recorder is given in Figure 15-1.
The Narrowband Tape Recorders were launched in the record mode as shown in Table 15-1.
The launch mode was verified from telemetry on the CRT display and on the strip charts.
Table 15-1. Narrowband Tape Recorders Launch Mode
MODE CMD
NBTR 1 REC 543
NBTR 2 REC 601
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Figure 15-1. Narrowband Tape Recorder Block Diagram
Initial Turn ON
Prior to launch on January 22, 1975, NBTR1 was put in record at 17:28:37Z and NBTR2 was
put in record at 12:23:51Z. In Orbit 1 at Alaska, NBTR-1 was played back at 16:26:00 and re-
turned to the Record mode at 19:33:04. NBTR-2 was played back at 21:06:58 and returned to
Record at 21:13:09 to take its turn alternating with NBTR-1. Thereafter the recorders were
alternated in the RECORD mode, and performed their PLAYBACK generally after 1 minute
of overlap of the two recorders in the RECORD mode.
Table 15-2 gives the record history for subsequent orbits.
Table 15-3 shows typical telemetry values. All are nominal.
Table 15-4 shows the pre-launch performance of the NBTR's.
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Table 15-2. LANDSAT-2 NBTR Record Times
P/B %
Orbit Nbr. Start Time FME End Time FME Smooth BAP STA
0 022:17:29:03 001 19:18:39 412 0.39 0.24 A
1 A 022:17:24:15 001 19:33:03 484 0.40 0.21 1A
2 B 022:20:06:07 001 21:13:19 253 0.81 0. 98 2A
3 A 022:.21:13:35 001 22:51:43 369 0.09 0.00 A
4 B 022:.22:51:43 001 00:30:39 372 0.04 0.00 A
5 A 023:00:30:23 001 01:56:15 325 6.35 6.17 N
6 B 023:01:56:15 001 03:49:35 426 3.29 3.15 A
7 A 023:03:49:35 001 05:30:55 361 6.82 6.62 A
8 B 023:05:30:55 001 07:15:11 392 0.68 0.01 A
9 A 023:07:15:11 001 08:58:55 390 0.07 0.07 A
10 B
11
12 A 023:08:58:39 001 12:26:39 781 10.0 9.82 N
13 B 023:12:26:23 001 15:52:15 773 0.07 0.00 N
14 A 023:15:51:59 001 17:49:51 443 0.63 0.51 G
15 B 023:17:49:35 001 19:31:43 384 0.07 0.00 A
16 A 023:19:31:27 001 21:13:35 384 0.24 0.17 A
17 B 023:21:13:35 001 22:55:43 384 18.28 18.28 A
18
19 B 024:00:25:19 001 01:59:11 353 0.08 0.00 A
20 A 024:01:59:27 001 03:54:39 433 0.44 0.38 A
21 B 024:03:54:23 001 05:37:03 386 0.07 0.00 A
22 A 024:05:36:47 001 07:21:19 393 0.07 0.01 A
23 B 024:07:21:03 001 09:05:03 391 0.07 0.00 A
24
25
26 A 024:09:05:03 001 12:33:03 781 0.06 0.00 N
27 B 024:12:32:47 001 15:52:47 751 0.07 0.00 N
28 A 024:15:52:31 001 17:55:27 462 0.09 0.00 A
29 B 024:17:55:27 001 19:37:03 382 0.07 0.00 A
30 A 024:19:35:59 001 21:19:59 391 0.16 0.00 A
31 B 024:21:19:11 001 23:01:51 386 0.06 0.00 A
32 A 024:23:01:35 001 00:43:59 385 0.31 0.24 A
33 B 025:00:43:43 001 02:08:47 320 0.00 0.00 N
34 A 025:02:08:31 001 04:00:47 422 0.05 0.00 A
35 B 025:04:00:31 001 06:08:47 482 0.21 0.00 A
36 A 025:05:39:27 001 07:25:51 400 0.70 0.02 A
37 B 025:07:25:35 001 09:05:35 376 0.05 0.00 A
38
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OF POOR QUALITY 41 B 025:12:34:07 001 15:37:51 690 0.06 0.00 N
42 A 025:15:37:51 001 17:52:31 506 0.03 0.00 A
43 B 025:17:55:27 001 19:37:19 383 0.24 0.24 A
44 A 025:19:37:19 001 21:19:59 386 0.29 0.25 A
45 B 025:21:19:43 001 23:01:51 384 0.35 0.29 A
46 A 025:23:01:51 001 00:30:23 333 0.05 0.00 N
47 B 026:00:30:23 001 02:09:03 371 0.05 0.00 N
48 A 026:02:09:03 001 04:05:35 438 0.05 0.00 A
49 B 026:04:03:11 001 05:41:19 369 0.07 0.00 A
50 A 026:05:41:19 001 07:26:39 396 0.05 0.00 A
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No. Name Plateau 36/37
10001 A-Motor Current (ma)
Record 128 132.0
P/B 107 108.0
10101 B-Motor Current (ma)
Record 153 148.5
P/B 149 143.6
10002 A-Pwr Supply Cur. (ma)
Record 185 170.5
P/B 425 410
10102 B-Pwr Supply Cur. (ma)
Record 260 260
P/B 480 481
10003 A-Recorder Temp (DGC) 30. 7 26. 1
10103 B-Recorder Temp (DGC) 28.5 27.0
10004 A-Supply Volt 24.9 24.87
10104 B-Supply Volt 24.6 24.55
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data





Parameter Spec NBTR 1 NBTR 2
Record Time >210 min 216. 5 min 216 min
Data quality judged by brush recorder outputs and computer
synopsis - quality good
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SECTION 16
WIDE BAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
The Wide Band Telemetry Subsystem (WBTS) consists of two 10/20 watt S-Band FM Trans-
mitters and associated filters, antennas, and signal conditioning equipment. The subsystem
is used to transmit Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) video data and Multispectral Scanner (MSS)
digital data to LANDSAT ground stations. The RBV and MSS data can be transmitted in real
time as it is being generated, or recorded on either of two Video Tape Recorders (or both)
and played back through the WBTS when in view of a ground station. A Functional Block
Diagram is shown in Figure 16-1 and the physical configuration is illustrated in Figure 16-2.
The WBTS was launched in the OFF mode and in the configuration shown in Table 16-1. Ver-
ification of this mode was obtained in the telemetry from Madrid and Alaska playback early
in Orbit 1. The Check Compare (Table 8) on the CRT verified there were no exceptions to
the commanded configuration.
Initial Turn-ON
The Wide Band Telemetry Subsystem was initially turned on in the 10 watt mode in Orbit 12
while over Greenbelt/Merritt Island, At 14:29:31 both wide band power amplifiers were
turned on together, with Inverter A ON at 14:29:41. Filters A and B were both inhibited to
allow only the unmodulated carrier to radiate,
The power amplifiers were both turned OFF at 14:36:53 and inverter A turned OFF at
14:36:55. All telemetry values were nominal as shown in Table 16-3.
Table 16-1. Wide Band Telemetry Subsystem Launch Mode
Mode CMD
WBPA1, 2 EN PRIME/RED 776/754
WBPA 1 OFF 561
OUTPUT SEL 1 LO 541
WBPA 2 OFF 067
OUTPUT SEL 2 LO 047
RBV Bias A 546
DATA WBPA PRIME 705
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co Figure 16-2. Wideband Telemetry Subsystem
Subsequent Operations
In Orbit 13 both power amplifiers were operated in the 20 watt mode with both filters in-
hibited. The sequence of events is shown in Table 16-2.
Wide Band Power Amplifier-i was subsequently operated in Orbits 41, 46 and 47. WBPA-2
was subsequently operated in Orbits 19, 26, 27, 28, 42, 46 and 47. The entire subsystem
operated normally throughout these orbits, as shown in the telemetry values of typical
orbits shown in Table 16-3.
Prelaunch subsystem performance is shown in Table 16-4.
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Table 16. 2 Operations of WPA
WBPA-1 CMD WBPA-2
16:10:39 Power ON 16:10:37
16:10:41 Inverter ON 16:10:41
16:13:56 Sel 20 watt output 16:14:15
16:17:55 Power OFF 16:17:53
Table 16-3. Wide Band Telemetry Subsystem
Telemetry Values
T/V (2) o10W 20W
(1) Name 10W 20W Orbit 16 Orbit 47
12001 Temp, TWT Coll. (DGC) 30. 1 33. 6 28. 14 34. 38
12101 27.9 31.2 25.93 30.00
12002 Cur, Helix (MA) 3.30 3.85 3.20 4.29
12102 4.03 4.56 4.28 4.41
12003 Cur, TWT Cath. (MA) 33. 20 46. 10 32. 77 46. 04
12103 34.09 46.78 33.93 46.42
12004 Fwd Power (DBM) (3) 40. 61 42. 68 40.61 42. 83
12104 40.93 43.71 41.01 43.81
12005 Refl Power (DBM) (3) 22.34 27.0 21.11 26.50
12105 34.55 36.45 36.03 37.50
12227 Con. Volt, Loop Stress (MHz) (4) 1. 54 1. 80 2. 14
12228 2.53 1.48 1.51
12229 Temp. Mod (DGC) 19. 5 19. 00 18.51
12232 +15 VDC Pwr Sup (TMV) (5) 2. 65 2.65 2.65
12234 -15 VDC Pwr Sup (TMV) (5) 4. 07 4. 20 4. 27
12236 +5 VDC Pwr Sup (TMV) (5) 3.55 3.55 3.57
12238 -5 VDC Pwr Sup (TMV) (5) 4.08 4.17 4.20
12240 -24 VDC Unreg. Pwr (TMV) (5) 5. 86 5. 88 6. 20
12242 Temp, Inv. (DGC) 23.7 23.42 24. 12
NOTES:
(1) Function numbers for WPA-1=120XX; for WPA-2=121XX
(2) Thermo-Vacuum Test data for comparison
(3) Pwr outputs of 10 or 20 watts can be selected
(4) Any reading other than zero or -7. 5 is acceptable
(5) Only power supply A operated during these orbits 16-5
Table 16-4. Wideband Telemetry Subsystem
Components S/N
Wideband Power Supply 6549508
Wideband Frequency Modulator 6549505
Wideband Power Amplifier (2) FT3 & FT4
Wideband Filter (2) 4 & 8
Pre-Launch Performance
Spec Measured
Modulator A Freq. Stab. 2229. 5 MHz 2229. 5 MHz
+0 KHz
+335 KHz -270
Modulator B Freq. Stab. 2265. 5 MHz 2265. 5 MHz
+0
±338 KHz -280 KHz
Power Amp No. 1 Output* High +40.6 DBM +41.3 DBM
Low +37.6 DBM +38.6 DBM
Power Amp. No. 2 Output* High +40.6 DBM +40.8 DBM
Low +37.6 DBM +37.8 DBM
PROBLEM SUMMARY
Problem
* Jumps in helix current telemetry * No degradation of performance
seen in both WBPA's. observed. WBPA's in LANDSAT-1
WBPA 1 - 1. 1 MA also show helix current telemetryjumps (once per 2 or 3 transmissions).
WBPA 2 - 0.65 MA
EBPR 435, 9/3/74
EBPR 520, 10/17/74
*Includes 2 DB transmit circuit loss
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SECTION 17
ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR (AMS)
The AMS is a passive radiometric balance sensor which operates in the 14 - 16 micron
IR Band. This band pass was selected to take advantage of the earth's horizon predictabi-
lity in the 14-16 micron region, and to improve the off-null accuracy by ground based cor-
rection. The entire earth disk is imaged by a germanium lens to a focal surface containing
four light pipes (four field of view sectors). See Figure 17-1 for functional block diagram,
and Figure 17-2 for hardware illustration. AMS Telemetry Values are shown in Table 17-1.
The AMS was launched in the OFF mode (CMD 774), turned ON during Orbit 6 and has been
performing normally since then.
Table 17-1. AMS Telemetry Values
Function Average Value
No. Units Orbit 7 20 0 C Plateau Orbit 50
3004 Case - Temp 1 oC 15.74 20.9 19.00
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4 Figure 17-2. Attitude Measurement Sensor
SECTION 18
WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
SECTION 18
THE WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
The Wideband Video Tape Recorder (WBVTR) Subsystem is comprised of two rotating-head,
magnetic tape recorders, each housed in two enclosures: (1) a pressurized housing for the
Transport Unit (TU) and; (2) an unpressurized enclosure for the Electronics Unit (EU). The
TU includes the transport mechanism, the video head wheel, record amplifiers, playback
pre-amplifiers, and transport controls. The EU includes the record and playback formatting
circuitry, the voltage converter, motor control circuits and command and control circuits.
The primary function of either WBVTR is to selectively record, store, and playback analog
data from the Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) cameras or digital data from the Multispectral
Scanner (MSS) Subsystem.. Additional record and playback channels are provided on the
tape. These include a prerecorded Search Track Signal for providing tape position informa-
tion, an Auxiliary Track for recording PCM telemetry data, and a servo control track for
playback speed control. A transverse recording technique utilizing four rotating heads is
used for Wideband RBV and MSS data. The narrowband data, (servo control, PCM data,
and search pattern) are recorded longitudinally with fixed heads. See Figures 18-1 and
18-2 for functional block diagrams.. Figures 18-3, 4 and 5 show physical configuration.
The launch and activation evaluation follows.
LAUNCH MODE
The Wideband Video Tape Recorders 1 and 2 (WBVTR-1 and 2) were launched in the mode
shown in Table 18-1. This launch mode was verified by OCC during prelaunch checkout at
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Figure 18-1. WBVTR Functional Block Diagram
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Figure 18-4. Wideband Video Tape Recorder










Figure 18-5. WBVTR Transport
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Table 18-1. Launch Configuration
Mode Cmd
WBVTR 1 OFF 651
WBVTR 2 OFF 712
RBV STBY 1 464
MSS STBY 2 572
VO PROT 2 EN 554
VO PROT 1 EN 467
SEARCH TRA NORM 563
WBVTR-1 TAPE POSITION 900
WBVTR-2 TAPE POSITION 919
ACTIVATION
Initial activation of the WBVTR subsystem occurred in Orbit 5. Both recorders were
rewound from their launch position near mid-tape for a duration of about 2 minutes.
The applicable series of commands are shown in Table 18-2. The footage count of
WBR-1 went from 900 to 423; the WBR-2 footage went from 919 to 423.
Table 18-2. Series of Commands for Initial Activation of WBVTR
Orbit 5, 23 January 1975
Time Cmd Activity
01:59:08 650 WBR-2 ON Prime
01:59:10 572 WBR-2 STBY MSS
01:59:15 607 WBR-1 ON Prime
01:59:17 464 WBR-1 STBY RBV
01:59:22 465 WBR-1 FAST R/W
552 WBR-2 FAST R/W
02:01:06 071 APU Norm Mode
02:01:17 572 WBR-2 STBY MSS
02:01:19 464 WBR-1 STBY RBV
02:01:20 712 WBR-2 OFF
02:01:21 651 WBR-1 OFF
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SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS
Table 18-3 shows the subsequent use of the WBVTR subsystem. All operations were nominal.
Telemetry values and MFSE counts are normal and are shown in Tables 18-4, 18-5, and
18-6. All values are nominal.
Tables 18-7 and 18-8 show the prelaunch performance of the WBVTR. Table 18-8 lists
the components and ground operating time.
Table 18-3. History of WBVTR Use
Orbits
Mode WBR-1 WBR-2
Record 40, 41 19, 21
Rewind 5, 16, 17, 34, 46 5, 16, 17, 26, 31, 46
Playback 15, 17, 33 & 47 (pre-launch recorded) 15, 17, 46, 47 (recorded pre-launch)
46 (rec. at RBV activation) 26 (MSS sun cal)
Table 18-4. WBVTR Telemetry Values
WBVTR-1 Functions Telemetry Values in Orbits
Number Name T/V ORB 45/46
13022 Pressure, Trans (PSI) 16.46 16.52
13023 Temp Trans (DgC) 19.1 20.74
13024 Temp Elec (DgC) 31. 8 25. 00
13032 Lim Volt Out (VPP) 1.47 1.48
13034 +5. 6 VDC Conv (VDC) 5.54 5. 70
13200 
-24. 5 VDC (VDC) NA 1.82
13201 
-12 VDC (VDC) NA 2.44
13202 Temp APU (DgC) NA 29.06
WBVTR-2 Functions Telemetry Values in Orbits
Number Name T/V ORB 45/46
13122 Pressure, Trans (PSI) 16.22 16.12
13123 Temp Trans (DgC) 18.9 21.50
13124 Temp Elec (DgC) 31.2 23.50
13132 Lim Volt Out (VPP) 1.3 1.30
13134 +5.6 VDC (VDC) 5. 57 5.71
13200 
-24. 5 VDC (VDC) NA 1.82
13201 
-12 VDC (VDC) NA 2.44
13202 Temp APU (DgC) NA 29.06
NA = not available
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Table 18-5. Function Values by Mode in Orbit
WBVTR-1
Function/Description T/V ORB 31/46
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Table 18-6. Function Values by Mode in Orbit
WBVTR-2
Function/Description T/V ORB 31/46




































Table 18-7. Pre-Launch WBVTR History
DATE ACTIVITY
5/28 - 6/12/74 1ST THERMAL VACUUM TEST. VTR 1 - FT 2 VTR 2 - FT 2
EACH RECORDER SHOWED RISING ERROR RATE DURING 30 MINUTE TESTS, MORE PRO-
NOUNCED AT HIGH TEMPERATURE. FT 1 ERROR RATE CONSIDERABLY HIGHER THAN FT 2
ERROR RATE.
MINOR FRAME SYNC ERRORS IN TEN SECONDS NEAR BOT & EOT
VTR PRE TV 200C 350C 100C 200C
FT 2 6-14 12-70 20-85 3-5 3-10
FT 1 5-130 10-160 20-480 5-75 8-95
OBSERVED CHANGE (HIGHER) CAPSTAN MOTOR CURRENT TELEMETRY IN VACUUM ON FT 2.
OBSERVED SEVERAL INSTANCES OF SIMULTANEOUS PBOT & SBOT ON FT 2.
6/16/74 POST TV TESTS
1. DETERMINE IF FT 1 RECORD CURRENT (1 DB) WAS OPTIMUM - IT WAS.
2. DETERMINE IF SIMULTANEOUS MSS ERROR BURSTS & AUX TRACK DROPOUTS WERE
CONTROL TRACK ANOMALY - THEY ARE.
3. DETERMINE IF SUBSTITUTE TELEMETRY BOARD NORMALIZES CAPSTAN MOTOR
CURRENT TELEMETRY ON FT 2 - IT DIDN'T
6/21/74 FT 1 & FT 2 RETURNED TO RCA.
7/16/74 FT 6 DELIVERED TO GE. TESTS RUN WITH FT 6 IN EACH OF VTR 1 & 2 POSITIONS, MSS
ERRORS VERY LOW IN EACH POSITION. SEARCH TRACK ERRORS NOTED IN 12 PLACES.
7/23/74 - 7/26/74 MSS DATA TESTS WITH FT 1 IN VTR 1 POSITION AND FT 6 IN VTR 2 POSITION. FT 6
LOW ERROR RATE. FT 1 RELATIVELY LOW, BUT RISING ERROR RATE. (5-30)
7/29/74 - 7/31/74 MSS DATA TESTS WITH FT 2 IN VTR 1 POSITION AND FT 6 IN VTR 2 POSITION. FT 2
SHOWED RISING ERROR RATE ON 3 SUCCESSIVE PLAYBACKS. FT 6 SHOWED LOW ERROR
RATE WITH SAME DATA.
8/2/74 - 8/13/74 SERIES OF TESTS WITH FT 2 AND FT 6 IN FLIGHT SPACECRAFT AS VTR 1 AND 2, AND
WITH FT 1 ON BIT BOARD. TESTS DISCLOSED PATTERN SENSITIVITY, AND CHARACTER
OF ERRORS WAS NOTED AND ANALYZED. FT 1 WAS RETURNED TO RCA FOR FURTHER
ANALYSIS, WHERE MODIFICATIONS WERE DEVELOPED AND APPLIED TO FT 1.
8/28/74 PRE-THERMAL/VACUUM TESTS. FT 2 SHOWED HIGH AND RISING ERROR RATE DURING
30 MINUTE TEST (150-450). FT 6 SHOWED GOOD ERROR RATE (5-5).
9/3/74 - 9/10/74 SECOND SPACECRAFT THERMAL VACUUM TEST. FT 2 SHOWED RISING ERROR RATE,
AND HIGH (70-100) AT HIGH TEMPERATURE. FT 6 SHOWED CONSISTENTLY LOW ERROR
RATE.
10/4/74 FT 1, WITH MODIFICATIONS, DELIVERED TO GE AND PLACED IN BONDED STOCK.
10/16/74 - 10/18/74 SPACECRAFT VIBRATION TEST. VTR 1-FT 2. VTR 2-FT 6. DURING SPACECRAFT
CONFIDENCE TESTS RUN BEFORE, BETWEEN AND AFTER VIBRATIONS, FT 2 SHOWED
HIGHER ERROR RATE ON EACH SECOND PLAYBACK OF MSS DATA.
10/29/74 - 10/30/74 POST VIBRATION 30-MINUTE MSS DATA TEST SHOWED HIGH ERROR RATE (100-230)
ON FT 2. SECOND AND THIRD PB'S ALSO HIGH. FT 6 GOOD.
10/30 - 10/31/74 LIMITER/DEMOD BOARDS REMOVED FROM FT 2 EU AND SENT TO RCA FOR SINGLE
MODIFICATION. BOARDS RETURNED TO GE AND REPLACED IN EU. ERROR RATE
HIGH (150-900).
11/5 - 11/8/74 COMPLETION OF MODIFICATIONS TO FT 2 AT GE. FINAL TESTS SHOWED VERY GOODERROR RATE WITH NO RISE (5-5).
11/9 - 11/12/74 FT 2 EU REMOVED FROM SPACECRAFT FOR VIBRATION AND THERMAL TESTS (UN-POWERED) AT RCA. EU BENCH TEST AT GE WITH ENGINEERING MODEL T/V. EUINSTALLED ON SPACECRAFT. MSS DATA FROM 11/8/74 PLAYED BACK AND NEW30-MINUTE RECORD/PLAYBACK TEST RUN. LOW ERROR RATE WITH NO RISE (5-5).
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Table 18-8. Pre-Launch WBVTR Problem Summary
PROBLEM RESOLUTION
* VTR FT-2 CAPSTAN MOTOR CURRENT * CAUSED BY SATURABLE REACTOR IN TELEMETRY
TELEMETRY INCREASED IN VACUUM. CIRCUIT AFFECTED BY VACUUM. RCA REPLACED
EBPR 271. 5/29/74. SATURABLE REACTOR. MR D08193.
* SIMULTANEOUS AUXILIARY TRACK * OCCURS RELATIVELY INFREQUENTLY ON ALL
DROPOUT WITH MSS DATA ERROR VTR'S, INCLUDING ERTS A. DUE TO MOMENTARY
BURST. EBPR 375, 6/11/74 (SN FT-2) LOSS OF LOCK IN CAPSTAN SERVO LOOP. ACCEPT
EBPR 378, 7/15/74 (SN FT-6). AS IS. MP. D08168 FT 2, MR D08194 FT 6.
* RISING MSS MINOR FRAME SYNC ERROR
RATE.
EBPR'S 097 10/19/74 * LONG SERIES OF TESTS AT RCA AND GE RE-
124 2/28/74 VEALED SOME PROBLEMS WITHIN VTR'S. RCA
133 3/21/74 RECOMMENDED AND MADE MODIFICATIONS TO
SN FT 1 AND FT 2:
1. DECREASE RINGING (MAKE HF ROLL OFF
SMOOTHER) IN MSS PB CIRCUITS.
2. INCREASE TIME CONSTANT OF DC
RESTORER.
3. DECREASE AMPLITUDE OF PILOT TONE
(1.5 MHZ) SIGNAL IN RECORD CIRCUITS.
MR D08150 FT 1, MR D08195 FT 2.
* SEARCH TRACK NUMBERS ERRATIC ON VTR * ABOUT 20 NUMBERS (OUT OF 3600) SOMETIMES
FT-6. EBPR 377 7/18/74. READ OUT INCORRECTLY, APPARENTLY DUE
TO EXTRA BITS (OR NOISE) ON TAPE. IN-
CORRECT NUMBERS HAVE NO HARMFUL EFFECT
TO OPERATION SINCE NUMBERS ARE HIGHLY
REDUNDANT. ACCEPT AS IS. MR D08170.
* PRESSURE TELEMETRY DROPPED AND * POTENTIOMETERS SHOW OCCASIONAL NOISE.
RETURNED TO NORMAL A FEW MINUTES OCCURRED ALSO ON ERTS A. ACCEPT AS IS.
LATER. VTR FT-6, EBPR 462 9/6/74. MR D08267.
* TAPE TRANSPORT UNIT FT-2 TELEMETRY * RETURNED TO CONTRACTOR AND REWORKED.
INDICATED BOTH PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CLOSED.
BEGINNING OF TAPE INDICATIONS.
(5/28/74) EBPR 262, MR D08196.
RBV DATA
* NO SIGNIFICANT DEGRADATION OF RBV DATA.
MSS DATA
* BOTH VTR'S HAVE MSS MINOR FRAME SYNC ERRORS BELOW 10 ERRORS
IN 10 SECONDS. AVERAGE APPROXIMATELY 5 IN 10 SECONDS.
* NO SIGNIFICANT RISE IN ERRORS DURING 30 MINUTE PLAYBACK.
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VTR 1 S/N FT-2 522 HOURS
VTR 2 S/N FT-6 114.5 HOURS
* EXPECTED LIFE FOR EACH RECORDER - 1,000 HOURS
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SECTION 19
RETURN BEAM VIDICON SYSTEM (RBV)
SECTION 19
RETURN BEAM VIDICON SYSTEM (RBV)
Ground scene information is viewed through three Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) Camera
Sensors as they are simultaneously exposed. The RBV sensors convert the scene information
in three unique spectral bands into low-level analog signals. The Camera Electronics convert
this information into a video'format that is fed to the Camera Controller Combiner (CCC),
where the three camera videos are combined with sync, blanking, and timing signals and
with coding information to produce a single composite video format. The Camera Controller
Combiner controls the operating modes of the cameras and the generation of the composite
video signal. The cameras may be commanded for single exposure, cyclic exposure, and
calibration. The composite video signal is either stored on a Wideband Video Tape Recorder
for later playback, or transmitted in real time through the spacecraft Wideband Telemetry
Subsystem. An auxiliary video signal from each camera may also be applied directly to the
Wideband Telemetry System without passing through CCC. See Figure 19-1 for functional
block diagram, and Figure 19-2 for physical illustration. An equipment list is shown in
Appendix A.
The RBV subsystem was launched in the mode shown in Table 19-1. Verification of this
mode was obtained by telemetry early in Orbit 1 at Madrid and later by playback from
Alaska.
INITIAL TURN-ON
The Return Beam Videcon Subsystem (RBV) was first turned ON in Orbit 40 for 1 minute
and 2 seconds with Camera 1, but was turned OFF before shutter operated. WBVTR-1 was
in record mode but received no data. All telemetry was nominal.
The RBV was turned on again in Orbit 41 on 25 January 1975 while over Greenbelt. The
sequence of activities is shown in Table 19-2. Telemetry (Table 19-3), quick-look pictures,
and the A-scope of the TR-70 all showed nominal sync pulses and video data.
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SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS
The RBV was not operated again during this report period; therefore, no RBV scenes are
available for processing.
Table 19-4 shows the pre-launch performance of the RBV.
Table 19-1. Return Beam Vidicon Subsystem Launch Mode
MODE CMD
CALIBRATE EN 372
APERTURE CORR OUT 431
EXPOSURE 4 454
CYCLE CONT 470
CATH REACT OFF 371
MAG COMP EN 677
MAG COMP HI 753
THER MOD 1 EN 770
THER MOD 2 EN 730
THER MOD 3 EN 672
RBV PWR OFF 731
CCC OFF 432
CAM 1 OFF 511
CAM 2 OFF 510
CAM 3 OFF 512
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TAPES TRANSPORTED TO NDPF FOR BULK AND SELECTED PRECISION PROCESSING
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Table 19-3. RBV Telemetry Values
Telemetry Values
T. V. Orbit
Func. No. Name Norm 41
14001 CCC Board Temp (DGC) 19. 939
14002 CCC PWR Sup. Temp (DGC) 21. 047
14003 15V SUPPLY (TMV) 3. 950
14004 +6V, -5.25 PWR. SUP (TMV) 3. 075
14100) 0. 96
14200 VIDEO OUTPUT VOLT (TMV) 0.93
14300) 1.06
14102 3. 75 to 4. 02 3. 950
14202 j COMBINED ALIGNMENT CUR (TMV) 3. 87 to 4. 10 3. 875
14302) 3. 80 to 4. 05 3. 850
14103) 24. 363
14203 TEMP. IN ELEC. UNIT (DGC) 20. 387
14303) 25.363
14104 23.363
14204 TEMP IN LV: PWR SUP (DGC) 18. 834
14304 26. 023
14105 3. 92 to 4. 07 3. 950
14205 DEFL PWR SUP +10 (TMV) 3. 950
14305 4. 000
14106 3. 65 to 3. 80 3. 700
14206 L.V. PWR. Sup. +6 , -6.3 (TMV) 3.650
14306 3.725
14107 2.53 2.650
14207 Current in Ther. Elec (TMV) 2. 500
14307 2.575
14108 1. 80 to 3. 50 2.550
14208 Vidicon Fili. Cur. (TMV) 2. 400
14308) 2.575
14111) 3.03 3. 025
14211 Target Volt. to Vidicon (TMV) 3. 050
14311 3.225
14120 4. 05 4. 050
14220 Vert. Defl. Volt. (TMV) 4. 275
14320 4. 275
14114 21.99 21. 997
14214 Temp Vidicon Face Plate (DGC) 21. 059
14314 22.398
14115 24. 17 20. 940
14215 Temp Focus Coil (DGC) 20. 387
14315 21. 940
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Table 19-4. Return Beam Vidicon Subsystem
* COMPONENTS
CAMERA CONTROLLER COMBINER S/N 003
CAMERA ELECTRONICS 1 (BLUE) S/N 003
CAMERA ELECTRONICS 2 (YELLOW) S/N 002
(REPLACED ON 8/19/74 WITH) S/N 004
CAMERA ELECTRONICS 3 (RED) S/N 008
CAMERA SENSOR 1 (BLUE) S/N 003
CAMERA SENSOR 2 (YELLOW) S/N 002
(REPLACED ON 8/19/74 WITH) S/N 004
CAMERA SENSOR 3 (RED) S/N 008
RBV MAGNET MOMENT ASSEMBLY S/N 49513
* PRE-LAUNCH PERFORMANCE
ALL EVALUATION PARAMETERS ARE SATISFACTORY.
PRE-LAUNCH PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
(SPEC) (RCA) (GE)
BLUE YELLOW RED BLUE YELLOW RED BLUE YELLOW RED





CAL 0 REPEATABILITY WITHIN .270 .244 .343 .274 .238 .330
CAL 1 50 MV (CAMERA TEMPER- .450 .566 .441 .462 .580 .439
CAL 2 ATURE A CONSTANT) .938 1.086 .869 .936 1.052 .864
B) WHITE SHADING-% 15 15 15 16 19.1 15.3 17.4 11.0 13.5
(CENTER)
* RASTER SIZE
HORIZONTAL % REPEATABILITY 100.08 100.00 100.26 100.04 100.14 100.56
VERTICAL % 100.28 100.16 100.78 100.24 100.26 100.76
* VERTICAL RESOLUTION REPEATABILITY 30 31 32 34 38 35(CENT. 59 LP) %
* HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION REPEATABILITY 26 26 32 27 31 43(CENT. 59 LP) %
PROBLEM RESOLUTION
* HORIZONTAL CENTERING SHIFT * UNABLE TO ISOLATE PROBLEM THROUGH
- RED CAMERA - 6 TIMES AT GE EXTENSIVE TESTING AT RCA AND GE
(5/20/74 AND DURING AUGUST SHIFT OBSERVED IN - 1% OF DATA,
AND SEPT. 1974, EBPR 302, SHIFT HAS NOT OCCURRED SINCE T/V
MR D08197. ) ORBIT D-10, 9/7/74, ACCEPT AS IS.
- BLUE CAMERA - ONCE AT RCA
- YELLOW CAMERA, S/N 004, 3 TIMES
AT RCA
- YELLOW CAMERA, S/N 002, SHIFT
NEVER OBSERVED.
* LOSS OF VIDEO FROM BLUE AND YELLOW . HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER REDESIGNED.
CAMERAS DURING THERMAL VACUUM TEST. TRANSFORMERS REPLACED IN ALL CAMERAS.
HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER FAILED IN
BOTH CAMERAS. (6/1/74 AND 6/5/74,
EBPR 310, MR D08200 AND EBPR 342,
MR D08190. )
* CAL 2 LEVEL OF YELLOW CAMERA IS * ACCEPT AS IS. USE CAL 1 LEVEL FOR
SATURATED AND THEREFORE UNUSEABLE INFLIGHT CALIBRATION CHECK.
(8/21/74, EBPR 404, MR 08266).
* VERTICAL PORTION OF RESEAU MARKS 0 CAUSED BY AMPLIFIER SATURATION.
MISSING ON CAL 2 OF YELLOW CAMERA. CAMERA PERFORMANCE IS NOT DEGRADED.(9/5/74, EBPR 446). ACCEPT AS IS.
* HORIZONTAL JITTER IN RED CAMERA * SUSPECT JITTER RELATED TO HORIZONTAL
ANCHOR MARK; ANCHOR MARK ALSO NOT PROBLEMS.
VERTICAL. (9/6/74, EBPR 461).
* ANCHOR MARK WAS NOT ETCHED VERTICALLY
ON TUBE. ACCEPT AS IS.
* MULTILINE JUMP DUIRNG YELLOW CAMERA * ONE TIME ONLY OCCURRENCE.
OPERATION (9/7/74, EBPR 466). ACCEPT AS IS.






The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) system consists of spacecraft and ground equipment which
permits images of the earth to be obtained simultaneously in 4 or 5 spectral bands. The
LANDSAT-2 MSS uses a 4-band scanner operating in the solar reflected spectral region
from 0. 5 to 1. 1 micrometers (microns) wave length, and scans cross track swatchs of
0.5 km width (at a 496-nm altitude), imaging six scan lines across in each of the four
spectral bands simultaneously. The object plane is scanned by means of an oscillating
flat mirror between the scene and the double reflector telescope optical chain. The 11. 56
degree cross-track field-of-view is scanned as the mirror oscillates approximately +2. 89
degrees 13. 62 times per second about its nominal position as shown in Figure 20-1.
The instantaneous field-of-view of each detector subtends an earth-area square of 256 feet
on a side from the nominal orbit altitude. Field stops are formed for each line imaged
during a scan, and for each spectral band, by the square input end of an optical fiber. Six
of these fibers in each of four bands are arranged in a 4 x 6 matrix in the focal plane of
the telescope. See Figure 20-2 for functional block diagram, and Figure 20-3 for pictorial
view. An equipment list is shown in Appendix A.
The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) was launched in the OFF mode, except that the Rotating
Shutter was commanded ON to distribute the launch mode stresses around the bearing.
The complete launch configuration is shown in Table 20-1. Verification of this configura-
tion was obtained from telemetry in Orbit 1 at Madrid, and by playback from Orbit 1 at
Alaska.
In Orbit 1 at Alaska, the rotating shutter (and the enabling primary power switch for MSS)




















Figure 20-1. MISS Scanning Arrangement
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Figure 20-2. Simplified Functions Block Diagram of the
Overall MSS System
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Figure 20-3. Multispectral Scanner
Table 20-1. Multispectral Scanner Subsystem Launch Mode
Mode Cmd
MSS BOTH EN 632
SYSTEM PWR ON 052
HIGH VOLT OFF 073
SEL INV A 053
BAND 1 OFF 076
BAND 2 OFF 132
BAND 3 OFF 135
BAND 1 HV A 054
BAND 2 HV A 055
BAND 3 HV A 056
BAND 1 HV OFF 176
BAND 2 HV OFF 233
BAND 3 HV OFF 232
SHUTTER A 214
ROT SHUTTER ON 152
CAL LAMP A 117
CAL LAMP OFF 177
SCAN PWR 1 217
SCAN MON OFF 172
SCAN MON A 255
SCAN MIRROR INH 256
SCAN MIR PWR 1 312
MIR SCAN OFF 335
MUX INH 276
MUX MODE COMP 315
HEATER OFF 735
SYS ON/OFF NORM 316
BAND 1 GAIN LO 175
BAND 2 GAIN LO 174
INITIAL TURN-ON
The initial turn-on of the MSS subsystem was in Orbit 19 during a Merritt Island/Green-
belt/Alaska pass. The commands and execution times are shown in Table 20-2.
The WBPA-2 was turned on by stored command at 02:00:16.
Telemetry values, video and strip charts were normal.
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Table 20-2. MSS Initial Turn-On Orbit 19, 24 January 1975
Time
H M SCmd Activity  
VIA MERRITT ISLAND
775 USB ON 01 57 14
316 MSS ON NORM 01 59 57
316 MSS ON NORM 02 01 29
650 WBR-2 ON 02 01 59
572 WBR-2 STBY 02 02 03
513 WBR-2 REC 02 02 16
156 CAL LAMP ON 02 02 24
153 SCAN MON ON 02 02 34
277 SCAN MIR NORM 02 02 44
314 MID SCAN CODE ON 02 02 55
610 MSS ENABLE 02 03 05
257 MUX NORM 02 07 26
052 MSS SYS ON 02 07 33
212 BN 2 HV ON 02 07 51
233 BN 2 HV OFF 02 08 04
132 BN 2 OFF 02 08 17
114 BN 3 ON 02 08 45
112 MSS HV ON 02 08 58
213 BN 3 HV ON 02 09 09
VIA GREENBE LT
057 BN 1 ON 02 10 26
157 BN 1 HV ON 02 10 40
113 BN 2 ON 02 10 48
212 BN 2 HV ON 02 10 57
VIA ALASKA
073 MSS SYS OFF 02 14 47
766 PYLDS OFF 02 15 10
067 WBPA-2 OFF 02 15 23
757 USB OFF 02 22 54
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SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS
In Orbit 21 a sun calibration was performed while over Alaska. Configuration was prime,
compressed, low, with mid-scan code ON. The results as reported by Alaska are shown
in Table 20-3.
Table 20-3. MSS Sun Calibration in Orbit 21 Reported by ALASKA
START TIME OF SUN CAL PULSE 05:47:02
DELAY TIME FROM LINE ST. (MS) 18
PEAK AMPLITUDE
VOLTS













The MSS was also operated in Orbits 27, 28 and 42 in realtime operations; and in Orbit
40 to Record on WBR-1. A second sun calibration was made in Orbit 47 with results
similar to those of Orbit 21.
Typical telemetry values are shown in Table 20-4. Table 20-5 shows the pre-launch per-
formance of the MSS.
In Appendix E the same MSS scene is shown in 5 successive figures, F-1 thru F-5, one
for each of the four bands, and the final one a composite of 3 bands
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Table 20-4. MSS Telemetry
T. V. Orbits
Function Name Norm 27
15040 MUX -6 VDC (TMV) 3.92 4.05
15041 A/D SUPPLY (TMV) 5.74 5.95
42 AVERAGE DENSITY (TMV) 1.72 1.71
43 FIBER OPTICS PLATE 1 TEMP (DGC) 22.30 18.13
44 FIBER OPTICS PLATE 2 TEMP (DGC) 22.30 17.87
45 MUX TEMP (DGC) 25.59 23.38
46 ELEC COVER TEMP (DGC) 23.09 20.25
47 PWR. SUP. TEMP. (DGC) 23.85 19.45
48 SCAN MIR REG. TEMP (DGC) 23.44 18.30
49 SCAN MIR DRIVE ELEC. TEMP. (DGC) 24.34 18.96
15150 SCAN MIR DRIVE COVER TEMP (DGC) 22.50 17.26
51 SCAN MIR TEMP (DGC) 21.87 17.26
52 ROT. SHUT HOUSING TEMP (DGC) 22.58 23.26
53 SCAN MIR REG VOLT (TMV) 4.56 4.7
54 CAL LAMP CURRENT (TMV) 1.18 1.17
55 BAND 1 15 VDC (TMV) 4.97 4.98
56 BAND 2 15 VDC (TMV) 5.00 5.00
57 BAND 3 15 VDC (TMV) 4.88 4.95
58 BAND 4 15 VDC (TMV) 4.83 5.00
59 TLM 15 VDC (TMV) 5.04 5.06
15060 +12 VDC +6 VDC (TMV) 4.92 5. 03
61 LOGIC +5 VDC (TMV) 4.86 4.81
62 RECT. +19 VDC (TMV) 4.97 5.03
63 RECT. -19 VDC (TMV) 3.54 3.60
64 BAND 1 HVA (TMV) 4.95 4.95
65 BAND 1 HVB (TMV) 5.03 OFF
66 BAND 2 HVA (TMV) 4.72 4.70
67 BAND 2 HVB (TMV) 4.70 OFF
68 BAND 3 HVA (TMV) 4.75 4.72
69 BAND 3 HVB (TMV) 4.65 OFF
15070 SHUT MOT. CONTR. INTEG (TMV) 2.49 2.60
15071 SCAN MIRROR DRIVE CLOCK (TMV) 1.93 2.00
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data at 20°C.
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* SIGNAL/NOISE B1 90 MEAN 109.6 108.8 WORST CASE S1, CL 80.2
B2 69 MEAN 96.6 82.5 WORST CASE S10, CL 69.1
B3 45 MEAN 72.9 66.6 WORST CASE S14, CL 59.4
B4 104 MEAN 133.0 - WORST CASE S20, LL 108.0
* HORIZONTAL MTF > 33% ALL CHANNELS >39%
(SWR)
* CROSS AXIS JITTER +30 ARAD MEAN = 1.1 pRAD MAX = 5.2 pRAD
* SCAN SYMMETRY 0. 4990 (NO. WORDS TO MSC/TOTAL LINE LENGTH)
* LINE LENGTH VARIATION +2 WORDS MAX + 2 WORDS OVER 35 MINUTES
LINE TO 9 WORDS OVER 18 0 C CHANGE
LINE MEAN = 3247 @ 23 0 C
C>
Table 20-5. Multispectral Scanner (Cont'd)
PARAMETER SPEC PRE-LAUNCH MEASUREMENT
* VIDEO STABILITY 2% VARIATION OVER 17 MINUTES AFTER 3 MINUTE
WARMUP.
NOMINAL MEAN MAX (SEN) MIN (SEN)
* GAIN (22 0 C, COMP LO) B1 25.80 B1 26.14 26.97 (6) 25.07 (1)
(QL/MW CM- 2 STEAR. -1 B2 32. 00 B2 34. 39 35. 91 (10) 32. 64 (12)
(VACUUM) B3 36. 36 B3 38. 45 39. 96 (18) 36. 10 (13)
B4 13.91 B4 13. 10 13.34 (24) 12.62 (22)
* OFFSET (22°C, COMP LO) >0 B1 +1.00 +1.38 (5) +0.73 (3)
QUANTUM LEVEL (FULL <0.8 B2 +0.79 +1.03 (12) +0.52 (7)
RANGE - 64 QL'S) (LINEAR MODE B3 +0.75 +1. 01 (17) +0.35 (14)
IN SPE C.) B4 +0.82 +1. 28 (23) +0.43 (22)
* TEMP. SENSITIVITY
(10 TO 35 0 C) % GAIN CHANGE/ o C
B1 -0.21% -0.32% (1) -0.06% (4)
B2 -0. 35% -0. 39% (8) -0. 22% (10)
B3 -0.43% -0.49% (18) -0.22% (13)
B4 +0.30% +0.35% (21) +0. 029% (23)
Table 20-5. Multispectral Sensor (Cont'd)
PARAMETER SPEC PRE-LAUNCH MEASUREMENT
* TEMP REPEATABILITY ALL BANDS + 2.0%
(10 0 C TO 35 0 C)
LAMP A LAMP B
UNCOR COR UNCOR COR
* CAL WEDGE CORRECTION B1 -. 286 -. 098 -. 254 -. 038
WITH TEMP. (10C TO 35 0 C) B2 -. 405 -. 062 -. 370 -. 052
% CHANGE/OC B3 -. 469 -. 054 -. 459 -. 027
(MEAN VALUES) B4 +. 399 +. 111 +. 366 +.082
MEAN WORST CASE
* VIDEO SENSITIVITY TO HOVIS B1 +4.3% S3, +6%
SPHERE TARGET (NORMALIZED B2 +4.2% S8, +6%
TO FULL SCALE) % GAIN CHANGE B3 +2.8% S18, +5%
OVER A ZERO RADIANCE INPUT B4 -0.1% S24, +0.5%
COMPUTED FROM CAL WEDGE
C>.
Table 20-5. Multispectral Sensor (Cont'd)
PRE-LAUNCH MSS RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION
THREE CALIBRATIONS
* POST INTEGRATION (5/74)
* POST TV II (9/74)
* POST VIBRATION (10/74)
POST INTEGRATION
POST TV 11 POST VIBRATION
REPEATABILITY BANDS 1-3 -0.8 + 0.6% BANDS 1-3 -1.5 + 0. 8%
(CORRECTED) BAND 4 +0. 2 + 0. 5% BAND 4 -1. 0 + 0. 4%
REPEATABILITY BANDS 1-3 +3.3 + 1%* BANDS 1-3 -1.4 + 0.8%*
(CORRECTED) BAND 4 -3. 4 + 0. 5% BAND 4 -2.6 + 0.5%
*SENSOR 8 = +6.2%, +3.7%
SENSOR 10 = +6. 8%, +4.2%
Table 20-5. Multispectral Sensor (Cont'd)
PRE-LAUNCH PROBLEM SUMMARY
PROBLEM RESOLUTION
V/T I * VIDEO (0.5 MSEC) OCCURS PRO- * REPHASE SHUTTER SUCH THAT SHUTTER
CEEDING PREAMBLE, CAUSES OPENS DURING PREAMBLE. PROBLEM
DEMUX TO MISS LINE DID NOT APPEAR IN V/T II.
START OR FIND FALSE LINE
START. EBPR 306.
V/T I * SCAN MONITOR A AND B OUT OF e RE-ALIGN SCAN MONITORS, PROBLEM
ALIGNMENT BELOW 20 0 C. EBPR 293, DID NOT APPEAR IN V/T II.
MR D08191, MR D08199.
V/T * APPARENT GAIN CHANGE IN CAL * PROBLEM REPEATABLE, WAS OBSERVED
WEDGE FROM AMBIENT TO VACUUM. AT HAC, EXTERNAL TARGET REMAINED
CONSTANT. CALIBRATION IS STABLE
B1 - 13% AND REPEATABLE IN VACUUM. ACCEPT
B2 - 3% AS IS.
B3 - 7%
B4 + 11%
POST VIB * SUN CAL MIRROR ALIGNMENT OFF * ACCEPT AS IS. INSPECTION REVEALED
20 IN AZIMUTH FROM HAC DATA. THAT MIRROR WAS FIRMLY IN PLACE.
EBPR 535, D07204. NO APPARENT MOVEMENT.
SECTION 21
DATA COLLECTION SUBSYSTEM (DCS)
SECTION 21
DATA COLLECTION SUBSYSTEM (DCS)
The Data Collection System is designed to relay data from randomly distributed Data Col-
lection Platforms (DCP) through the LANDSAT-2 spacecraft to either receiving sites, Green-
belt, Md. or Goldstone, Calif. The DCS system is designed to collect and provide at least
one message from each of up to 1000 Data Collection Platforms in the continental United
States every 12 hours, with a probability of 0. 95, with a nominal LANDSAT S/C orbit and
both ground stations operating. See Figure 21-1 for system description, Figure 21-2 for
functional block diagram, and Figure 21-3 for pictorial view. See Appendix A for hardware
listing.
The Data Collection System was launched in the mode shown in Table 21-1. Verification of
this mode was obtained by CRT displays and strip charts from telemetry received from
Madrid and playback from Alaska early in Orbit 1. About 100 DCS ground station platforms
were operational at launch time.
INITIAL-TURN-ON Table 21-1. Data Collection System Launch
DCS Receiver No. 1 was turned ON at Mode
02:02:08 in Orbit 5, and has been left ON Mode CMD
since. The equipment operated normally. Receiver 1 OFF 407
Telemetry values are shown in Table 21-2. Receiver 2 OFF 406
In Orbit 6, the first complete orbit after turn-on, 348 messages were received, most of
them simultaneously at Greenbelt and Goldstone.
SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS
Overall performance of the Data Collection System during the remaining orbits has been well
within the system design. PIR-U-1N23-ERTS-130 in Appendix F demonstrates that effective-
ness of the DCS with LANDSAT-2 is at least as high as that with LANDSAT-1. An average of
over 5 messages are being received from each platform each 12 hours.
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Table 21-2. DCS Telemetry Values
* Orbits
Func. 200C
No. Name Plateau 5 15 25 36 49
16001 Receiver 1 Sig Strength (DBM)** -199 -123. 34 -122. 71 -123.40 -121.66 -124. 35
16002 Receiver 1 Temp (DGC) 23.4 22. 54 24. 02 24.42 24.40 24.45
16003 Rec-1 Pwr Input Volt (VDC) 2.37 2. 35 2.37 2. 37 2.37 2. 37
16004 Receiver 2 Sig Volt (DBM) -119 F F F F F
16005 Receiver 2 Temp (DGC) 22. 3 F F F F F
16006 Receiver 2 Input Volt (VDC) 2.35 F F F F F
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data
**This value is for a CW carrier only; it is not valid during DCS message reception.
F=Receiver 2 was OFF
Table 21-3 describes pre-launch subsystem performance.
Table 21-3. DCS Subsystem
* Component
Receiver A S/N EAB-FT-2
Receiver B S/N EAB-FT-3
* Pre-Launch Performance
DCS
Performance Level Receiver No. 1 Receiver No. 2 Spec
Dynamic Range -70 to -121 DBM 2.0 PP 2.0 PP 2.0 + 0.2 PP
input signal strength
Translation F up -F down 400. 525 MHz 400. 524 MHz 400. 526 + . 006 MHz
Frequency
Miss Rate -119 DBM 0.7 x 10 - 2  1.3 x 10 - 2 <5 x 10 - 2
@ -117 DBM
Error Rate -119 DBM < 10- 5  <10- 5  < 10- 3
@ -117 DBM
* Pre-Launch Problem Summary
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C. Figure A-3. LANDSAT-2 Equipment and Payload Location
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
(LANDSAT 2)
Revision Status of Pages
INITIAL REV REV REV REV REV REV REV
SHEET # ISSUE A B C D E F G


















19 4/12/74 5/20/74 12/16/74
20 4/12/74 11/6/74 12/16/74
Note 1. Those items which have been added or changed in this revision are noted
with heavy black lines in the right margin.
2. Change-out log since January 1, 1973 appears on back of cover sheet.
ISSUED BY CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT OFFICE
December 16, 1974
A-11
CONFIGURATION CHANGES SINCE JANUARY 1, 1973
I-
rEMOVED REPLACED
NOMENCLATURE DRAWING NO. DATE S.N. DATE S.N. COMMENTS
Batteries 2265943-501 3/27/73 049-056 3/27/73 057-064 Install Flight batteries
PCM TLM Recorder #1 202835-001 3/27/73 EAB-FT3 3/27/73 EAB-QMI Qual Unit has betLer test history
MSS Multiplexer 3241140-100 4/12/73 1 10/11/73 ENG. Return to Hughes for rework
Power Control Module 1759712-502 5/10/73 010 5/25/73 010 ReworkedUSBE 01-P09566C001 5/30/73 EAB-QM 5/31/73 EAB-FTI Test Anomaly (D03770)
Batteries 2265943-501 7/24/73 059, 062 10/8/73 ENG 008, Flight units in cold storage
009Batteries 2265943-501 7/26/73 057, 058, 3/11/74 057, 058 Cold storage
060, 061, 060, 061
063, 064 063, 064
MSS Scanner 
-3727 11/9/73 ENG 12/3/73 2 Install Fliaht Unit
WB Frequency Mod. 47E221815Gl 11/13/73 6549507 11/29/73 6549505 Install Flight Unit
Modulator
WBFM Power Supply 47C223321G1 11/29/73 6549510 11/29/73 6549508 Install Flight Unit
S1SS Multiplexer 3241140-110 11/13/73 ENG 12/3/73 1 Reinstall after rework
MSS Scanner 43727 12/26/73 2 4/4/74 2 Removed for special test
RBV MMCA 47D224600GI 1/2/74 6549513 3/6/74 6549513
REV CCC 2265336-501 1/7/74 003 1/18/74 003
VIP Memory B 608191G10 1/29/74 008 2/12/74 008 Memory was reprogrammed
Batteries 2265943-501 3/11/74 ENG 008, 3/11/74 059, 062 Reinstall Flight batteries
009
USSE 01-P09566C001 3/13/74 EAB-FTl 3/13/74 EAB-QM Test anomaly (D07227)APU 47E221855G1 4/24/74 6549504 4/24/74 6549502 Test anomaly (D08157)WBVTR Elect. #2 8370323-501 5/10/74 FLT1 5/16/74 FLT1 Removed for reworkRBV Electronics 42 1976466-501 6/16/74 002 8/19/74 004 Removed for rework
RBV CCC 2265336-501 6/16/74 003 7/25/74 002 Test anomaly (D08159)WBVTR Electronics #2 8370323-501 6/16/74 FLTI 7/15/74 FLT6 Trouble- shoot MR D08150WBVTR Electronics #' 9370323-501 6/16/74 FLT2 7/16/74 FLT6 Test anomaly (DO8193)RBV Camera V2 1p76477-501 6/17/74 002 8/19/74 004 Removed for reworkCormiand Clock 20Q1-102-301 6/17/74 EAB-FT2 6/17/74 F003 Test anomaly (D08198)
WBVTR #2 8358497-501 6/21/74 FLT1 7/15/74 FLT6 Trouble-shoot MR D0815CWBVTR #1 8358497-501 6/21/74 FLT2 7/16/74 FLT6 Test Anomaly (D08193)
WBVTR Electronics #1 8370323-501 7/17/74 FLT6 7/23/74 FLT1 Trouble-shoot MR D08150
WBVTR #1 8358497-501 7/17/74 FLT6 7/23/74 FLT1 Trouble-shoot MR D08150
Command Clock 20001-102-301 7/21/74 F003 7/22/74 EAB-FT2 Returned after rework
MSS Scanner 43727 7/15/74 2 7/24/74 2 Reworked
MSS Scanner 43727 7/25/74 2 7/29/74 2 Reworked
WBVTR #1 8358497-501 7/26/74 FLT1 7/26/74 FLT2 Trouble-shoot MR D08150
WBVTR Electronics #1 8370323-501 7/26/74 FLT1 7/26/74 FLT2 Trouble-shoot MR D08150
RBV CCC 2265336-501 8/16/74 002 8/19/74 003 Returned after 'rework.ECAM GF1308902 8/16/74 101 8/20/74 101 Reworked
WBVTR Electronics#1 8370323-501 11/8/74 FLT2 11/11/74 FLT 2 Reworked
CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
INDEX
Item Pae Item Page
Adapter 6 Power Control Module 9
Antennas 19 Power Subsystem 9-10
Attitude Control System 16-19 Power Supply, WBFM 5
Attitude Measurement Sensor 13 Power Switching Module (PSM) 5
Aux. Load Controller 6 Preflight Disconnect 6
Aux. Load Panels 2 Premodulation Processor 6
Aux. Processing Unit 3
Rate Measuring Package (RMP) 18
Batteries 10 Receiver, Command 5
Receivers, DCS 6
Clock. Command 15 Return Beam Vidicon MMCA 5
Command Integration Unit (CIU) 2 Roll Reaction Wheel Scan/Sig.Proc. 16,17
Command Receiver 5 Return Beam Vidicon (RBV), & Electr 20
Control Logic Box 16 S Band Equipment, Unified 7,8
Controller Aux. Load 6 Separation and Unfold Timer 2
Controllers Temperature 4 Separation Switches 6
Signal Processor, RRWS 16,17
Dampers, Paddle 19 Solar Arrays 9
Data Collection System Receivers 6 Solar Array Drives (SAD) 18
Disconnect, Preflight 6 Storage Modules, Power 10
Structure. ACS 16
Filters, Wideband 8 Switches, Separation 6
Frequency Modulator, WB 3 Switch, Unfold 2
Initiation Timer 17 Tape Recorders, PCM TIM 14
Interface Switching Module 15 Telemetry Conversion Modules 2
Telemetry Conversion Modules, ACS 16
Mag. Moment Comp. Assembly-ACS 13 Temperature Controllers 4
Mag. Moment Comp. Assembly-RBV 5 Thermal Subsystem, ACS 16
Module, Interface Switching 15 Timer, Initiation, ACS 17
Module. Payload Regulator 9 Timer, Separation and Unfold 2
Module, Power Control 9 Transmitter, VHF 20
Module, Power Switching (PSM) 5
Module, Telemetry Conversion 2 Unfold Switch 2
Module, Telemetry Conversion, ACS 16 Unified S Band Equipment 7,8
Multi Spectral Scanner (MSS), & Mux 20
Narrow Band Tape Recorder 14 Versatile Information Processor 11,12
Orbit Adjust Subsystem 13 Wideband Filter 8
Wideband Frequency Modulator (WBFM) 3
Paddle Dampers 19 WBFM Power Supply 5
Panels, Aux. Load 2 Wideband Power Amplifiers 13,14
Payload Regulator Module 9 Wideband Video Tape Recorder(WBVTR) 20
PCM TIM Tape Recorder 14 & Electr.
Pitch Reaction Wheel 16
Pneumatics, ACS 17 Yaw Rate Gyro 19
Power Amplifiers, Wideband 13,14 Yaw Reaction Wheel 16
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NO MwcLAURE 
- SUPPLIR w a PART go REV *SRIAL No.
COMMAND INTEGRATION UNIT GE-SS 47E221775G1 AN -5 6549449
Chassis Ass'y Al GE-SS 47D221813G1 
-3 PQ516
Cordwood Module A3 GE-SS 47D221797GL AN -4 PQ245
Cordwood Module A5 GE-SS 47D221798Gl AN -5 PQ216
Cordwood Module A6 GE-SS 47D221796GI AN -4 PR401
Cordwood Module A7 GE-SS 47D221799GI AN -4 PP880
Cordwood Module A8 GE-SS 47E221800GI AN -3 PP883
Stick Module A9 GE-SS 47E221801G1 None PP694
Stick Module A12 GE-SS 47E221804GI AN -1 PP686
Stick Module A13 GE-SS 47E221805G1 None PP692
Stick Module A14 GE-SS 47E221806GI AN -2 PP691
Stick Module A15 GE-SS 47E221807G1 AN - PP688
Cordwood Module A16 GE-SS 47E221852GI kN -2 PP817
Stick Module AL7 GE-SS 47E221853Gl AN -3 PP835
Cordwood Module A18 GE-SS 47E221851G1 IN -5 PP383
Chassis Ass'y A2 GE-SS 47D221813G2 4N -3 PQ477
Cordwood Module A3 GE-SS 47D221797G1I N -4 PQ246
Cordwood Module A5 GE-SS 47D221798GI AN -5 PQ217
Cordwood Module A6 GE-SS 47D221796Gl N -4 PQ635
Cordwood Module A7 GE-SS 47D221799GI N -4 PP881
Cordwood Module A8 GE-SS 47E221800GI IN -3 PP882
Stick Module A9 GE-SS 47E221801G1 tone PQ415
Stick Module A12 GE-SS 47E221804GI -1 PQ315
Stick Module AL3 GE-SS 47E221808G1 Mone PP689
Stick Module Al4 GE-SS 47E221806G1 iN -2 PP690
Stick Module A15 GE-SS 47E221807G1 iN -1 PP687
Cordwood Module A16 GE-SS 47E221852GI IN -2 PP815
Stick Module A17 GE-SS 47E221853GI N -3 PP836
Cordwood Module A18 GE-SS 47D221851G1 
-5 PQ386
Chassis Ass'y A3 GE-SS 47D221811GI AN -4 PQ431
P.C. Bd. Ass'y Al GE-SS 47D221918GI 
-6 PQ349
Rect. & Filter Module A2 GE-SS 47D221793G1 one PP415
P.C. Bd. Ass'y A3 GE-SS 47D221919G1 1N -5 PQ350
Rect. & Filter Module A4 GE-SS 47D221793G1 tone PP238
SEP. & UNFOLD TIMER GE-SS 47E210587GI1 
-2 6549349
Comp. Assy. Al GE-SS 47E210585GI N -1 PO501
AUX LOAD PANEL #1 GE-SS 47E210850G3 AN -11 6549346
AUX LOAD PANEL #2 GE-SS 47E210850G3 JN -11 6549345
TELEMETRY CONVERSION MODULE #1 GE-SS 47E207682G1 I -15 6549337
TELEMETRY CONVERSION MODULE #2 GE-SS 47E207682GI N -15 6549338
TELEMETRY CONVERSION MODULE #3 GE-SS 47E207682G1 N -15 6549334




CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMENCLATURE SUPPL I owG & PART NO REV SERIAL NO
AUX. PROCESSING UNIT GE-SS '47E221855-G1 AN-14 6549502
Housing Assy. I GE-SS 47E221899-GI AN-6 N/A
IC Chassis Assy. 2 GE-SS 47E221884-GI AN-4 PP906
Module Al GE-SS 47E221861-G1 AN-3 PP216
Module A2 GE-SS 47E221862-GI AN-1 PP281
Module A3 GE-SS 47E221861-G1 AN-3 PP210
Module A4 GE-SS 47E221862-G1 AN-1I PP412
Module A5 GE-SS 47E221867-G1 AN-3 PP172
Module A6 GE-SS 47E221868-G1 AN-6 PP196
Module A7 GE-SS 47E221868-GI AN-6 PP179
Module A8 GE-SS 47E221865-G1 AN-2 PP253
Module A9 GE-SS 47E221866-G1 AN-2 PP171
Module A10 GE-SS 47E221863-G1 AN-1 PP170
Module All GE-SS 47E221864-G1 AN-3 PP203
Module A12 GE-SS 47E221869-G1 AN-2 PP173
Module A13 GE-SS 47E221870-G1 AN-1 PP174
Module A14 GE-SS 47E221871-GI AN-2 PP209
Module A15 GE-SS 47E221872-GI AN-1 PP244
Module A16 GE-SS 47E221873-G1 AN-2 PP227
Module A17 GE-SS 47E221874-GI AN-1 PP178
Module A18 GE-SS 47D221875-GI AN-1I PP418
Module A19 GE-SS 47D221881-GI AN-6 PP198
Module A20 GE-SS 47D221875-GI AN-1I PP417
Module A21 GE-SS 47D221881-G1 AN-6 PP195
Module A22 GE-SS 47D221882-GI AN-2 PP150
Module A23 GE-SS 47D221880-Gl AN-3 PP199
Module A24 GE-SS 47D221875-G1 AN-1 PP416
Module A25 GE-SS 47D221881-G1 AN-6 PP197
Module A26 GE-SS 47D221876-GI AN-3 PP204
PC Bd. Assy. A27 GE-SS 47D221894-GI AN-6 PP533
PC Bd. Assy. A28 GE-SS 47D221897-GI AN-1 PP901
Module A29 GE-SS 47D221906-GI AN-4 Unknown
WB FREQ. MOD. ASS'Y. GE-SS 47E221815G1 AN-9 6549505
PW Board Ass'y Al GE-SS 47E221832G1 AN-7 PQ286
PW Board Ass'y A2 GE-SS 47E221832G1 AN-7 PQ444
PW Board Ass'y A3 GE-SS 47D221830G1 AN-3 PQ192
PW Board Ass'y A4 GE-SS 47D221834G1 AN-4 PQ037
PW Board Ass'y A5 GE-SS 47E221826G1 AN-6 PQOI5
PW Board Ass'y A6 GE-SS 47E221828G1 AN-5 PQ038
PW Board Ass'y A7 GE-SS 47E221830G1 AN-3 PQ284
PW Board Ass'y A8 GE-SS 47D221836G1 AN-8 PQ334
PW Board Ass'y A9 GE-SS 47D221836G1 AN-8 PQ597
Ref. Osc. X4 Mult. All GE-SS 47E223316G1 AN-2 PQ039
Volt Reg/VCO A15 GE-SS 47E223311G1 AN-7 PQ026
Volt Reg/VCO A16 GE-SS 47E223311G1 AN-7 PQ025
Volt Reg/VCO AI7 GE-SS 47E223311G2 AN-7 PQ028
Volt Reg/VCO A18 GE-SS 47E223311G2 AN-7 PQ027
Diode Module A19 GE-SS 47E223380GI AN-1 PQ001
Stripline GE-RESD 47D178444G1 Rev F MY583-Al




CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
OMENCLATURE SUPPLIER OwG & PART NO avy *ERIAL NO
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 
-BAY 1 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549466
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A92
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 
-BAY 2 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549460
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A93
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 
-BAY 3 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549379
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A20
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 
-BAY 4 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549378
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633PI AN-2 FX566-A35
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 
-BAY 5 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549465
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A57
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 
-BAY 7 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549459
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A62
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 
-BAY 8 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549456
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A78
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 
-BAY 9 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549464
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A64
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER-BAY 10 GE-SS 47E213640C5 AN-7 6549474
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A76
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER-BAY 11 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549455
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633Pl AN-2 FX566-A79
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER-BAY 12 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549386Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A41
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER-BAY 13 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549380
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A8
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER-BAY 14 CE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549458
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A73
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER-BAY 15 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549457
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A58
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER-BAY 16 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549461Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A77
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER-BAY 17 GE-SS 47E213640G5 AN-7 6549462Bellows Flexonics 47C213633PI AN-2 FX566-A49
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER-BAY 18 CE-SS 47E213640C5 AN-7 6549463




CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
-I
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLIER DwG & PART NO REV SERIAL NO,
WBFM POWER SUPPLY GE-SS 47E223321G1 AN-11 6549508
Post Reg. Ass'y GE-SS 47D223325G1 AN-5 PP913
XSTR Brkt. Ass'y GE-SS 47B223342G2 AN-8 PQ193
Pwr Trans. Ass'y GE-SS 47D223356G1 AN-1I PQ720
Pwr Trans. Ass'y GE-SS 47D223356Gl AN-I PQ721
Conv. Ass'y Al GE-SS 47D223305G1 AN-5 PP870
Conv. Ass'y A3 GE-SS 47D223305G2 AN-5 PP871
Cap Module A5 GE-SS 47E223309G1 None PP532
Diode Module A6 GE-SS 47D223310GI AN-1I PP530
Rect. Ass'y A7 GE-SS 47C223324G1 AN-2 PP897
Rect. Ass'y A8 GE-SS 47C223324G1 AN-2 PP898,
Diode Ass'y A9 GE-SS 47C223349G1 None PP877
POWER SWITCHING MODULE GE-SS 47E221925G2 AN-11 6549501
Relay Ass'y Al GE-SS 47D221956GI AN-1I PQ593
Relay Ass'y A2 GE-SS 47D221956G1 AN-1I PQ589
Relay Ass'y A3 GE-SS 47D221956G1 AN-1 PQ592
Relay Ass'y A4 GE-SS 47D221956GI AN-1I PQ591
Relay Ass'y A5 GE-SS 47D221956G1 AN-1I PQ590
Telem. Resistor Ass'y GE-SS 47D221954GI AN-3 PQ587
A6
Diode Ass'y A7 GE-SS 47D221955G1 AN-2 PQ588
Fuse Ass'y A8 GE-SS 47D221953G1 AN-2 PQ585
Fuse Ass'y A9 GE-SS 47D221953G2 AN-2 PQ586
Relay Bd Ass'y A10 GE-SS 47D221886GI AN-3 PQ434
Relay Panel, Top All GE-SS 47D221969G2 AN-4 PS148
Relay Panel, Bot. A12 GE-SS 47D221970G2 AN-5 PS273
COMMAND RECEIVER RCA 2271145-502 R EAB-FT2
A4 Receiver Assembly RCA 2270108-501 F 003
Al IF Amp. Board RCA 2271156-501 D 001
A2 IF Amp. Board RCA 2271156-501 D 002
A3 Osc. & RF Amp. Board RCA 2270106-501 C 001
A4 Osc. & RF Amp. Board RCA 2270106-501 C 002
Demodulator Comp. RCA 2271154-501 K 06
Demodulator Comp. RCA 2271154-501 K 07
Regulator & Telemetry RCA 2271153-501 F 03
Antenna Coupler RCA 2262728-501 B 06
Diode Board Assembly RCA 1974688-501 A 03
Comp. Board Assembly RCA 2262746-501 E 05
RBV MMCA GE-SS 47D224600G1 AN-2 6549513
Coil Housing GE-SS 47D224605C1 None DJ098
Panel Assembly GE-SS 47C224608G1 AN-3 PRO10
Coil Assembly GE-SS 47D224602G1 AN-2 PQ900
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMMNCLATURK 9,UP'PL r Np wg PART r o * RV EAL eo*
DCS RECEIVER "A" Radiation 613310G1 Cl EAB-FT2
Preselector Assembly Radiation 529220G1 A 0003
Second IF Radiation 12422601 C1 0002
Limiter Radiation 124227GI A 0002
Relay Radiation 124228G1 A 0008
First IF Radiation 12422901 Cl 0003
R.F. Amplifier Radiation 12423001 BI 0006
Power Supply Radiation 124231GI A 0002
Osc. & X6 VHF Receiver Radiation 124232G1 A 0002
First Doubler Radiation 124233G1 A 0003Second Doubler Radiation 124234G1 A 0002
Buffer Amplifier Radiation 12460901 A 0002
DCS RECEIVER "B" Radiation 613310G1 Cl EAB-FT3
Preselector Assembly Radiation 52922001 A 0006Second IF Radiation 124226G1 Cl 0003
Limiter Radiation 124227G1 A 0003
Relay Radiation 124228G1 A 0006
First IF Radiation 12422901 CL 0002
R.F. Amplifier Radiation 12423001 BL 0008
Power Supply Radiation 124231G1 A 0003Osc. & X6 VHF Receiver Radiation 12423201 A 0003
First Doubler Radiation 124233G1 A 0001
Second Doubler Radiation 124234G1 A 0001
Buffer Amplifier Radiation 124609GI A 0003
PREMOD. PROCESSOR SCI 2600000-1 A EAB-FT2Electronics Assy. SCI 2600060-1 A 003PCB Assy., Pwr. Filter SCI 2600037-1 A 002
PCB Assy., Pwr. Supply SCI 2600049-1 A 002PCB Assy., Pwr. Supply SCI 2600049-1 A 007PCB Assy., Sec. Sw. SCI 2600068-1 B 005PCB Assy., Tape Rec. Sw. SCI 2600043-1 B 003
PCB Assy., 597KHZ Mod. SCI 2600031-1 A 003PCB Assy., 768KHZ Mod. SCI 2600034-1 B 001PCB Assy., CSSN SCI 2600046-1 A 004PCB Assy., Discriminator SCI 2600040-1 A 006PCB Assy., Discriminator SCI 2600040-1 A 002
AUX LOAD CONTROLLER GE-SS 47E210783G4 AN-10 6549352
Relay Panel Al GE-SS 47E210781G1 AN-11 PP134Relay Panel A2 GE-SS 47E210787G1 AN-14 P0573
ADAPTER E-SS 47J213521GI AN-2 010
PREFLIGHT DISCONNECT (INETICS 47E211225P2 None 0012
SEPARATION SWITCHES (ADAPTER) MINN.-H 133B1902P2 AN-5 212, 215




SCONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMENCLATYURE SUPPLIER OwG & PART NO aEV SERIAL NO.I-
Unified S-Band Equipment Motorola 01-P09566C001 E EAB - QM
Frequency Multiplier 1A7 01-P09568C001 C A102
Frequency Multiplier 1A17 01-P09568C001 C A101
Wide Band Detector 1A4 01-P09570C001 D A102
Limiter Amplifier AR001 01-P09627C001 None Alll
Limiter Amplifier AR002 01-P09627C001 None A115
Limiter Amplifier AR03 01-P09627C001 None A102
Limiter Amplifier AR06 01-P09627C001 None A104
Divider 19-9.5MC A002 01-P09632C001 A A102
Buffer Amplif. 9.5MC AR005 01-P09635C001 None A102
Signal Driver A001 01-P09644C001 B A102
Ref Driver A003 01-P09646C001 B A102
Subcarrier Amp. AR07 01-P09648C001 None A102
Ranging Ampl. AR004 01-P09650C001 A A102
Wide Band Detector 1A14 01-P09570C001 D A101
Limiter Amp. AR01 01-P09627C001 None A101
Limiter Amp. AROO02 01-P09627C001 None A106
Limiter Amp. AROO3 01-P09627C001 None A109
Limiter Amp. AR006 01-P09627C001 None A110
Divider 19-9.5MC A002 01-P09632C001 A A101
Buffer Amp. 9.5MC AR005 01-P09635C001 None A101
Signal Driver AO01 01-P09644C001 B A101
Ref. Driver A003 01-P09646C001 B A101
Subcarrier Amp. AR07 01-P09648C001 None Al01
Ranging Amp. AR004 01-P09650C001 A A101
Auxiliary Osc. PM 1A9 01-P09553C001 H A101
Switching Network AC01 01-P09557C001 None A101
Auxiliary Osc. PM 1A19 01-P09553C001 H A102
Switching Network A001 01-P09557C001 None A103
Voltage Control Osc. 1A8 01-P09548C001 F A101
Voltage Control Osc 1A18 01-P09548C001 F A102
Narrow Band Detector 1A2 01-P09544C001 E A102
Narrow Band Detector 1A12 01-P09544C001 E A101
IF Amplifier Mixer lAl 01-PO9540C001 D A102
IF Amplifier Mixer lAll 01-P09540C001 D A101
RF Converter 1A3 01-P09572C001 E A101
RF Converter 1A13 01-P09572C001 E A104
Pow. Amp/X30 Mult PM IA10 01-P09585C001 H A101
Helical Resonator A002 01-P09658C001 None A101
Filter-Power Amp. AO01 01-P09711C001 None A101
Freq. Mult X3 01-P09714C001 A A101
S Band Power Amp. 01-P09589C001 F A101
Pow. Amp/X30 Mult PM 1A20 01-P09585C001 H A102
Helical Resonator A002 01-P09658C001 None A102
Filter-Power Amp. A001 01-P09711C001 None A102
Freq. Mult X3 01-P09714C001 A A102
S Band Power Amp 01-P09589C001 F A104
Diplexer 1A21 01-P09602C001 D A102
Power Converter XMTR 1A5 01-P09577C001 G A101
Regulator AOo1 01-PO9689C001 C A104
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
__ 
o M I c
_ 
_ 
__ SUPPLIER OwO a pART NO REV SRIAL NO.-
Unified S-Band Equip. (Cont.) Motorola EAB-QM
(continued)
Power Converter XMTR IA15 01-P09577C001 G A102
Regulator A001 01-P09689C001 C A102
Power Converter RCVR 1A6 01-P09740C001 G A102
Regulator A001 01-P09689C001 C A103
Power Converter RCVR 1A16 01-P09740C001 G A101
Regulator A001 01-P09689C001 C A101
Connector/EMI Box 1A22 01-P09604C001 G A101
Cable Assembly Wl 30-PO2306DO001 D A101
Cable Assembly W2 30-PO2306DO002 D A101
Cable Assembly W3 30-PO2306D003 D A101
Cable Assembly W4 30-PO2306D004 D A101
Cable Assembly W5 30-P02306D005 D A101
Cable Assembly W6 30-PO2306DO006 D A101
Cable Assembly W7 30-P02306DO007 D A101
Cable Assembly W8 30-PO2306D008 D A101
Cable Assembly W9 30-PO2306D009 D A101
Cable Assembly W10 30-P02306DO10 D A101
Cable Assembly Wll 30-PO2306D011 D A101
Cable Assembly W12 30-PO2306D012 D A101
Cable Assembly W13 30-P02306D013 D A101
Cable Assembly W14 30-PO2306D014 D A101Cable Assembly W15 30-PO2306D015 D A101Cable Assembly W16 30-PO2306D016 D A102Cable Assembly W17 30-PO2306D017 D A102Cable Assembly W18 30-PO2306D018 D A101Cable Assembly W19 30-PO2306D019 D A101Cable Assembly W20 30-PO2306D020 D A101Cable Assembly W21 30-PO2306D021 D A101Cable Assembly W22 30-PO2306D022 D A101Cable Assembly W23 30-PO2306D023 D A101Cable Assembly W24 30-PO2306D024 D A101Cable Assembly W25 30-PO2319D001 B A101Cable Assembly W26 30-PO2307D001 B A101Cable Assembly W27 30-PO2307D002 B A101Cable Assembly W28 30-P02318D001 C A101Cable Assembly W29 30-PO2317D001 B A101Cable Assembly W30 30-PO2320D001 C A102Cable Assembly W31 30-PO2321D001 B A101Cable Assembly W32 30-PO2306D025 D A101Cable Assembly W33 30-PO2306D026 D A101
Wide Band Filter #1 Peninsula Model F1522B None 4




CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLIKR owG & PART NO i V ISRIAL O,
POWER SUBSYSTEM RCA
CONTROL MODULE RCA 1759712-502 AG 010
A-i Fuse Board Assy. RCA 1759561-501 G 017
A-2 Fuse Board Assy. RCA 1759561-502 G 019
A-3 C.F. Regulator Board RCA 1759567-501 B 020
A-4 C.F. Regulator Board RCA 1759567-501 B 017
A-5 Regulated Buss RCA 1759570-501 E 015
A-6 Aux. Reg. & Trickle RCA 1759569-501 C 015
A-7 Shunt Dis. Dr. Telem. RCA 1759577-501 F' 015
A-8 Current, Sens. & Telem. RCA 1759582-501 D 015
A-9 Harness Assy. RCA 1849873-501 E 017
A-10 Sw. Bd. Assy. RCA 1966502-501 C 015
A-11 Diode & Fil. Bd. Assy. RCA 1966505-501 C 015
A-12 Filter Board Assy. RCA 1965840-501 None 015
A-13 Cap. Assy. RCA 1768958-501 B 018
A-14 Cap. Assy. RCA 1768757-501 B 015
A-15 Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849560-501 D 015
A-16 Bracket Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1768982-501 C 015
A-17 Filter Assy. RCA 2263400-501 G 015
Inductor Assy. RCA 1768483-501 D 015
Inductor Assy. RCA 1768941-501 C 015
PAYLOAD REGULATOR MODULE RCA 1759712-503 AG 011
A-i Fuse Board Assy. RCA 1759561-501 G 002
A-2 Fuse Board Assy. RCA 1759561-502 G 019
A-3 C.F. Regulator Board RCA 1759567-501 B 018
A-4 C.F. Regulator Board RCA 1759567-501 B 016
A-5 Regulated Buss RCA 1759570-501 E 016
A-6 Aux. Reg. & Trickle RCA 1759569-501 C 016
A-7 Shunt Dis. Dr. Telem. RCA 1759577-501 F 016
A-8 Current, Sens. & Telem. RCA 1759582-5C01 C 016
A-9 Harness Assy. RCA 1849873-501 E 018
A-10 Sw. Bd. Assy. RCA 1966502-501 C 016
A-11 Diode & Fil. Bd. Assy. RCA 1966505-501 C 016
A-12 Filter Board Assy. RCA 1965840-500 None 016
A-13 Cap. Assy. RCA 1768958-501 B .019
A-14 Cap. Assy. RCA 1768757-501 B 016
A-15 Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849560-501 D 016
A-16 Bracket Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1768982-501 C 016
A-17 Filter Assy. RCA 2263400-501 E 016
Inductor Assy. RCA 1768483-501 D 016
Inductor Assy. RCA 1768941-501 C 016
SOLAR PLATFORM & ARRAY RCA 2271152-501 B 102
Platform Motor Drive RCA 2271118-501 F 101
Motor Mount Subassembly RCA 2271109-501 G 101
Drive Motor Assy. RCA 1751589-501 D 113
Motor RCA 1751588-1 101
SOLAR PLATFORM & ARRAY RCA 2271152-502 B 102
Platform Motor Drive RCA 2263808-501 M 104
Motor Mount Subassembly RCA 1976768-501 K 104
Drive Motor Assy. RCA 1751589-501 D 112
Motor RCA 1751588-1 033
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTI CLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
w0&GS *IUPPLIK R DvwG a PART N IaI 1 W
FATTERY ?DULE ASSY RCA 2265943-501 K 57
Electronic Id. RCA 1759578-502 J 59
Electronic Id. RCA 1849843-502 G 59
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy. RCA 1849822-502 E 65
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 57
BATTERY MODULE ASSY RCA 2265943-501 K 58
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 62
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 62
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy. RCA 1849822-502 E 58
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 58
BATTERY MDDULE ASSY RCA 2265943-501 K 59
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 61
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 61
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy. RCA 1849822-502 E 59
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 59
BATTERY MODULE ASSY RCA 2265943-501 K 60
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 60
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 60
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy. RCA 1849822-502 G 55
Heat Sing, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 60
BATTERY MODULE ASSY RCA 2265943-501 K 61
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 63
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 63
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy. RCA 1849822-502 E 61
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 61
BATTERY MODULE ASSY RCA 2265943-501 K 62
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 65
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 65
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy. RCA 1849822-502 E 62
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 62
BATTERY MDDULE ASSY RCA 2265943-501 K 63
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 66
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 66
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy. RCA 1849822-502 E 63
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 63
BATTERY DODULE ASSY RCA 2265943-501 K 64
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 64
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 64
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy. RCA 1849822-502 E 64
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 64
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLIER OWG & PART NO REV SERIAL MO,
VERSATILE INFORMATION PROCESSO RADIATION 607640010 B3 FLT-001
Reprogrammer 608141 G 5 D1 005
Elec. Assy. 608140G3 B 0005Serial Regulator 520110G2 C 0005
Command Relays 520111G4 D 0005
Command Relays 520112G2 C 0005
Output Buffer Amplifier 520113G2 Cl 0005
Heat Sink 411483G2 C 0005
Digital Multiplexer 60809106 'D2 005
Elec. Assy. 608090G6 GI 0005
Dig. Gates Assy. Al 520060G2 A 0017
Dig. Gates Assy. A2 520060G2 A 0018
Dig. Gates Assy. A3 520060G2 A 0020
Dig. Gates Assy. A4 520060G2 A 0019
Dig. Sequencer Assy. A5 520062G2 A 0006
Decoder Matrix A6 520063G2 B 0005
DC/DC Converter P.S. A7 52008101 A 0004
Out. Reg. & T.C. Buffer A8 52008601 A 0008
Out. Reg. & T.C. Buffer A9 520086G1 A 0007
Dig. Add. & Ser. Data AL0 520087G1 C 0008
Dig. Add. & Ser. Data All 520087G]. C 0007
Dig. Ctr.& CMD. A12 520089G2 B2 0006
Dig. Ctr. & CMD A13 520089G2 B2 0005
Formatter, DC/DC Conv. A14 52008501 A 0004
Dig. Interface Buff. Al5 520084G1 B 0008
Dig. Interface Buff. Al6 520084GI1 B 0007
Memory Sequencer 608241(;3 E2 005
Elec. Assy. 60824003 Cl 0005
Cent & Out Reg Assy Al 520232G1 D 0008
Funct Gen & Repr Assy A2 52023301 D1 0008
Instr Ctr & Comp Assy A3 520234G2 D1 0008
Cont & Output Reg Assy A4 52023201 D 0007
Funct Gen & Repr Assy A5 520233G1 D1 0007
Instr Ctr & Comp Assy A6 520234G2 D1 0007
DC/DC Converter Assy A7 52023501 D 0004
Memory A 608191G9 D2 008
Elec. Assy. 608190G9 Fl 0008
Section I Assy. Al 520170G3 G1 0001
Mem. Amp. Assy, Sec I 520161G4 El 0018
Memory Array Assy, Sec II 51921803 C 0001
Memory Array, Sec. I 520168G3 C 0014
Mem. Amp. Assy. Scc. I 5201.6104 D 0016Decode Assy Sec. I 1 Ill A2 520184(01 D 0006
Bit Driver, Sec 1.1 A3 520185(;3 C2 0006
I.DI). & Data Reg. Sec 1TI A4 520186(;2 D 0006)uecoder, Sec. IL A5 520183(;1 C 0006
Assy. Sec. II & II A6 520171(;3 D2 0001
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
wOMuKCLATURs iUPPLIE OWG & PART No r EV SERIAL wo
V.I.P. (continued)
Memory A (continued) (008)
Mem. Array Assy, Sec TI 519218G4 C 0004
Mmin. Array Sec II 520168G4 C 0017
Mem. Amp Assy II & IIL 5201820G2 D1 0006
Mem. Array Assy, Cor, 519220G2 El 0001
Mem. Array Assy, Core 520169G2 B 0008
DC/DC Converter A7 520187GI CI 0007
Memory B 608191(;10 D2 009
EI lc. Assy. 608190G10 Fl 0009
Section I Assy. Al 520170G3 G1 0002
Mum. Amp, Assy, Sec I 520161G4 El 0015Memory Array Assy, Sec II 5192183 D1 0003
lnmory Array Sec. I 520168G3 C 0016Mem. Amp. Assy. Sec. I 520161G4 El 0017)Decode Assy Sec I 11I A:2 520184(:1 El 0007
Kit l)rivcr, Sec 1I1 Al 520185(;3 G2 0007
',I). , Data Reg Sec IL A,' 520186(;2 D 0007
I)Dcoder, Sec. II A5 52018(;1 C 0007
Assy. Sec. II & Ill A6 520171(/ D2 0002
Mem. Array Assy, Sec 11 519218C4 D1 0005
Mum. Array, Sec II 520168(4 C 0018
Mem. Amp. Assy, II ,& Ill 520182(;2 D1 0007
Mem. Array Assy, Core 519220c;2 El 0002
Mem. Array Assy, Core 520169G2 B 0009
I)C/DC Converter A7 520187G1 C1 0008
Analog Multiplexer 608041C5 D1 005
IElec. Assy. 608040G3 El 0005
Coder. Analog Assy Al 520033G1 E2 0007
DC/DC (:onv. Card Assy. A2 520034C1 B2 0008
DC/DC (Conv. Card Assy. A3 5200341G B2 0007(:oder Analog Assy. A4 520033(;1 E2 0008
Analog Matrix Assy. A5 520031(;1 A 0008
DC(:/)(: Conv. &pwr. Assy AG 520032(;1 Cl 0004
Analog atrix Assy. A7 5;2031]1 A 0007
Analog C(;ats Assy. A 520030(:1 B 0055
Analog (C:;ate s Assy A0 5:20030c01 B 0030
Analog CatI's Assy. A I 520030(;1 B 0032
A,\alog Cates Assy. All 5200(.)30(;1 B 0036
Analog Gates Assy. A12 520030G1 B 0035
Analog Gates Assy. A13 520030(1 B 0034
Analog Gates Assy. A14 520030G1 B 0031
Analog Gates Assy. A15 520030(;1 B 0029
Analog Gates Assy. A16 520030G1 B 0028
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLIER OwG & PART NO, REV SERIAL NMO
MMCA Ithaco D40634G4 C NEF-EAB-FT3'
AL Card D40614GI A 11650
Al Card D40615G1 A 11653
Orbit Adjust Subsystem Rkt.Rsrch 26058-9 D FT3
Thruster Assembly 25111-49 L 319
Thruster Assembly 25111-49 L 325
Thruster Assembly 25111-59 L 304A
Trans. Box & Connector 24949-5 F 103
Attitude Measurement Sensor Quantic 51877-01 D FT2
IR Telescope Assembly 51788-01 G 003
Housing Assembly 51903-01 E 003
Objective Lens Assembly 51791-01 C 003
Filter Assembly 51797-01 A 003
Heat Sink Assembly 51807-01 C 003
Chopper Board Assembly 51878-01 E 005
Signal Board - Lower 51849-01 B 004
Signal Board - Upper 51853-01 B 004
Signal Board Assembly 51909-01 C 004
Connector Assembly 51907-01 C 004
DC-DC Converter Bd. Assembly 51873-01 E 004
Regulator Board Assembly 51883-01 G 004
Output Board Assembly 51890-01 C 004
WIDEBAND POWER AMP. #1 Watkins- 612970 E FT4
Johnson
Traveling Wave Tube " 612965 B II
LV Pwr Supply Assy. " 612982 B 405
Card Ass'y No. 1, LV " 612984 B 405
Card Ass'y No. 2, LV " 612986 B 405
HV Pwr Supply Ass'y " 612980 D 405
Card Ass'y No. I, HV " 612997 B 305
Card Ass'y No. 2, HV " 612999 B 305
Card Ass'y Turn-On Con. " 612944 B 405
Cable Ass'y, RF " 612977 B 39
Cable Ass'y, RF " 612978 B 26
Cable Ass'y, RF " 612979 B 22
Thermistor " 612957 None 10
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMNCLATUREK LSUPPLIN owG & PART No RKIV SERIAL IO.
WIDEBAND POWER AMPLIFIER #2 Watkins- 612970 E FT3
Johnson
Traveling Wave Tube 612965 B 8
LV Pwr Supply Ass'y 612982 B 404
Card Ass'y No. 1, LV 612984 B 404
Card Ass'y No. 2, LV 612986 B 404
HV Pwr Supply Ass'y 612980 D 404
Card Ass'y No. I, HV 612997 B 404
Card Ass'y No. 2, HV 612999 B 404
Card Ass'y Turn-On Con. 612944 B 404
Cable Ass'y, RF 612977 B 38
Cable Ass'y, RF 612978 B 27
Cable Ass'y, RF 612979 B 23
Thermistor 612957 None 006
PCM TLM RECORDER #1 Leach 202835-001 B EAB-QMI
Preamp, Digital Leach 202911-001 B 911001
Repr & Erase Con, Rec Logic Leach 202915-001 B 915002
Amplifier, Record/Repr. Leach 202920-001 B 920001
Motor Drive & Telemetry Leach 202925-001 B 925001
Transport Group Subass'y Leach 202930-001 A 930001
Lt. Source & Sensor Ass'y Leach 202932-001 None 932001
Electronic Switch, Mtr Invt. Leach 202965-001 None 965001
Electronic Switch, Mtr Invt. Leach 202965-001 None 965002
Power Supply Leach 202966-001 None 966001
Vtg Reg & Current Telemetry Leach 202973-001 A 973001
Filter, EOT Backup Leach 11-16195 A 195001
Magnetic Tape Leach 1/4 - 551 None 508
PCM TLM RECORDER #2 Leach 202835-001 B EAB-FT4
Preamp, Dig Repr & Erase Leach 202911-001 B 911005Control, Recorder Logic Leach 202915-001 B 915001
Amplifier, Record/Repr. Leach 202920-001 B 920005
Motor Drive & Telemetry Leach 202925-001 B 925005
Transport Group Subass'y Leach 202930-001 B 930005
Lt. Source & Sensor Ass'y Leach 202932-001 None 932005Electronic Switch, Mtr Invt. Leach 202965-001 None 965009Electronic Switch, Mtr Invt. Leach 202965-001 None 965010
Power Supply Leach 202966-001 None 966005Vtg Reg & Current Telemetry Leach 202973-001 A 973005
Filter, EOT Backup Leach 11-16195 A 195005




CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLIER OwG & PART No 9V SERIAL NO.
COMMAND CLOCK SUBASSEMBLY Calcomp 20001-102-301 None .EAB-FT2
Motor Drive Ass'y Calcomp 10812-502-000 3 F013
Frequency Amplifier Ass'y I Calcomp 10814-502-111 7 F013
Time Code Ass'y Calcomp 10816-502-000 3 F015
Frequency Amplifier Ass'y 2 Calcomp 10818-502-201 None F013
Comstor Memory Ass'y Calcomp 10820-502-000 4 F013
Comstor Logic Ass'y Calcomp 10822-502-000 1 F013
Comdec Ass'y Calcomp 20438-502-000 1 F013
Telemetry Ass'y Calcomp 10826-502-000 4 F013
Matrix Ass'y Calcomp 10828-502-000 5 F013
Power Supply #1 Calcomp 10830-502-201 None F014
Power Supply #2 Calcomp 10832-502-101 6 F013
Oscillator (A) Calcomp 10003-502 F016
Oscillator (B) Calcomp 10003-502 F015
INTERFACE SWITCHING MODULE Calcomp 20002-102 1 EAB-FT2
Relay Network No. 2B Calcomp 10326-502-100 3 F3011
Relay Network No. I Calcomp 10323-502-000 3 F3011
Relay Network No. I Calcomp 10323-502-000 3 F3012
Relay Network No. 2B Calcomp 10326-502-100 3 F3012
Resistor Network Calcomp 20431-502-000 1 F3004
Relay Network No. I Calcomp 10323-502-000 3 F3013
Relay Network No. 2B Calcomp 10326-502-100 3 F3014
Resistor Network Calcomp 20431-502-000 1 F3006
Relay Network No. 4B Calcomp 10475-502-000 2 F3006
Relay Network No. 2B Calcomp 10326-502-100 3 F3015
Relay Network No. I Calcomp 10323-502-000 3 F3015
Relay Network No. I Calcomp 10323-502-000 3 F3014
Cable No. I - Jumper Calcomp 10111-401-000 4 F3007
Cable No. I - Jumper Calcomp 10111-401-000 4 F3008
Cable No. I - Jumper Calcomp 10111-401-000 4 F3009
Cable No. 2 - Jumper Calcomp 10110-401-000 2 F3012
Cable No. 2 - Jumper Calcomp 10110-401-000 2 F3006
Cable No. 2 - Jumper Calcomp 10110-401-000 2 F3007
Cable No. 2 - Jumper Calcomp 10110-401-000 2 F3005
Cable No. 4 - Jumper Calcomp 10146-401-000 3 F3002
Cable No. 6 - Jumper Calcomp 10269-401-000 5 F3006
Cable No. 6 - Jumper Calcomp 10269-401-000 5 F3005
Cable No. 9 - Jumper Calcomp 20205-401-000 None F3006
Cable No. 9 - Jumper Calcomp 20205-401-000 None F3005
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLIER OWG PART NO REV SERIAL Mo.
Attitude Control System GE-SS 47E213514G2 AN-10 114
Telemetry Conversion Module GE-SS , 238R405G2 6549356
Structure/Thermal Subsystem FHC 831-11-1000-1 A FT4
Louver, Ht. Shld, & Supt. FHC 831-11-0300-11 D 6
Louver Support Assembly FHC 831-11-0301-21 G 6
Heat Shield Assembly FHC 831-11-0306-31 K 6
Louver Assembly FHC 831-11-0120-31 B 6
Temperature Sensing Inst. FHC 831-11-0142-21 G 6
Albedo Shield, Left FHC 831-11-0210-61 C 6
Albedo Shield, Right FHC 831-11-0210-62 C 6
Temperature Sensing Inst. FHC 831-11-0142-31 G 6
Pitch Reaction Wheel Bendix X1903155-2 D EAB-FT-02R
Wheel, Hub, & Rotor Ass'y. Bendix X1875403-1 A 202
Shaft & Stator Assembly Bendix X1875402-1 B 203
Shaft, Final Machining Bendix X1875404-1 B 203
Motor Rotor Bendix X1877013-1 A 208
Motor Stator Bendix X1877036-1 C 7107003
Yaw Reaction Wheel Bendix X1898720-2 D EAB-FT-02R
Flywheel & Rotor Assembly Bendix X1898721-1 C 202
Housing & Closure Mach.Asy. Bendix X1891422-1 C 201
Motor Stator Bendix X1877036-1 C 7107002
Bearing Sleeve Bendix X1898717-1 A 202
Shouldered Shaft Bendix X1898730-1 B 202
Labyrinth Seal Bendix X1898728-1 None 204
Locking Ring Bendix X1898729-1 B 202
Control Logic Box Ithaco D40778G2 C FT-10
Al Card Ithaco D40721G1 D 11619
A2 Card Ithaco D40752G1 C 11621
A3 Card Ithaco D40753G1 C 11622
A4 Card Ithaco D40754G1 C 15036
A5 Card Ithaco D40755G1 D 11626
A6 Card Ithaco D40253G2 D 11615
A7 Card Ithaco D40253G2 D 11616
A8 Card Ithaco D40728G1 D 11628
A9 Card Ithaco D40179G2 F 11524
RRWS/Signal Processor Asy. #1 Ithaco D40770GC3 D FT-14
Signal Processor Ithaco D40769G3 B 11629
Al Card Ithaco C30302G2 I 11676
A2 Card Ithaco C31066C1 C 11659
A3 Card Ithaco C31167C1 B 11669
Roll Reaction Wheel Scanner Bendix X1871380-2
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLIER OWG & PART NO REV SERIAL NO.
Attitude Control System (cont)
RRWS/Signal Processor Asy.#2 Ithaco D40770G4 D FT-15
Signal Processor Ithaco D40769G4 B 11640
Al Card Ithaco C30302G2 I 11677
A2 Card Ithaco C31066G1 C 11660
A3 Card Ithaco C31167G1 B 11670
Roll Reaction Wheel Scanner Bendix X1871380-2
Pneumatics Subsystem TRW 113580 El 008
Solenoid Valves
+ Pitch PT2-3030-1 G 17
- Pitch PT2-3030-1 G 18
+ Roll PT2-3030 G 33
- Roll PT2-3030 G 24
+ Yaw PT2-3030 G 34
- Yaw P1T2-3030 G 32
Supt.Nozzle T'ube Assemblies
+ Yaw 116599-5 C 074
- Yaw 116599-6 C 076
+ Yaw 113586-5 C 069
- Yaw 113586-6 C 072
Nozzles
+ Pitch 113591-3 B 011
- Pitch 113591-3 B 013
+ Roll 113593-3 B4 014
- Roll 113593-3 B4 025
+ Yaw 113593-3 B4 018
- Yaw 113593-3 B4 016
+ Yaw 113593-3 B4 020
- Yaw 113593-3 B4 023
Regulator IY'2-3032 E 05
L.ow Pressure Transducer P 12-3068 C 88
High Pressure Transducer P'L2-3033-1 F 1004
C;as Temperature TransducL'r 
- PT2- 3083 B 0004
Manifold Temp. Transducer PT2 -3035-2 F 0004
Pressure Vessel (:113441-2 A4 12
,'ill Valve (2632 5-1 El 28485-2
Manifold 113582-3 Fl 008
Mounting Platform 113581-7 E2 008
LLPS Filter C120631-1. None 008
Junction Box 233586-5 D3 008




CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLIER Owg & PART NO QV V IRIAL NO
Attitude Control System (cont.
Solar Array Drive, RH TRW E246623-7 FT04
Al Electronics E235406-4 J3 FTO1
A2 Electronics E235397-4 G2 FT01Wabble Gear 233773-3 E5 FT06
Motor 264666 A2* 13, 23
Sun Sensor E242143-1 C2 FT23, FT24Voltage Regulator E250692-1 D2 FT08
Transducer PT2-3039 C 1009
Potentiometer PT2-3040 A 684891
Slip Ring C232457-1 B1 9
Solar Array Drive, LH TRW E246623-7 FT-005FAl Electronics E235406-4 J3 005
A2 Electronics E235397-4 G2 005F
Wabble Gear 233773-3 E5 R005
Motor 264666 A2 4Sun Sensor E242143-1 B5 003F,004F
Voltage Regulator E250692-1 A 005Transducer PT2-3039 C 1016
Potentiometer PT2-3040 A 216583Slip Ring C232457-1 BI 008
Rate Measuring Package A Sperry 4310-90641-905 G FT08Rate Loop Elect. Card Sperry 4216-67676 F 13Power Conditioning Card Sperry 4331-91544 A 20
Heater Controller Card Sperry 4216-67678 K 13
Telem. Sig. Cond. Card Sperry 4216-67679 I 15
Relay Card A Sperry 4331-91545 None 20
Relay Card B Sperry 4216-67681 C 20
Inverter Subassembly Sperry 4331-91579 None 16
RFI Assembly Sperry 4310-90627 C 15RMP Cable Harness Sperry 4216-90956-2 F 15
Gyro, Rate Integrating Northrop P/N 67516 None N8
Normalization Assembly Sperry 4331-91578 None 18
Rate Measuring Package B Sperry 4310-90641-903 E NIM-D-FT03Rate Loop Elect. Card Sperry 4216-67676 E 6A
Power Conditioning Card Sperry 4216-67677 F 6Alheater Controller Card Sperry 4216-67678 J 6A
Telem. Sig. Cond. Card Sperry 4216-67679 G 6A
Relay Card A Sperry 4310-90848 None 6A
Relay Card B Sperry 4310-90841 A 6A
Inverter Subassembly Spe:rry 4310-90633 F 6A
RFI Assembly Sperry 4310-90627 A 6ARMIP Cable Harness Sperry 4216-90956-2 D 6A
(;yro. Rate Integrating Sperry 1200941 D 11Normalization Assembly Sperry 4310-90843 F 11
* E.O. Al Not Incorporated Page 18
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CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLIER OWe & PART NO RsV SERIAL NO.
Attitude Control System (cont)
Yaw Rate Gyro Northrop 63861-302 J FT3
Choke, Module 63880-301 C 102
Transformer, Module 63881-301 C 102
Thermistor, Module 63866-302 E 104
Gyroscope, Rate 79142-301 E D-975
P.C. Component Board 63876-302 H N3
P.C. Component Board 63877-302 G N3
P.C. Component Board 63878-302 J N3
P.C. Component Board 63879-302 H N3
Package Assembly 63843-302 M NEF/EAB-FT3
Component Board 63844-302 E N3
Paddle Damper, RH GE-SS 248E126G4 AN-19 6549641
Paddle Damper, LH GE-SS 248E126G4 AN-19 6549642
Wideband Antenna #1 GE-SS 47D222340G1 -4 6549589
Wideband Antenna #2 GE-SS 47D222340G1 -4 6549588
DCS Antenna GE-SS 47D210564G3 -6 6549518
Command Antenna GE-SS 113C7468G1 -3 6549515
S-Band Antenna GE-SS 111C2955G5 -8 6549365
Quadraloop Antenna #1 GE-SS 248E754G8 -6 6549494
#2 GE-SS 248E754G8 
-6 6549495
#3 GE-SS 248E754G8 
-6 6549496




CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 903
NOM___ LA UR SUPPLR owG & PART NO RKV SERIAL N,
VHF TRANSMITTER ADIATION 61320201 Al FT0004Electrical Assembly 613205G1 None 0003RF Transmitter Assenbly 613203GL B2 0003Oscillator/Buffer Al 52961101 A5 0004Phase Modulator A2 52973801 A2 0003Limiter Tripler A3 529612G1 A7 0004Driver Amplifier A4 418053GI A7 0007300 MV Amplifier A5 529609G1 A5 00072 W Amplifier A6 52961001 A7 0005Output Filter A7 41805401 A4 0008Oscillator/Buffer A8 529611G1 A5 0006Phase Modulator A9 529738G1 A2 0006Limiter Tripler A10 529612G1 A7 0007Driver Amplifier All 41805301 A7 0008300 MV Amplifier A12 52960901 A5 00082 W Amplifier A13 529610G1 A7 0009Output Filter A14 418054G1 A4 0007Isolator A15 115479-102 NA 10Power Reg. Elec. Assembly 61320901 A 0003Power Regulator 529615G1 A2 0004Filter Modulator 529732G1 A2 0003
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
Return Beam Vidicon RCA 2265041-501
Camera Sensor (Blue) #2 RCA 1976477-501 004Camera Sensor (Yellow) #1 RCA 1976477-502 003Camera Sensor (Red) #3 RCA 1976477-503 008Camera Cont./Combiner RCA 2265336-501 003Camera Electronics #1 RCA 1976466-501 003Camera Electronics #2 RCA 1976466-501 004Camera Electronics #3 RCA 1976466-501 008
Wide Band Video Tape Recorder RCA 202835-001
Transport Unit 1 RCA 8358497-501 FLT2Transport Unit 2 RCA 8358497-501 FLT6
Electronics Unit 1 RCA 8370323-501 FLT2Electronics Unit 2 RCA 8370323-501 FLT6
Multi Spectral Scanner System Hughes 3241000-100 002Multiplexer Hughes 3241140-100 001
Scanner (SBRC) 43727 002MSS Line Filter Hughes 3241160-100 004






Table B-1. LANDSAT-2 Commands
CMD # Command Function CMD # Command Function
000 Spare (Clock) 035 Select Red Freq. Generator
001 Pri COMSTOR On & Fill 036 Spare (Clock)
002 Spare (Clock) 037 Spare (Clock)
003 Pri COMSTOR Verify 040 Pneumatics Enable
004 Pri COMSTOR Copy 041 0. 30 Yaw Position Bias Enable
005 Pri COMSTOR Off 042 Pneu Interlock Bypass Disable
006 Pri COMSTOR Activate 043 Spare
007 Serial Data Transfer On 044 Pneu Low Voltage Interlock Reset
010 CMD Execution Counter Reset 045 Differential Tach Disable
011 Select Pri Matrix Decoder 046 WBPA 2 Power On
012 Select Pri Matrix A Drivers 047 WBPA 2 Select 10W Output
013 Select Pri Matrix B Drivers 050 APU Standby Mode
014 Select Pri Oscillator 051 ECAM Load
015 Select Pri Freq. Generator 052 MSS System On
016 Spare (Clock) 053 MSS Select Inverter A
017 Load Time Code 054 MSS Select Band 1 High Voltage A
020 Non-Keyed PS/COMDECS Off 055 MSS Select Band 2 High Voltage A
021 Red COMSTOR On & Fill 056 MSS Select Band 3 High Voltage A
022 Spare (Clock) 057 MSS Band 1 On
023 Red COMSTOR Verify 060 0. 30 Yaw Position Bias Disable
024 Red COMSTOR Copy 061 Pneumatics Disable
025 Red COMSTOR Off 062 Spare
026 Red COMSTOR Activate 063 Pneu Interlock Bypass Enable
027 Spare (Clock) 064 Differential Tach Enable
030 Spare (Clock) 065 ECAM Execute
031 Select Red Matrix Decoder 066 Spare
032 Select Red Matrix A Drivers 067 WBPA 2 Power Off
033 Select Red Matrix B Drivers 070 Spare
034 Select Red Oscillator 071 APU Normal Mode
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Table B-1. LANDSAT-2 Commands (Cont'd)
CMD # Command Function CMD # Command Function
072 MSS Select Inverter B 127 USB Ranging On
073 MSS System Off 130 USB Modulation Input Crossed
074 MSS Select Band 2 High Voltage B 131 Spare
075 MSS Select Band 1 High Voltage B 132 MSS Band 2 Off
076 MSS Band 1 Off 133 Spare (MSS)
077 MSS Select Band 3 High Voltage B 134 MSS Band 4 Off
100 Differential Tach Normal Gain 135 MSS Band 3 Off
101 0. 10 Yaw Position Bias Enable 136 MSS Select Calibration Lamp B
102 RLNA into Yaw Disable 137 Spare (MSS)
103 2. 90 Pitch Position Bias Enable 140 Roll Unload Disable
104 Pitch Momentum Bias Disable 141 Negative Yaw Position Bias
105 ECAM Run A 142 Yaw Wheel Disable
106 WBPA 2 Select 20W Output 143 Spare
107 USB Bypass Aux Oscillator 144 Pitch Unload Disable
110 USB Select Transmitter B 145 Positive Pitch Position Bias
111 Spare 146 USB Ranging Off
112 MSS High Voltage On 147 USB Modulation Input Normal
113 MSS Band 2 On 150 USB Enable Aux Oscillator
114 MSS Band 3 On 151 Spare
115 MSS Band 4 On 152 MSS Rotating Shutter Driver On
116 Spare (MSS) 153 MSS Scan Monitor On
117 MSS Select Calibration Lamp A 154 MSS Band 1 High Gain
120 0.10 Yaw Position Bias Disable 155 MSS Band 2 High Gain
121 Differential Tach High Gain 156 MSS Calibration Lamp On
122 2. 90 Pitch Position Bias Disable 157 MSS Band 1 High Voltage On
123 RLNA into Yaw Enable 160 Positive Yaw Position Bias
124 Negative Pitch Position Bias 161 Roll Unload Enable
125 Pitch Momentum Bias Enable 162 Pneumatics Momentary Enable
126 USB Select Transmitter A 163 Yaw Wheel Enable
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Table B-1. LANDSAT-2 Commands (Cont'd)
CMD # Command Function CMD # Command Function
164 ECAM Run B 222 400 RPM Interlock Disable
165 Pitch Unload Enable 223 Rate Measuring Package B Enable
166 VHF Xmtr Playback Mode 2 224 Spare
167 VHF Xmtr Power 1 Off 225 Yaw Normal Mode
170 VHF Xmtr Power 2 On 226 Spare
171 VHF Xmtr Playback Override Off 227 VHF Xmtr High Power Mode
172 MSS Scan Monitor Off 230 VHF Xmtr Playback Override On
173 MSS Rotating Shutter Driver Off 231 VHF Select Xmtr A
174 MSS Band 2 Low Gain 232 MSS Band 3 High Voltage Off
175 MSS Band 1 Low Gain 233 MSS Band 2 High Voltage Off
176 MSS Band 1 High Voltage Off 234 Spare (MSS)
177 MSS Calibration Lamp Off 235 MSS Sel Shutter Monitor Source B
200 Orbit Adjust Mode Enable 236 MSS Scanner Power Line 2
201 ECAM On 237 Spare (MSS)
202 Rate Measuring Package A Enable 240 TMP Select Memory Unit A
203 400 RPM Interlock Enable 241 Spare
204 Yaw Acquisition Mode 242 TMP Select Memory Sequencer A
205 Spare 243 Spare
206 VHF Xmtr Power 1 On 244 Left SAD Normal Rate
207 VHF Xmtr Realtime Mode 245 ECAM Zero Time
210 VHF Xmtr Low Power Mode 246 Battery 1 Off
211 VHF Xmtr Power 2 Off 247 Rate Measuring Package B Htr Off
212 MSS Band 2 High Voltage On 250 VHF Select Xmtr B
213 MSS Band 3 High Voltage On 251 VHF Xmtr Playback Mode 1
214 MSS Sel Shutter Monitor Source A 252 Spare (MSS)
215 Spare (MSS) 253 Spare (MSS)
216 Spare (MSS) 254 Spare (MSS)
217 MSS Scanner Power Line 1 255 MSS Select Scan Monitor Source A
220 ECAM Off 256 MSS Scan Mirror Inhibit
221 Orbit Adjust Mode Disable 257 MSS Mux Normal
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Table B-1. LANDSAT-2 Commands (Cont'd)
CMD # Command Function CMD # Command Function
260 TMP Select A/D Converter A 315 MSS Mux Compression Mode
261 TMP Select Memory Unit B 316 MSS System ON/OFF Normal
262 TMP Select Analog Mux A 317 Spare (MSS)
263 TMP Select Memory Sequencer B 320 Spare
264 Battery 5 Off 321 TMP Select Digital Mux B
265 Battery 6 Off 322 Spare
266 Rate Measuring Package B Off 323 TMP Select Formatter Logic B
267 Battery 2 Off 324 ECAM Output Enable
270 Right Sad Disable 325 Left SAD High Rate
271 RMP A Motor Start 326 RMP A On
272 Spare (MSS) 327 Battery 8 Off
273 Spare (MSS) 330 RMP B Lower Motor Voltage
274 MSS Select Scan Monitor Source B 331 Battery 4 Off
275 Spare (MSS) 332 Spare (MSS)
276 MSS Mux Inhibit 333 MSS Mux Linear Mode
277 MSS Scan Mirror Normal 334 Spare (MSS)
300 TMP Select Digital Mux A 335 MSS Mid Scan Code Off
301 TMP Select A/D Converter B 336 MSS Scan Mirror Power Line 2
302 TMP Select Formatter Logic A 337 MSS System ON/OFF Override
303 TMP Select Analog Mux B 340 TMP Memory Write On
304 Rate Measuring Package B Mtr On 341 TMP Matrix Verify Override On
305 RMP B Heater & Electronics On 342 TMP No Mod to VHF Override On
306 Battery 7 Off 343 TMP Program Control Bit 0 Off
307 Rate Measuring Package A Off 344 Left SAD Disable
310 Battery 3 Off 345 Spare 8 Set
311 Right Sad Enable 346 Trickle Charge Normal
312 MSS Scan Mirror Power Line 1 347 Enable USBX Off
313 Spare (MSS) 350 DCS Receiver 2 On
314 MSS Mid Scan Code On 351 RBV Primary Control Enable
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Table B-1. LANDSAT-2 Commands (Cont'd)
CMD # Command Function CMD # Command Function
352 RBV Cathode Reactivation On 407 DCS Receiver 1 Off
353 All Batteries On 410 Rate Measuring Package A Lower
354 Shunt Load A Off Motor Voltage
355 All Comp Loads Off 411 RBV/CCC Power On
356 Aux Load 1 On 412 RBV Aperture Corrector In
357 Aux Load 2 On 413 All Aux Loads Off (B)
360 Spare 8 Reset 414 Comp Load 3 On
361 TMP Memory Write Off 415 Shunt Load C Off
362 TMP Program Control Bit 0 On 416 Comp Load 4 On
363 TMP Program Control Bit 1 On 417 Comp Load 5 On
364 Disable USBX Off 420 TMP No Mod to Override Off
365 Left SAD Enable 421 TMP No Mod to VHF Xmtr
366 DOS Receiver 1 On 422 TMP Verify Memory Off
367 Trickle Charge Override 423 Spare
370 Rate Measuring Package A Htr On 424 RBV Primary Control Disable
371 RBV Cathode Reactivation Off 425 Right SAD Normal Rate
372 RBV Enable Calibration 426 WBVTR 1 Record
373 Verify Tick 427 RBV Single Cycle
430 RBV Start Prepare374 All Aux Loads Off (A)
375 Shunt Load B Off 431 RBV Aperature Corrector Out
376 Comp Load 1 On 432 RBV CCC Power Off
377 Comp Load 2 On 433 RBV Camera 1 On
400 TMP Data to VHF Xmtr 434 Comp Load 6 On
401 TMP Program Control Bit 1 Off 435 Aux Load 3 On
402 TMP Matrix Verify Override Off 436 Aux Load 4 On
403 TMP Verify Memory On 437 All Shunt Loads On
404 Right SAD High Rate 440 TMP Select Xmtr Buffer AMP A
405 RBV Camera 3 On 441 TMP Matrix Verify On
406 DCS Receiver 2 Off 442 TMP Power 2 Off
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Table B-1. LANDSAT-2 Commands (Cont'd)
CMD # Command Function CMD # Command Function
443 TMP Force Program 00 Off 500 TMP Memory Write/Verify Ovrd On
444 WBVTR 1 Volt Protect Relay Reset 501 TMP Pre-Regulator Output B
445 WBVTR 1 Record Current Adjust 502 TMP Matrix Normal
446 WBVTR 1 RBV Enable 503 TMP Power 1 Off
447 WBVTR 1 Playback 504 WBVTR 1 Fast Forward
450 RBV Exposure 1 505 WBVTR 1 MSS Standby
451 RBV Exposure 2 506 WBVTR 1 Voltage Protect Disable
452 RBV Exposure 5 507 WBVTR 1 Lap
453 RBV Exposure 3 510 RBV Camera 2 Off
454 RBV Exposure 4 511 RBV Camera 1 Off
455 Aux Load 5 On 512 RBV Camera 3 Off
456 Shunt Load D Off 513 WBVTR 2 Record
457 Verify Tock 514 RT 1 Data to MSS Filter A
460 TMP Pre-Regulator A On 515 RT Data to RBV Filter A
461 TMP Select Xmtr Buffer AMP B 516 RT 2 Data to MSS Filter B
462 TMP Force Program 00 On 517 WBVTR 1 Data to RBV Filter B
463 TMP Pre-Regulator Output A 520 TMP Power 2 On
464 WBVTR 1 RBV Standby 521 TMP Memory Write/Verify Ovrd Off
465 WBVTR 1 Fast Rewind 522 TMP Power 1 On
466 WBFM Select VCO Bi 523 TMP Pre-Regulator B On
467 WBVTR 1 Voltage Protect Enable 524 WBFM Select VCO Al
470 RBV Continuous Cycle 525 WBFM Inverter A Power On
471 RBV Camera 2 On 526 WBFM Enable Modulator A AFC
472 RBV Start Calibrate 527 WBFM Inverter B Power Off
473 RBV Disable Calibrate 530 WBFM Disable Modulator B AFC
474 Aux Data to RBV Filter A 531 WBVTR 2 Data to RBV Filt er B
475 RT 1 Data to MSS Filter B 532 WBVTR 2 Record Current Adjust
476 RT Data to RBV Filter B 533 WBVTR 2 RBV Enable
477 Enable RBV Filter B 534 WBVTR 2 Playback
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Table B-1. LANDSAT-2 Commands (Cont'd)
CMD # Command Function CMD # Command Function
535 RT 2 Data to MSS Filter A 572 WBVTR 2 MSS Standby
536 WBVTR 1 Data to RBV Filter A 573 WBVTR 2 Voltage Protect Disable
537 WBVTR 1 Data to MSS Filter B 574 WBVTR 2 Lap
540 WBPA 1 Power On 575 Aux Data t o RBV Filter B
541 WBPA 1 Select 10W Output 576 Enable MSS Filter B
542 NBTR 2 Playback Mode 577 WBVTR 2 Data to MSS Filter A
543 NBTR 1 Record Mode 600 WBPA 1 Select 20W Output
544 Enable RBV Filter A 601 NBTR 2 Record Mode
545 WBFM Disable Modulator A AFC 602 0. G6Yaw Position Bias Enable
546 Select RBV Bias A 603 Orbit Adjust Timer Disable
547 WBFM Select VCO A2 604 Select NBTR 2
550 WBFM Inverter B Power On 605 PMP Modulator A On
551 WBVTR 2 RBV Standby 606 Select NBTR
552 WBVTR 2 Fast Rewind 607 WBVTR 1 On (Primary)
553 WBVTR 2 Voltage Protect Relay 610 MSS Enable (Primary)
Reset 611 Spare
554 WBVTR 2 Voltage Protect Enable 612 RBV No. 1 Thermoelectric Module
555 Enable MSS Filter A Disable
556 WBVTR 1 Data to MSS Filter A 613 ISM Disable Selected Scanner
557 WBVTR 2 Data to RBV Filter A 614 ISM Switched Telemetry Power On
560 Orbit Adjust Timer Enable 615 Orbit Adjust Thruster Heater On
561 WBPA 1 Power Off 616 MSFN to C1U A/STADAN to CIU B
562 NBTR 1 Power Off 617 Disable PSM Relay Buss
563 WBVTR Search Track Switched 620 NBTR 2 Power Off
564 Select RBV Bias B 621 NBTR 1 Playback Mode
565 WBFM Select VCO B2 622 Payload Reg Module Fuse Tap On
566 WBFM Inverter A Power Off 623 0. 60 Yaw Position Bias Disable
567 WBFM Enable Modulator B AFC 624 Select WBVTR 1
570 WBVTR 2 Data to MSS Filter B 625 Inhibit WBFM RBV/A MSS B Filters
571 WBVTR 2 Fast Forward 626 PMP Modulator A Off
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Table B-1. LANDSAT-2 Commands (Cont'd)
CMD # Command Function CMD # Command Function
627 Orbit Adjust On 1 664 PMP Select WBVTR
630 WBVTR 1 Control Normal 665 PMP Modulator B Off
631 WBVTR Search Track Normal 666 Inhibit WBFM RBV B/MSS A Filters
632 MSS Enable (Both) 667 RBV On (Primary)
633 Right SAD Unfused 670 PSM Solenoid 1 On
634 CMD Clock Relays on 5A Fuse 671 WBVTR 2 Control Normal
635 ISM Separation Switch Bypass 672 RBV No. 3 Thermoelectric Module Ena
636 ISM Enable Scan & Select A 673 ISM Switched Telemetry Power Off
637 ECAM Smart Disable 674 Right SAD Fused
640 2. 00 Pitch Position Bias Enable 675 Lock Single Scanner Mode
641 PSM Inverter A Power to WBFM 676 Enable USB Xmtrs (Redundant)
642 0. 60 Pitch Position Bias Enable 677 RBV Magnetic Compensator Enable
643 WBVTR 1 Control Reversed 700 MMCA Power On
644 PMP Modulator B On 701 Enable Payload Timer Signal
645 Select WBVTR 2 702 MMCA Pitch Coil Out
646 Select NBTR 1 703 Inhibit Data to RBV Filter A
647 MSS Disable 704 MMCA Yaw Coil Out
650 WBVTR 2 On (Primary) 705 Prime Data to WBPA 1/2
651 WBVTR 1 Off 706 MMCA Capacitor Dump
652 Spare 1 (Non-Latch) 707 RBV No. 2 Thermoelectric Module Dis
653 CMD Clock Relays on 1A Fuse 710 RBV On (Redundant)
654 Left SAD Unfused 711 PSM Solenoid 2 On
655 Enable PSM Relay Bus 712 WBVTR 2 Off
656 APU Power On 713 Left SAD Fused
657 Orbit Adjust Thruster Heater Off 714 Unlock Single Scanner Mode
660 PSM Inverter B Power to WBFM 715 MSFN to CIU B/STADAN to CIU A
661 2. 00 Pitch Position Bias Disable 716 Attitude Sensor Power On
662 MSS Enable (Redundant) 717 Spare (Non-Latch)
663 0. 60 Pitch Position Bias Disable 720 Disable Payload Timer Signal
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Table B-1. LANDSAT-2 Commands (Cont'd)
CMD # Command Function CMD # Command Function
721 MMCA Pitch Coil In 755 Enable USB/WBPA Timer Signal
722 Inhibit Data to RBV Filter B 756 Comp Load 7 On
723 MMCA Yaw Coil In 757 Disable USB Xmtrs
724 Summed Data to WBPA 1 760 Inhibit Data to MSS Filter B
725 MMCA Capacitor Charge 761 MMCA Roll Coil Out
726 WBVTR 2 Control Reverse 762 MMCA Capacitor Low
727 Payload Reg Module On 763 MMCA Polarity Negative
730 RBV No. 2 Thermoelectric Module 764 Orbit Adjust Off
Ena
765 MMCA Power Off
731 RBV Off 766 Payloads Off
732 PSM Solenoid 3 On
767 Payload Reg Module Fuse Tap Off
733 Switch Payload Regulator 770 RBV No. 1 Thermoelectric Module Ena
734 ISM Enable Scan & Select B
ECAM S ART7 EA L 771 Payload Reg Module Off 2735 ICWe Ioate- ff
772 Disable USB/WBPA Timer Signal
736 RBV Magnetic Compensator Lo Mode
773 Comp Load 8 On
737 APU Power Off 774 Attitude Sensor Power Off
740 MMCA Roll Coil In 775 Enable USB Xmtrs (Primary)
741 Inhibit Data to MSS Filter A 776 Enable WBPA (Primary)
742 MMCA Polarity Positive
777 Spare
743 Summed Data to WBPA 2 780 Switch Spacecraft PWM Regualtor
744 MMCA Capacitor High 781 CIU Channel B Off745 PSM Solenoids Off
782 CRIU Ch B On/Sw STDN/MSFN Cmd
746 Orbit Adjust On 2 Link
747 RBV On Both 783 CMD Clock Pwr Supply/Comdecs On/
750 Payload Reg Module Off 1 ECAM Output Disable
751 RBV No. 3 Thermoelectric Module 784 Switch Spacecraft PWM Regulator
Dis 785 CIU Channel A Off
752 RBV Magnetic Compensator Disable 786 CIU Ch A On/Sw STDN/MSFN Cmd
Link753 RBV Magnetic Compensator Hi Mode Link
754 Enable WBPA (Redundant) 787 CMD Clock Pwr Supply/Comdecs On/
ECAM Output Disable
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Table B-2. LANDSAT-2 Command Matrix
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C MB "QOCK(OO CLOCK ) . O L OL K C EDKEZ CLOCK=004 =LOC(O ggOC(0 I 7 0 (0(0 071 (043 CO (0.4) -0-O1S) 04 (am
=00o UMo Uo o) C o (0161 =o(W
-i SPARE PRIMARY SPARE PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY SERIAL COMMAND SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT SPARE LOAO000 COMSTOR COMSTOR COMSTOR COMSTOR COMSTOR DATA EXECUTION PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY TIME
ON FILL VERIFY COPY OFF ACTIVATE TRANSFER COUNTER MATRIX MATRIX A MATRIX B OSLLATFREO1FI55 oo Y ODN RESET DECOOE DRIVERS DRIVER GEERAT CODE
_,oo____ I ON RESET . 0 04 
__NERA_
l CLOCK() CLOCWc2 CLOCKo Z CLOCK Q(023 CLOCK o0241 CLOCQ (25 CLOC 026 CLOCK(021 CLOCK (03d CLOC (03) COCK(03 CLOCK(03) CLOCK 05 CLOCK (o03s CLO.QCK3, CLOCK3TURN REDfUNANT SPARE REDUNDANT REDUNDANT REDUNDANT REDUNDAUi SPARE SPARE SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT SPARE SPARE020 NON-KEE COMSTOR COMSTOR COMSTOR T COMSTOR REDUNDANT REDUNDA UNNT REDUNDANT POSFFC OM DE ON( FILL VERIFY COPY OFF ACTIVATE MATRIX MATRIX A MATRIX B OSCILLATOR FREQFDECODE DRIVERS DRIVER GENERAT
ACS (040) ACS (040 ACS (042) ACS (044 ACS (o45) WBPA2(O46)W PA: (D47 APU so ECAM (s MSS (052) MS (053) M (054) M (s05) (05) M 5 (05?
PNEUMATICS 0.3' PNEUMATICS PNEUMATIC DIFF POWER 5ELECT STANDBY ECA M SYSTEM SELECT SELECT' SELECT SELECT BAND040 ENABLE YAW POS INTERLOCK LOW VOLTAGE TACH Ow 10 WATT MODE LOAD ON INV. A BAUD I BAMD Z BAND 3 ONBIAS BYPASS INTERLOCK DISABLE OUTPUT HIGH HIGH HIGHENABLE DISABL RESET VOLTAGE VOLTAGE VOLTAGE0 6 E 1 63 _E r___4____ .. 01JR, 7 
-0" F 41A A A 1 4  1' -A (060) A (060 ACS (063) A (064) ECAr. 6 WBPA2(067) AP. o MSS (072) Mu (073) M5 (074) MSS (07?) - (01N, MU (on
3" PNEUMATICS PNEUMATICS DIFF ECAM POWER NORMAL SELECT SYSTEM SELECT SELECT BAND I SELET060 YAW POS DISABLE INTERLOCK TACH EyEcUTE OFF MOD INV. B OFF BAND I BA.D t OFF BAW aBIAS BYPASS ENABLE HIGH HIGH HIGHDISABLE ENABL r VOLTAGE VOLTAGE VOLTAGE
ACS (00) ACS (o0) ACS (102) ACS (103) ACS (104) ECAM WNEBPAQOGIq U 10 MSS (12) MSS ) M1 MSS ( MSS (u5) MSS .u16) MSS (II
00 TACH YAW POS INTO PITCH POS MOMENTUM 0 ATT AUX XMR VOLTAGE ON ON ON LIAIONNORMAL BIAS YAW BIAS BIAS ODE RU A 20ATT AU XMTR VOLTAGE ON ON ON O LAMP
GAIN ENABLE DISABL ENABLE OISABL, OUTPUT OSC ON A15 21 20 12 i 22 I 5 - IZZ7 J 11- 1 r7 5i7
ACS 020ACS ( ACS (122) ACS (123) ACS (124) ACS (125) JSBXPDI 26JBXPD125 1 MSS (132) MSS (133) MSS (134) MSS 035) MSS (136) MSS (137)
o.1 DIFF .. 9' RLNA NEGATIVE PITCH SELECT RANGING MODULATION BAND 2 DOOR BAND 4 BAND 3 SELECT
120 YAW POS TACH PITCH INTO PITCH MOMENTUM XMTR A ON IWPUT OFF MOTOR OFF OFF CALIBRATI AMD 5BIAS HIGH BIAS YAW POSITION BIASMODE POWER OFFDISABLE GAIN DISABL ENABL BIAS ENABLE CROSSED OFF LAMP
6.1 10 103 12 5 4 RO 46 Ea 1113I F FB F F.
ACS (40)!ACS ( 1 ACS () ACS (144) ACS (145) LUre WX U R( X 0 MSS 052) MSS os$ MaR 054 Ma 0i0 MSS 06) MS (57)
ROLL NEGATIVE YAW PITCH POSITIVE RANGING MOLLATION ENABLE ROTATING SCAN BAND I BAND2 CALIBRATION BAND 1
14Q UNLOAD YAW POS WHEEL UNLOAD PITCH OFF INPUT AUX SHUTTER MONITOR HIGH HIGH LAMP HIGH
DISABLE BIAS DISABLE DISABLE BIAS NORMAL OSC DRIVER ON GAIN GAIN ON VOLTAGE
6 R60 163 IA N I 2 7 ON - ON I
ACS (160) ACS K0 ACS (162) ACS (163) E fCAM(4 ACS (165) VIJF XMTIIl VHFXMTR(1) VIHFXMTR(I1)I 0I)MSS (172) MSS (173) MMSS 074MSS (075) MSS (176) MSS (77)
POSITIVE ROLL PNEUMATIC YAW EClv PITCH PLAYBACK POWER POWER PLAYBACK SCAN ROTATING BAND 2 BAND I BAND i CALIBRATIO
160 YAW POS UNLOAD MOMENTARY WHEEL R p UNLOAD NBTR "t *2 OVERIDE MONITOR SHUTTER LOW LOW HIGH LAMP
BIAS ENABLE ENABLE ENABLE ENABLE OFF OK OFF  OFF DRIVER GAIN GAIN VOLTAGE OFF
_ _i4-1 - 4 0 4 4 nT f4 no .. FOFF M = OFF 5- i
ACS (200) fA (o/) ACS (202) ACS (203) ACS (4 VHFXMT6 VHF (1) F r.10) VE (LII) MSS (212) MSS (213) MSS (214) MSS (215) MSS (216) MSS (217
ORBITAe RMP A 400 RPM YAW POWER XMTR T.MI"B kI BAND 2 BAND 3 . SELECT DooR DooR SCANNER
200 A DE ON ENABLE INTERLOCK ACUISTION O I LOW POWER HIGH HIGH SHUTTEROe ER RIDE POWERENABLE ENABLE MODE ON TIME POWER Z OFF VOLTAGE VOLTAGE MONITOR DOECTIOtj ACTIVATE LINE
MODE MODE ON ON SOURCE
r2 2-1 20 r273 222 r2 2-5 1Z -zs, 2.2.1 1,0 M 3 252 A 05 1 4
lfC, ACS4 (221) AL (?22) g5 (223) AC (225) VHFXIMTRIZ FXMTR(23) VHFXMTRt3JMS (2352) Mi (233) MSS (234) MSS (235) MSS -(230) MS5 (237)
,CAIr ORBIT 400 RPM RMP B YAW HIGH PLAYBACK SELECT BAND 3 BAND 2 DOOR SELECT SCANNER DOOR
220 O DUST INTERLOCK ENABLE NORMAL POWER OVERRIDE XMTR A HIGH HIGH CLOSE SHUTTER WER MTMODE MONITOR PO ER OTOR
DISABLE DISABLE MODE MODE ON VOLTAGE VOLTAGE DIRECTIO' SOURCE LINE 2 POWER O00 
_ _ 2r1 OF F ,7-FF OFF r, 7E,
MP (240) TP 1242) ACS (244) fCCj. s POWER(26 AS (247) IHFXMTP (bA VHFXMTR(t' MSS (252) MSS (253 MSS : (254) MSS (255) MSS (256) MSS (257)
SELECT SELECT LEFT , I BATTERY RMP B SELECT PLAYBACKi BANDSA DOOR SELECT SCAN MUX
240 MEMORY MEMORY SAD ZetEo HEATER XMTR B NBTR GAIN OLD CITO MIRROR NORMALUNIT A SEQUENCER NORMAL OFF O MONITOR
UNIT A RATE OFF I TEP Ol SOURCE INHIBIT
TMP (601 TMP 26) TMP (262 MP (263) POWE.O e POERo AGd (266) POWJER ACS (270) a (211) M55 (27) MSS (273) ) (274) MSS (275) MSS (276) M55 (277)5ELEeT SELECT SELECT 5ELECT BATTERY BATTERY RMP B BATTERY RIGHT RMP A SELECT DOOR MUX SCAN260 a/oP AaLO. EM Ry mS e MOTOR BAWD 5B DOOR SCAR260 AID EM A LOC OFF SAD START CAI OVER IDE SCMOITORA HOLD INHIBIT MIRRORONVEEITER UNIIT MUX A uNI/T b OFF OFF OFF DISABLE ST EET SOURCE 09O NORMAL
F03 1 55 2 ?3 347 043530 11r3 |nsonqwo B 1 [ ±4iT 01.Z
TMP (300) T1P (30) !TyP (302) TM (303) ACS (304) ACS (305) BQ O AU o0) O4WER(5Io) ACSS 010 MSS (312) M5 (31V M (1.4) M (5) 5) (16)1 M (317)
5ELECT SELECT sLECT IE ECT RMP B RMP B BATTERY RMP A BATTERY RIGHT SCAN D)OR MID MUX SYSTEM R O TIOJ
300 DIalTAL AI/D FOer An R AMO06 MOTOR HEATER .7 OFF 'S SAD MIRROR OVER RIDE SCAN CCFMhEBC ON/OFF C o.ERAMUX A CaONEfTER 01/C A MAfX B ON (ELEC OFF OFF ENABLE POWER 5AFETY- CODE MODE NORMAL OWR
F ON rf ( 1 5 7" E /t.376 F2-7 -oLINE IT ONZAiPS" '
TP 02') TP (32 dcA (z() A (326) POWESZ AS (330) POWER. 04 MS (,2) M 3 (3 3) (3 MI (335) (331 (33?1
SELECT SELECT E ,A LEFT RMPA BATTERY RMP B BATTERY RADIAION MUX DOOR MID SCAN SYSTEM320 DIIITL OMT " SAD ON LOWER COOL.EI LINEAR OVER RIDE SCAN MIRROR ON/OFFMLIX 'L06/ £#,O.( HIGH MOTORSL6/C RATE OFF VOLTAG OFF POWER C4F MODE ISAETY CODE POWER OVERRIDE
F t VT -7 3 OFF i Ar LINE 2 F5ZTMP O40),r P (341) TMP (342) TMP (34 A 44) Ut (345) POWER,,) "' (34) DCOS OW3 M (351) RBV (352) P E\ I1,ER(3_ ) 2 2( B(- POWE R .) E Rss'O
MEMORY MATRIX IONUATIW PROGRAM LEFT SPARE B TRICKLE ENABLE RCVR 2 RBV CATHODE ALL SHUNT ALL AUX AUX340 WRITE VERIFY To IMFXMTR CONTROL SAD SET CHARGE USBX ON PRIMARY BATTERIES LOAD COMP LOAD LOAD
ON OVERRIDE OVERRIDE BIT 2 CONTROL ECTATid' BATTERIES LO1\D COMP LOAD LOADON ON OFF DISABLE NORMAL OFF_ ENABL ON ON A LOADS It OON ON OFF ENABLE O361 402 420 36 6 1) 406 OFF . 1OFF. O N141 D 41
360 ( 0) TP (360 TMP (362) TP (363) 1M (~4) ACS (365) DCS (366) PONER()o-) ACS (370) RBV (311 V (372) POWER ( s PDWER(n' ) POvERs PoER( i() POWERi1)5PARE8 MEMORY PROGRAM PROGRAM DISABLE LEFT RCVRt TRICKLE RMP A CATHODE ENABLE VERIFY ALL SHUT COMP COMP
360 RESET WRITE CONTROL CONTROlBITWRITE  IT 2 USBX SAD ON CHARGE HEATER REACTIVATIONCALbKAna TICK. AUX LOAD LOAD LOAD
OFF ON ON OFF ENABLE OVERRIDE ON OFF LOADFF B 01 2.
4 33 40 41- 4 OFF(A) OFF O O
TMP (400) TMP (400 TMP (40) T 403) 404) Ry (405) CS (406) OCS (407) j (410) BV (411) RBV (412) PWER( o) POER(-*) PO RI(*..) POWERO6 POWERorVIP PROGRAM MATRIX VERIFY RIGHT CAIMERA RCVR 2 RCVR I RMP A CCC APERATURE ALL CaMP SHUIT COMP COMP
400 DATA TO CONTROL VERIFY MEMORY SAD j OFF OFF LOWER POWER CORRECT AUX LOAD LOAD LOAD LOADVHFXMTR BIT 2' OVERRIDE HIGH MOTOR LOADS 3 C 4 5OFF OFF wON RATE VOLTAGE ON IN OFF (S) ON OFF ION O
TMP (420 TM 21 TP P (422) P..M (424) ACS (45) WBVTRI(426 RBV (427) RBV (430) RRBV 4 RBV (432) RBV (433) POwER PO PO ER( ) O
U IVERIFY RBv RIGHT RECORD SINGLE START AERATURE CCC CAMERA COMP AUX AU)& ALL420 TOVNFXMTe TO VHF MEMORY PRIMARY SAD CYCLE PREPARE CORRECTOR POWER I LOAD LOAD LOAD SHUMTOVERRIDE XMTR OFF CONTROL NORMAL OUT OFF ON 6 3 4 LOADSOFF DISAE RATE ON Oh4 ON 01
MP (4) T442) TMP (44) WO (444) WBVTRi(44 (446WBVTRI(447) RBV (450) RBy (450) RBV (452) RBV (45) RBV (454) PORwE POwERl 
_..3 ISELECT MATRIX POWER FORCE VOLTAGE RECORD RBV PLAYBACK EXPOSURE E'SUE AUX HUT VERIF
440 x EMTr VERIFY NO. 2 PROGRAM PROTECT CURRENT ENABLE EXPOSUE EXPOSURE E.PSU EPOSURE E AU SHUT VERI9LFFER RELAY LOAD LO TO
AMP A OM OFF 0.0 OFF RESET ADJUST 5 D
_1w, Fu_? 55_ _20_ r_2_4 ON OFF
MP (460) TMP 461) TP (62) TMP ( 63)VTRI(4,4)BVTRI(465)WFA) RBV 470 RBV RV (4 RV () BF BF WBFM )PRE-REG SELECT FORCE PRE-REG RBV FA5T SELECT VOLTAGE COTI CAMERA START DISABLE AUX DATA RT DATAEABLEXMT1 CON, A RT DATA EABLE460 A BUFFER PROGRAM OUTPUT STANDBY REWIND VCO PROTECT CYCLE 2 CALIB CALIS DATA TO 55 TR B RBVON AMP B 0,0 ON A 81 ENABLE ON TO RBVON MPB O,00N A BI ENABLE ON FILTER A, FILTERB FILTER B FILTERB
TMP (OO.) TMP 10) TP 102)TMP (503) WBVTRI(5oI)WBVTRI(5o WRVTjRo6)WRVTR507) RBV 1RBV RB V  (2) VTR2 (0S WBFM(sjs) W FMI- WBFM (s*) WFM()0 MEMORY PRE-REG MATRIX POWER FAST MSS VOLTAGE LAP CAMERA AMEZA CAMERA RECORD DATA' RT DATA DATA" WBVTR500 OVERRIDE OUTPUT NORMAL NO. I FOWARD STANDBY PROTECT 2 OFF 3 TO MSS TO RBV TO MSS DATAOVER RIDEV TO RBV
ON B a OFF DISABLE OFF OFF FILTER h FILTER A FILTER B FILTER B
C -2' 44' 6A 2: 4nAU 7wls410 _ _ 40osn,,.FRn 1 0 10P 20) TMP (5 1 TMP (522) TMP (523) WBFWM(.st4 FMNs2 BFI) WBFMM W ) WBFM(sso) NBFM I) BVTR2(5uWBVTR2(ss3 WBVTR2(s34WAF.(so. WBFMB( w; BFM(ssPOWER MEMORY POWER PRE-REG SELECT INVERTER ENABLE INVERTER DISABLE WBVTR 2 RECORD RBV PLAYBACK DATA" WBVTR INBVTR I
OVERRIDE POWER POWER TO RBV TO RV TO ENABLEON OFF ON ON Al ON AFC .OFF AFC FILTER B ADJUST FILTER A FILTER A FILTER B
BIAI(34 ) WPAIs40 NBTR542) NTi54S F WBFM(u) VM( ) WBFMat) WBFMo WSVTR2455C WBVTR2(2 WBVTRZts WBVTR2(554 W BFMNFM(F, WBFM aPOWER SELECT PLAYBACK RECORD EABLE DISABLE SELECT 5EL.CT INVERTERRBV FAST VOLTAGE VOLTAGE ABLE WBVTR WBVTR Z
540 ON IoWATT MODE MODE RV ML A fV3CO BP, D FTA REWIND PR CT =ROPROTECT M DAT DATA
RFILTER A AFC , A T RELAY TO M55 70 RSVBIAS POWER SELAY   TD EOUT OPUT FILTER A F A A w RESET ENABLE FILTER FILTER A FILTER A
_ _ -1 _ M I- f46 44 R 1740ro$ r7 4 T1.
PSM (so) WPA(', n t BTR562)j PjM s) WBFM F WB MWWUB JM & BFIMt , WBFM O0o) WBVTR27570WBVTR2(5? W VTRS)VBVTR2(?4 VBFM(s1) WBFM(,) WBFMts6ORBIT POWER POWER WBVTR SELECT SELECT IkNERTER EJABLi WBVTR FAST MSS VOLTAGE LAP AU ENABLE WBVTR560 ADJUST OEATH A MOULTOR A FOWARD STANDBY PROTECT DO A M5s DT
ENABLEwiTHE 8 82 OFF AFC FILTER B DISABLE FILTER FILER B FILTER A
WBPAI( 6 o NBR2 (o60 (602) M (60.1) PMP 104 PMP (605 PMP (so PSM (so') PASM (6o) PSM (bl 15M ((0. 1 M (6r IS.M (SMA Ism t(6,) V l (6.1)SELECT RECORD 0.6 ORBIT SELECT MODULATOR SELECT WBVTRI - SS RBv '  DISABLE SWITCHED ORBIT MSFN TO DISABLE
600 O WATT ME BIAPS TIER NBTR A TR R ON ENABLE TEM SELECTED TELEETR AOJUT CIA/OUTPUT ENABLE DISABLE 2. o (PRIMARY) (Pe) DIABLE SCANIER OW HEATER STAD  RELAY BUS
NBTAR2s62O> aBTB1 1621 p (u.1l ACI (623) eMP (641 E cs6 (zs) ElE (6261 P56._ E.) Ps5M C(oS 65 1*0 Ps. M (Sz lI .L I51 (65) w15u. (sel) 0_5 ,64 e ,,, sAe
POWER PLAYBACKO( PRM 0.6" SELECT IHnIBIT IMODULATORI ORBIT WBVTRI \JBvTR MSS RIGHT CMD CLK SEPARATION ENABLE ECAI620 OFF MODE FUSE YAW POS WBVTR WBFM A ADJUST CONTROL SEARC ENABLE SAD RELS O SWITCH SCAN 4 SMARTT BIALES OFF ON (I) N RMAL TRA K
4O60 DISABLE 1iLRs oFF ON () NOR436L 7'NoMAL (BoT) UNFUSED SA FUSE BYPASS SELECT A DISABLE
S(640 P (*.*) Aj (s64) EM M (64p e ( I(44) PP (s) PMP (66) P5M (41) PSM (so) PSM (sl) PsM (1(as IM (-) 15SM (.o) ISM (.I) ISM (.) 15M (*s1)
2.0 IMVERTER O.B wBVTR I MODULT1DRSELECT SELECT MSS WBVTR 2. WBVTR 1 SPARE t CMD CLK LEFT ENABLE APU ORBIT
640 PITCH POS PITCH CONTROL B WBVTR NBTR DISABLE ON OFF NOI-LATCH RELA5 ON SAD PSM POWER ADJUSTBT THRUSTERENABLE WEFM BIAS REVERSED Ob 2. L (PRIMARY IA FUSE UkFUSED IELAY1S O1 N HEATER
_ _ENABLE - S z 6 14 0,5 10 
_ _15 I 1' OFF
PM ( , ACS (661 p (5.) ACS (663) PRP ((,.4) PMP (6 i PSM ) PSM (.. 61) PSM (o) PS (l M P iIS (l 91 S 1 5M (*3)) ISM ,4, IS(43 (SM ) P.1 5 ()
INVERTER 2.0 M5 5 .' SELECT MODULATO IMHBT RBV SOLEOI WBVTR . , >v's SWITCHED RIGHT LOCK ENABLE REBiV660 PITCH POS ENABLE PITCH POS WJBVTR B WBFM OM I CONE E TELEMETR' SAD SM u5BMR MAGNETIC
W O IABL AOSBL OFF FITLS PRIMARY) Ol NORIMAL EA.bL.LE ER FUSEP /ED) II;ABLE
MMCA (1o P4 (01) Co6 p5 (103 MMCA(os4) P65 (0) M noo)10 0 E1 ) 2 (71) 14 0 (1165 s 2) 2 17)POWER ENABLE PITCH DIHIBIT YAIJ PRIME CAP R.,V'2 RBV 50LENOi WBVTR 2 LEFT UNLOCK MSFN 1TO ATTITUDE SPARE
700 ON PTO COIL TO COIL DATA TO DUMP TEM ON 2 OFF SAD 5SM SEkJSOR NON-LATCN
IGNAL OUT RBVFILTER OUT WBPA/ ISABLE (REI ohur , FUSED CIUA Ol0
P_ 7u) MMCA O ,) PSM (iso) IMCA (1o) PSM O n) MMCA.() P,~ M (7l) PSM (1 ) 'eP (so PSM i ) PS O5 1 (15s 15M 14)T1: 4 5) PS1 (15) TM (51)
DISABLE PITCH INHiBIT YAW SUMMED CAP WBVTRL PRM RSV*LZ RBV SOLENOID SWITCH ENABLE ECAM RBV APU
720 PAYLOA COIL DATA COIL DATA TO CHARGE CONTROL ON TEM OFF 3 PAYLOAD SAN4 IMART MuGNETIC POWER
IcIAL FILTE I BPA VERSED EABLE REGULATOR SELECT ABLE OMP N OFF
Mi)lCA (Q) 641 MMCA(14Z P5M (U ) MMCA( PSM e14) M 17461 P5M (41) P5u (71)VSM (1l PSM (su lu ( 155M IsB 5 <* IS i )OROLL IklHIBIT POLARITY SUMA1.uA CAP SOLENOIDS ORBIT IRBV:_ PRM RpB1* RBV . RV ENABLE ENABLE COMP DISABLE
740 COIL DATA POSITIVE DATA TO HIGH OFF ADJUST O . OFDF (1) TE, ANeTic MAGNETIC WBPA LOAD UseTO ON . WBPA M I B 1DIM MSF WBPA. . ON (2) (B O TH)- ISA Lt.,E "PENSTS COMfI SAT1 (ED) -xMT
P56 (160) MMCA (111) g(1t M sMCACX3 2MA (1.1 MCA (765) EP5 (163 P565 061) (S65 1701 PA (i1) (110) 16 (1 1514 (114 16 (176 Lini
INHIBIT ROLL CAP POLARITY ORBIT POWER PRM. VIgey*I PRM DISABLE COMP ATTITUDE ENABLE ENABLE
760 DATA COIL LOw NEGATIVE ADJUST OFF PAYLOADS FUSE. TEM I OFF(2) USBXMTE LOAD SENSOR USBMTeS WBPA






(Io). SWITCH 5/C REGULATOR
CAOI CU CHANNEL B OFF
04t) SwiTCH 5TADAN/MSFN COMMAND LINKS
CI COMMAND CLOCK PS/CO I4ECS ON_
C,80 SWITCH S/C REGULATOR
I-' 0 CIU CHA, NE. A OFF









DOP47J222902AY RFV R PRTS ELFCTRPiCAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 06/ 1 9/74 PAG1
FJNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP /S/ IKT
No TYPE SEC ADDR iPOW CONN CC CCNN
*ORWAPD SCANNFR SIGNAl PROCESSOR
.... .. ..A.n AR ..SE 1 I F . .. P A, 1 it _O 11 .O 'Sl-4C. 7LP h -1
1002 rWD SCAN TRAIl. EARTH PULSy FSC T EP ALnG 1/16 A170 18 18 4Th2-61 7112-6 6T00-72
1003 ruD SrAN PRESSURE FSC PRES ALOG 1/16 A233 IB 27 14T84-01 7112-4 ATo0 -7 0
1 4 run SCAN PR6A-a CARA TFir FS, PA T A6,G 1 iA -an 37 ATR6.Al 
7
.... , 76
1005 :wD SrAN REF PROCFSSnP CARD TEMP FSC RP T ALOG 1/16 A526 15 69 4T94-4M 7112-8 ATo0 0 -74
S1006 rwD SCAN uPSIDE DOWN FSC UPON ALOG 1/16 A490 1p 64 4T92-81 7112-11 6T00-77
S run 5 aM OTOP a TEP FSC TMP AI OG-. n -At A 5 -54- t -773 49T 7 1
4 qEAR SCANNER RIGNAL PROCESSOR
1010 lEAR SCAN LEAD EARTH PULSF RSC L EP ALOG 1/16 Aj105 12 09 4T8 0 "0 1  7122-6 6T01-42
1011 FAR SCAN TRAIL EARTH PUlSE RSC T FP ALnG 1/16 A169 15 18 4162-01 7122-7 6T01-43
!p---Ak- A*--P4c*U Rr AS P ES ALC A t 6 232 15 27 T-4- --7-l-2 ---- *T ---
1013 iEAR SCAN PkEAMP CARD TEMP RSC PA T ALOG 1/16 A297 CI 37 4T6-l01 7122-1 6To01-46
1014 4EAR SCAN REFF PRHOCESnR CARD TEMP RSC RP T ALnG 1/16 A424 C? 55 4T90-17 7122-8 6TOI-A4
eqs ;iEAR 'JPTan D wn o -'A 3 UPPNl a C'9j f 14" 4, Ad 4Trp% 1 7 11 oT ,1 U47
1016 IFAR SCAN MOTnR TFmP RSC TEMP ALOG 1/16 A553 1p 73 4T94- 0 1 71-5 AIT01-41
-- NDTRDL- LOGTC BOX
1020 4OLL lEAD AMP OUTPUT R tD APP ALnG 1/1 A627 11 01 4T96-80 7001-24 6T00-91 Fm 10.11
4 1 an tl nfrrF T o hun ng ZjT T  n n TrCH Ao 11 A6A 1 It a1 67 701 "G i 7" "- 11
1022 4tOLL PEAR MOTnR DPIVFP (CrW) RRMD CCW ALOG 1/16 Al4 .p 09 4Td 0 -1 7 7 01-6  6 Ton-
1 a023 OLL FWD mOTO DRIVER (CCw) PFMD CCW ALnG 1/16 Alf 8  12 18  418217 7 001- 8  6TO0-7
10 a r&-- -u -o4VFP CtF r .ALO G 1 - ----- 4-184 4 _ A70 l - ToC-,6
1025 IOLL REAR MOTnR DRIVEP (CU) RRmD Cw ALOG 1/16 A422 IF 54 4T90-54 70ql-39 6Tofl-4
1026 IOLL FWD FLYWPEEL SPFFD RFFW SFD ALOG 1/1 A6q3 Cs 0o 4T96-69 701-22 AT 0 0 -1 9
lep7 Rn I prFAn Ftv yu : Ancl n -.;rrur PRE n Alnr 441 A"1 F2 00 4 T 93( 00-1-4 A "ep-
1028 IOLL PNEiUMATICS MODULATOR R PN MOD ALoG 1/16 A369 CF 47 4Tb8-O 70n1-25 ATT -?
1029 IOLL COARSE ERROR R FR CRS ALOG 1/1 A605 r4 01 4T96-29 7001-42 ATno-37
Fno !nk CN= Pnan 6 CR EF Ator !t CA e 0t R- -91--qbAlp e
1031 4OLL DIFF TACp AMP STATUS R OFT ST ALOG 1/16 A488 Ce 64 4T92-17 7 001-35 ATOO-75
1032 IOLL SOLEPOID DUTY CYCLE R SOL DC ALOG 1/16 A552 In 73 4T94-17 7001-50 kTnn.- 5
mi 1T VA unTnR nriuFR 1Cw% y fn rw Al o. 1 f Alp2 e 09 478 0 r4 081-28 AT0-,r,1034 YAW MOTOR DRIVER (CCw) Y MD CCW ALOG 1/16 A166 C8 18 4T82-54 7 0ni-11 &To-i0
1035 YAW TACH AMP P'JTPI!T Y TACH ALnG 1/1 A6n7 C6 o1 4T96-74 7fn1"1? ATjfl-qI
1 0 3 7 .AM PM ALIDC. .n' JLTAY * Y -PN OD ALOn L A Ad -4.-!-Ai---7 -A O,4
1037 yAW SOLENOID UTY CYCLE ' Y SOL DC ALOG 1/16 A296 Is 36 4T86-17 7 001"nl-16  AT00-15
1038 =ITCH MOTOR DPIVEo (CrW) P MD CCW ALOG 1/16 A362 CP 46 4Tb8-81 7001-43 T00.-38
!-192 3ITNl MQnJR nPIIFR (cut P MD ru Ainr 316 A4 2 1  15 94 4T90-3 7p-4 7 AcC-A2
1040 DITCH COARSE FRROR P FH CPS ALOG 1/1 A608 07 o01 4196- 16 7001-26 ATo0 o-P3
1041 DIalTCH FINF ERROR P FR FNE ALOG 1/1 A610 04 02 4T96o7 7 0n1-34 ATOO-31
DP47J222902AY REV B FRTS ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 0 e/ 1 9/74 PAGE 2
FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/E INT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR IPON CONN CCKN CONN
1042 PITCH TACH P TACH ALOG 1/16 A486 Cl 64 4792-54 7001i17 6T00-16
In43 aITCH FLYuHEEI SPEED P FM SPD ALOG 1/1 A611 05 02 4T96-82 7001-27 .AT00-:4
i844 31JTCW JiEmiMAlIC M00111ATOR P DN MDDn AL(nG it A6t2 13 6pp ATQA-52 7ppjjpo -~p 0.- C-lo'
1045 DITCH SOLENOIn DUTY CYCLE P SOL DC ALOG 1/16 A550 C2 73 4T94-54 7001-33 ATn -30
1046 3.A./ACn MODE STATUS OA/AQ ST ALnG 1/16 A095 02p0
8  4T8074 7 001-1 8  T000-79
t7 ep A% e-.f. r. va' -IAI RnTlY YRWIA5 cT AIG .1 " A Q S A 47 47 T4-Td7 7p*- AT._
S 1048 (n.5)(.6)(3.a) DFG PITCH POSIT
BIAS STATUS PBSIAS ST ALOG 1/16 A230 10 27 4T84-54 7001-2 6T00-78
YAW POSIT BIAq/ RMP A/B STATUS PYPMP ST ALOG 1/16 A287 12 35 4Tb6-74 7001-20 6T00- 1 7
105n ITCH AN ROLI MOM. IINLOAn PR UNLD ALOG 1/16 A361 CP 46 4T88-01 7001-37 Tn00-32
Sie~ AUUrI Arr-Phr-& jlINITrfI neCK I VgP TIT Ai~fl nr 1A Ad'pe l 54 4T9 0 -5'p 70j4 AXTOp
S 1052 .NEU INTrPLOCK BYPASS
AND YAW FINF CONTROtl YFN C EN ALOG 1/16 A485 It '63 4T92-31 7001-29 6Too00-p6
133 L--"AS," Anrxn finixa A AL. t16--A48--18---I45 -703840-!
1054 "L8 PPASF 6 CLOCK CLOCK B ALnG 1/16 A094 Cj 08  4TP0-50 7001-21 6Tln-18
1055 LB PIUS OR MiNUS 10 VOLT SUPPLY +/- JOV ALOG 1/16 A158 C2 17 4T82-50 7001-23 AT0OO-
p.a 5 I & ", -fpl' nP Mt leo j, tni-T rlIPPIR Y *1- 6% Ait l A A2 E6 rR 4184 34 70Tn AzqC _4 q 03
1057 :LB POWER S!JPPLY VoLTAGE P/S VOLT ALOG 1/16 A3AO C1 46 JT8-17 7001-30 ATo-97
1058 :LB MnTOR DIVkER rAR TFMP. MTP DR T ALOG 1/16 A484 15 63 4192-52 7001-4 6To0-7
10li "I R Et on2Y CAn rpm PS Cnn 7 A"r V6 -5 49 El 73 41 9-4--- o 1--1i A -TIM- 12
106n LNA INTO YAW OUT/IN RLNA-YAW DIG 8 1/16 pB48 10 01 4T02-34 7001-36 AToo-PI
1061 4og RPM INTFRIK DIS1 N 40n RPM DIG B 1/16 2B49 12 01 
4 1T0210 7001"44 6T00-39
1062 .10, 4 1 SO, E-O ID QN-00CE r 90 1 I Djr R s AB;3 if 02 AI02,34 2001-15 firop 14
1063 ROLL * SOLEOID nN/oFF R - SOL DIG 8 1/1 5834 17 02 4T04-74 7001"48 6T-a3
1064 PITCH4 ( ) SCLF401P UNIOFF P SOL DIG 8 1/1 5835 1f 03 4T04"28 70-1"49 6To0
- e 4
. p TZ C-vr _) Sc. . '. ainn Give F P r -- SyL_ no I: 536 17 T 4TnA
6
*
7 4 7 81- A- T-04  0o
1066 YAW t ) SLFN0ID U ON/OrF Y SOL DIG B 1/1 7833 16 02 4T70270 7001"31 6TO0p98
1067 YAW (-) SOLENOID ON/OFF Y - SOL DIG B 1/1 3937 16 0
4  4T06-66 7001-14 600-13
YAW RATE GYRO (YRG)
4-0 !RG-InltarG TrPCDAUEn R C T 1 SLOG j!t6 AgO3 9 07 08TR* 2 9 T2 a fTo- 13 -
107 1 YRG WHEEL SPEFO YRGn+PD+ ATnG+ 1/16 AA57 C, 1
7  4T82-29 7302-5 T01-14
1072 fRG INDICATFD.RATr YRG RATE ALOG 1/1 A613 13 0
4  4T96-31 7302-1 fT01-12 FM 101i
RATE MEASUIRING PACKAGE NO 1
"A (I R an U uO TAGE i n 1 Nq po u Aln or- 4A29 a 26 4TA4.5, 75 -n3 AT~t -be
10 8 1 IMP MOTOR VOLTAGE NO RR1 0 V A -++.* 11 1+8 10 4T86-50 7502-4 ATO -61
1082 IMP MOTOR CURPENT NO 1 RP1 MT I ALOG 1/16 A351 15 44 4T88-74 75n2-5 6T01-62
1 0 A 3  Mp A WAFR onFn R~MO UTp Al n 1/A6 AA15 1 A 5 4T90-74 7-0-7 Cl-a
1084 IMP GYRO TEMPFRATORE NO I RPI GY T ALOG 1/16 A479 01 63 4T92-74 7502"9 AT01-45
1085 IMP PACKAGE TFIP NO j RPI PK T ALOG 1/16 A543 C2 72 4T94-74 7502-10 6TA-T.6
1086 4HP INDICATED RATE F-~nIUm
CRESOLUTION) Nn 1 RP1 IRB M ALOG 1/1 A614 06 02 4T96-54 7502-12 6T01-68
DP47J222902AY REV 8 FRTS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 06/ 1 9/74 PAGE
S FJNC TLM FIINcTIO ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/S IhTNO- TYPE SEC. ADDR /POw CONN CCKN CtNN
1087 4MP INDICATED RATF (HIGH
ESOLUTION) NO I - RP, IR ALnG 1 1 A6 0 9 09 al 4T96 o0 3 7502-11 6ToI-l1089 4MP RPLAy GPOIIP A STATUi 'O 1 ASTA ALG 1A16 A152 15 17 4T 2A 75 E2 &To1069 4HP RFLAY GROIPB STATUS NO 1RPI BSTA ALOG i./ji A156 18 16 4T82-30 7502'2 &ToI-S9
a P47J222902AY REV R FRTS ELECTR.ICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIr/TELEMETRY 14ATRIX 0 e/19/74 PAGt: 4
F JNC TLM FUINCTION ACRONPJY SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP I h tT
-No. TYPE SEC ADOR iPOW COiN CChh CCNP
1090 IMP SlP PLY VOl TAGF Nn 2 RP? PS V ALOG 1/16 A219 18 25 4T84-69 
76 02-3 6TOI-54
109t IMP mOTOR VOLTAGE NO p 0P T V ALOG 1/16 A28 eft 35 4T86-29 
76 02- 4  hT01-63
109p QmP mOJOR CURDENT NO 9 RP mlT I AIOnG 1146 A350 l-p 44 4TRA-5o 7 6 n2-5 --- 4T-e-l-.4
1093 IMP HFATER POviER No pRPp HTfRP ALOG j/j6 A414 -15 53 41 9050 7602-7 6TOI-78
io94 IMP GYRO TEMPFRATORE NiO p, RPp GY T ALOG 1/16 A478 IF 62 AT192-50 76n2-9 6T01-79
I 32 a0 PArKAr Tr-4PATIO~arf NO2Rp A!Or~ jiJt A54 2  el 7o 4T9A-Sp 7At,;-Ie A? 1 4-a-
1096 IMP lN-DICATED RATF (MEDIUM
ooRESOLUTION) Nn 2 RP JR M ALnG 1/j A616 09 V2 41 96-17 76n2-12 no/ no
IESOLuiTION) Nnl 2 RPq JR H ALnG 1/1 A617 07 02 4796-01 
7 6 92-11 &T01 -Pl*
1098 IMP RELAY GROOP A STATUS NO 2 RP2 ASIA ALOG 1/16 A091 12 07 4T8 0-69 7602-1 6TOI-91
11699 RMP RArm v GRO'2 a SaTXS NO 2 RD~ 951A ALAGi 1 1A Aj55 16 16 414.-62 7AB;- 6:901 -s2
I NITATION TIMER
1200 INITIATInN' TIM'ER T15 15S TMP ALnG 1/16 £218 15 25 4T84-43 Rpr3-
8  61 00-0 4
J 201 INITIATInN TIM~ER T50 5?q TMR AL)G 1 /16 £284 02 35 
4 Tb6-3 0 - ATOO-P5
120- 1.dI.TIATT(juMjTuEM-1zsgT flI4DF uPLR~ n~T Rlt 41t6 4838 6t 00 A':fa I 0 .~ e
DNELJMATICS
121n 2AS TANK TEMPERATORE TAPK T ALnG 1/16 £349 In 44 4Ib8-29 77,-2-3 6ToI-53
1211 4ANIFnLD TEMPFRATIJRE MA*..VLD T ALO)G 1/16 £413 12 53 4T90-29 72-5 6T01-55
jp-t;, wAS PREssr- (W 11.) TAk.C pa A - aG 1A16 A427 Ili 62 41p-2 72F,;-9 ATe 0
1211 tIANIFOLD PPiEzURr (LOW) MANFID P ALoG 1/16" £541 Is 71 4T94-2" 
7 7 C2- 7  6TO -r,6
_________OLAR.AR- DJLtvE -RJrHkTI~- _______
1220 SAD RIGHT MIP. WINDING~ VOLT SOP MWrV ALnG 1/1 A
6 19  09 00 4796-36 7411-11 6TOO-49
i~L4-aL al-wi TA~w CUTPIIT SO TIC AtaG 19..t A6p 0  65 ej 4TgF- 1 ' 74i 1 1 1A, jogE
1227 SAD RIGHT 14FCH HOIISIN(r TFmP SOP MHGT ALAG 1/16 A090 Ini 07 47104 74,- ATOO-d6
1223 SAD RIGHT-MIR WINflING TEMP SDQ mWVT ALMG 1/16 £154 12 16 4T6 2 -43 7413-in 6T~p-A7
tpA flAa-R-IaH--X QYTE L -W- a T S M"F T. Aja 1A1 Aa71 4kp42 4 13 2- T-f) "F A___
1225 SAD RIGHT REAP SUN' Su0-SOR TEMP SOP PSFT ALoG 1/16 A293 c 1 35 4T8~6-69 7403-21 AT00-07
122A SAD RIGHT SON SEN-;OR PREAI'P OUTPUT SOP SSPA ALOG j/j6 £348 pfe 44 4Tilb83 0  7413-1P AT00-S4
1227'~ R~ PI C 1  15vU raklV 9 r% no - 5%g Al Ar 1116A i 2  le 53 4"a-U3 74 1 .1- 2 " 6--ea FA__ _-
122A SAD RIGH4T HOUSING, PRFSSURA: SOP PRES ALOG 1/16 £476 12 62 4T92-30 7411-14 hTDoo-r
J229 SAD RIGHT RATF SIAS NONmAt/HIGH -SDR RATE DIG 8 1/16 2950 15 ci 4T 04-34 '1131 0%Too-F3
i2qjnR-H AsE-uTHCAc _ SAp~~f 146 285 -4T 0; 44jq 2+3-12 fTea -A--
DP47J222902AY REV B ERTS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 06/19/74 PAG5
FUNC TLN FUNCTION ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/iS
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /RoW CONN CCo! CCNN
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE (LEFT)
1240 SAD LEFT MTR WINDING VOLT SDL MWrV ALOG 1/1 A621 C6 03 4T96-53 7423"11 6ToI-po901241 SAD LEFT TACH OUTPUT SDI. TACH ALnG 1/1 A622 07 03 4T96-33 7423-16 6T01-O 4jP p ;An IRZ r- uC WnUCI q :trm Sn, MWC;T- L nr I/- f o - ; A -'4 57 43 742- ,.Ooi
1243 SAD LFFT MTR WINDING TEMP SDI MWPT ALOG 1/16 A089 C 07 4T80"24 74p3-n AT 0 1 -91244 SAD LFFT FWD SUN SENSOR TFMP SDt FSST ALOG 1/16 At53 10 16 4T82"24 7423-22 ATnO-301245 illD 4:f-L--AR--.S-.TE-o 43111 RSSqT--AL~g-_ 
_A1 G0 . 5 ALB4-1 1-. 74 ~ 1_p
1246 SAD LFFT SUN RENSnR PPEAMP OUTPUT SOt SSPA ALOG 1/16 A282 18 34 4Tb6-43 7423-18 6TO1-76
1247 SAD LFFT -15V CONVERTFR SDOt -15V ALOG 1/16 A347 ep 44 4T88-69 7423-2o 6T 0 1 -pA
1249 SAD LFFT RATE iIAS NORMAL/HI SDL RATE DIG B 1/16 2852 (1 02 4T06-34 7423-17 ATo01-95
1250 SAD LFFT PHASF SWITCH CWICCW SOL PHSW DIG B 1/16 2853 02 02 4T06"10 7423"12 To01-91
NOTE -- ALSO SEE FLECTRICAL INTERFACE S/S
&CS STRUCTUPAL TEMPERATUIRES
- 261-t--SEPAT- TMP -v Tr -Y-L- 1--475--_ _2-- 1 2 6-- l o2 _AT*76
1261 SASEPLATF p TM4P x THn2PP X ALOG 1/16 A539 19 7 1 4T94-69 81n228 AT01.75126; SASEPIATF 3 TF'P y THOBP y ALnG 1/16 A088 (2 07 4T80-11 102.29 6701-74
t26. . Hsa l SuI n 4 np v TW-A, .. v a n or , '5 2 1 A 41h2-1 13 "T1 .1264 THERMAL SwIELP 5 TEMP -X THn5TS-X ALOG 1/j6 A215 (P 25 4T4-46 81 0 2-12 6T01-721265 THERMAL wIFL 6 TEMM -y THn6TS-Y ALnG 1/16 A281 15 34 4T 6-24 ln2-11 ATI-71
-- 1 246LiqE Rt4 lvijT pl. 77Ws~ x T Sx-ALn G 1A tfl A14 A346 -- 4 AAI&LTA 3 F 1 0 i-4-t - 7 -01267 THERMAL S4IELn d TEMP Z THenTS Z ALOG 1/16 A410 Op 53 4190-43 8102-30 6701T.77
1 2 6R LOUVER HolSINr xFND 9 TEMP THn1LH X ALOG 1/16 A474 CP 62 4T92-43 812- 6  6 Tn-lq
1 2 A9 aliu4a inuclN MnonvkT 17 MP TW 2LLe nAr Afl ji 1  ABn " T 4Ton-i3 p. L7.r ,j127n rWD IP SCANNEP MTG.11 TP'P THoiFSC ALOG 1/16 A087 ci 07 4T8 0 "-46 1015 6T1-7
1271 E4FAR IR SCANNFR MTG I9 TEMP THn2RSC ALnG 1/16 A151 C? 16 4T82-46 A102-14 6701-35
127 ap EU- --cYL jTM-r-3mr-raC 13 T p TTL y4 AG . L 214  - CA---4ir ~_.-o_ ._ 6
1273 .OWER SrRTICTUPE AT bA*E
3F CYLINDFR 14 TEUP THn1LSCB ALOG 1/16 A2Ao 12 34 4T86-11 8102-13 6T01.O38
- 271AL IJ II r1V TAP ;; TEmP TwllrY Ainl 1 13Ar A;54 lb 13 4TAR-p2  Per3p A T, .1 %9
1275 LEFT IAn PADIATOR 16 TEMP X TH0 lLRAD ALOG 1/16 A247 15 32 41b6-7 2  8102-33 T 01-451276 lIGHT SAD RADIATOR 17 TEMP -X THnIRRAD ALnG 1/16 A473 Cp 62 4192-24 8102-34 AT 0 1 -481277 - rI ZEn V-ER r LTAG T wM & V AL ir 1 e1 6 a3  _7 4T94.24 8 1 0 T-0-O*1279 YAW NOZZLF ARm 20 TEMP" THn1YN7L ALOG 1/16 A344 15 43 4188*-11 8102-37 ATo1-3
1279 IIGHT+X RADIATOR 18 TFMP THniPR X ALOG 1/16 A449 15 58 4T92-23 102*35 6TO1-49
--R nliVCL HHlIRIN -v 9Nn 1.0 TFMP THSw- .yA G /4t A4RA i 9 4T9o46 RA49- 3 A "al0




.DP47J222902AY REV B FRTS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMN SCHEMATICcTELEMETRY MATRIX 06t/j9/74 PAG 6
FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP SIS IKT
S NO. TYPE SEC ADDR Rpow CONN CChk CCNN
9ADIT ADJUGT 906
2ui -0 TPP ,T 'A TTA PrRFTURE n TANK T ALqG 16 Ap86 l8-- 06 1-4--13 S
2003 THRUST CHAMNREP NO. 1 TEMPFRATURE CHMS 1 T ALnG 1/16 A341 0 43 4T88"5 1  50 03-Y
2004 THRUST CHAMSEP NO. 2 TFMPEPATURE CHMB 2 T ALOG 1/16 A405 In 52 4T9 0-51  5003-Z
20-j THniSe !IMRS NO TFMPFRrAZnTLR ruS&n 3 T L i 46 A1f 2 6t ; i1T25 a 1 U
200o6 _INE PRESSURE LIME P ALOG 1/16  A534 e 70 4T94-13 50 03-R
2007 SOLENnID VALVF NO. 1 ON/OFF SOLND 1 DIG B 1/1 7834 17 02 4T04-77 5002-A
- - 2n1 ENnln ual VI- N ?_ALIN-FF Sno p DIG n 't 7836 17 3 418-77 5n-c
2009 SOLENOID VALVF NO. 3 ON/OFF - SOLND 3 OIq B 1/1 7837 16 04 4T 0 6-7 0  50 0 3-E
%iTF SFF F-ir-rTCAi INT;RrAF RIS
* ~ o300 - ATTITUDE MEASUREM4ENT
~ESRSU9SYSZE
D*47J222902AY REV B FRTS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 0 /19/74 PAGE 7
FJNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP 5/S IRT
. No. TYPE SEC ADDR /Row CONN CCkt% CCNN
4TTITWDE M1E!A6REMINT ENA0R
300oon ROLL SIGNAL ROLL I- ALOG 1/1 A623 09 03 4T96"1Q 5Gp 3A
3001 -ROLL SIGNAL ROLL - ALnG 1/1 A624 C05 04 4T96-g9 5Gc3-8
3 1 PITC SCIrAL * PT;C.t ALA !of A6 c a 4 419-0 s G -
3003 -PITCH SIGNAL PITCH - ALOG 1/1 A626 04 04 4T96-06 5G'3-F
3004 TEMPEPATURE NO.1 (CAsF) CAqE TI ALOG 1/16 A408 18 52 4T9 0"11 5r 3-J
5 TE SEE ELECTRICAL- INTERACE S/S ASA - --- 461-
40OTE SEE ELECTRICAL: INTERFACE S/S
y e-.
* MAGNFTiC MflMENTS COMPENSATING AESY.
4~p
nP47J2229 0 2AY REV B FRTS ELpCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TEI.EMETRY MATRIX 0 e/ 1 9/74 PAGE 8
S FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYP SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/S INT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR 9POW CONN CO N CONN
4001 30ARD A1 TEMP A,1 BRD T ALOG 1/16 A491 15 64 4192-36 5GoE-20
400? 30ARD A2 TEMP A2 BRD T ALOG 1/16 A555 IP 73 4194-36 5G 0o8- 1 94-4"R-N4T L----S4--C-RRE~,T HAL C0UR-AUk------/ 1 6 A6g4 15 -- --4 . 5--.- "2 14004 YAW FLUX nENSTTY Y FLUX D ALOG 1/16 A1 28 ie 12 4T72"1p 5GOP-174005 -ITCH FLuW DE ,SITY P FLUX D ALOG 1/16 A384 10 49 4To-lj 5G 0 E-16416 4. luwu..r TV P rLUX 9 A, P 'ir 16 C 45 Gc1-I 1 a4007 2OWFR ON/OFF POWER DI B 1/16 1863 12 03 4108-61 5GO-09
400R :APACITOR DIJHP/CHARGF CAP DIG 8 1/16 2839 C2 00 4TOB"-o0 2  5G O e-1 0l
-
4
"t 11- -2O LA-  I-T Y- -- -t  " P 4-- 1 --- 4-1---- T - . G 0- 41p- 
--- _I_9_5__ 
_0 74012 APACITOR HI/I O CAPTANCE DI 8 1/16 2843 15 00 4T(i4"19 5GOE- 1 24013 YAW COIL OUT/IN Y COIL DIS 6 1/16 2B44 1 01 41o6-57 5G0 '0 54014 3ITCH GO$' ("'T41? P gOIt 019 9 1~t6 2 4 ej at 4lb6- 1 9 kG @-044015 ROLL COIL OUT/IN R COIL DIG R 1/16 2846 C2 01 4 T 8 "5 7  5GoE 0 6
, 4-,
* NUMPER 5ooO - ECHANICL SUBSYSTEM
* r
DP47J222902AY RFV E FRTS ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 06/19/74 PAGt 9
FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SIGNL 'SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP . S IhT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR POW CONN CCK CC NK
1ECUAIV AI S ISY STCE
5002 SPACECRAFT SEPARATION SW, SEP Sw DIn B 1/1 0834 17 02 4To0 4-B4 5P3 0 -5003 JNFOLn TIMER ! FIRED (j.5 SEC) UF 1 2.5 DIG B 1/1 0B35 1 03 4T 04-39 5P3-C
SEC ) 
- ug - - n
t* NIIMREP 6000 - PnwER SURSYSTFP
* *~
+ttt* tt ttt+ttlet~f*~ttlltt tt tt~
I-
01--------
DP47J2229 02AY RFV 8 FRTS ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 06/ 19/74 PAGE 10
FUNC TLM FUNCTIOm ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/S IKT
- N3. TYPE SEC ADDR /POW CONN CCKN CCN
ATTEn lE 1 TnRU P
4- - A-TTERY I DSCGHARrE-rjR.ET BA T 1--9 A, r 1116 A96 Go 08 4T8-16 JP4-5----- 714 P
5002 3ATTERY 2 DISCHARGE CIRRFwT BAT2 DIS ALOG 1/16 A160 10 17 4TH2- 16 1 P0 3-02 5712-18
5003 3ATTERY 3 DISCHArE CIIRRFT SAT3 DIS ALOG 1/16 A224 12 26 b4- 1 6 1 P21-"0 5712-93
00A 3ATTnFY X 4 nDIScOARaE ,,RfT * AT4 1 1r Alr 44I6 -p"S 45 ATA1 1  ?5 5" ' 9 0
6005 3ATTEPY 5 DISCHARrE CIRRET BAT5 DIS ALnG 1/16 A352 1S 44 4788- 16 3PO4- 0 9
6006 3ATTEPY 6 DISCHARnE CIRRENT BAT6 DIS ALOG 1/16 A416 Ol 54 4T9 0-1i 4P 03-02 5714-51
L07 Anpy 7 --D I SC4AR uRRELT ~ TP-- -t -- AILnG -t-1 -48 pO 63 4 1 4P0 O --- s74-5-
50n 3ATTERY 8 DISCHARGE CIIRRE:T BAT8 DIS ALOG 1/16 A544 8 72 4T94- 1 6 4P15-02 5714-S9
6011 3ATTERY I CHANGE CIRRFNT SAT1 CHG ALOG 1/16 A097 1v 08 4TbO-03 1P04-03 5714-29
D502 3ATTEPY p CHARGE CI)RrNT RAT2 CHG ALnG 1/16 A161 12 17 47T2'03 1 P0 3"0 3 5712-19
-- t. r--TAnn Y rq C A "n C"T '--TL4 - A Ts 1'r ~ 46 "T 1Po ' 3  7 12" 9
S5014 3ATTEPY 4 CHCADGE CIJRRFNT RAT4 CHG ALOG 1/16 A289 1 35 4TI0 03 2FP1503 5710-60
6015 3ATTERY 5 CHAPGE CI)HRFNT BATS CHG .ALOG 1116 A353 0o 45 4Th8-03 3Pn4- 03
SjAOY6 -g CRFNT .AT6 Cwn Gr A 1 ri6 A589 78 4.6a -.73 a .P -,- i 71 S
6017 3ATTEPY 7 CPAPGE rCUHRFNT BAT7 CIG ALOG 1/16 A481 CP 63 192-03 4P 0 9- 0 3 5714-56
S 01A 3ATTEPY 8 CHARGE rURRFNT PAT8 CHG ALOG 1/16 A545 10 72 4194-03 4P 1 5 0 3 57 1 4-s0
6021 3ATTERY 1 VOLTAGE BAT1 VLT ALOG 1/16 A098 12 08 4Tbo0 0 7 1 P0 4-0 4 571
4
-30
0'6p 3anTTFCry I untre Vr T Al of 1j'A A4A2 15 1A7 4T2-7 In-nP YIj7ip -g
6023 3ATTFPY 3 VOLTAGE RAT3 VI- ALMG 1/16 A2?6 IP 26 4TP4- 0 7 IP21 n4 5712-95
5024 9ATTEPY 4 VOLTAGE . RAT4 VLT ALOG 1/16 A290 Cl 36 4T86- 0 7 2P-1 0 4  571n-A1
4 :4 4AT13-P-XDY R Unl7AG ET--AA T --Vt int-- A Ad A 4 45 4T1A-07 3 P-ft f ---- --
50 26 3ATTEPY A VOLTAGE SAT6 VLT ALOG 1/16 A418 CS 54 4790'07 4PO-04 5714-$3
6027 3ATTFPY 7 VOLTAGE RAT7 VLT ALOG 1/16 A482 10 63 4T92'07 4Pn9- 0 4 5714-57
0R e ATTRY R Un raI T F  HATA u I Al nIf Ii A946 A p 72 4T9A4-7 a - O' 1 - 1
0Ai 3ATTEY nLb 4 TePFRA.IURlF RATI TM0 Aln 1 16 AnQo 15 R 41in-RP PFO4A-0.5-5-.-115 7
603? 3ATTFPY Nf. 2 TEMPFRATUFE PAT2 TPP ALOG 1/16 A163 IP 17  4182-B? 1P 03-05 5712-p1
6033 3ATTEPY NO. 3 TFMPFRATUPE RAT3 TIP ALOG 1/16 A227 c1 27 4TH4-82 IP21- 05 5712-96
&A34 ATTIPY mn. 4 TPmoPRATIn: RAT4 TmP AInrG 1.6 A2Q1 p A 4TA6-2 E44-0 571-A2
5 035  3ATTEPY NO..5 TEMPEATURE PAT5 TiP ALOG 1/16 A355 C8 45 4Tb8-87 3P 0 4- 0 5
60 36 3ATTEPY Nn. 6 TEMoERATUPE BAT6 TVP ALOG 1/16 A419 1I 54 4T9 0 -82 4P 03- 0 5 5714-i4)A37 . ATTE pY. N. L 7 TPFRATUR- RAT7 TPP AnG / q6 A4RA3 p 3 & 4T92-82  4r9-nQ 5 7d.7_r
60 3AR ATTERY Nn. 8 TEMPERATURE BAT8 TmP ALnG 1/j6 A547 iS 72 4T94-82 4P 1 5- 0 5 57 1 4-A2
D*47J222902AY REV B FRTS ELFcTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 06/19/74 PAG 11
FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYP SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/S IKT
NO. TYPE. SEC ADDR jpOw CONN CChh CCNN
CD TEERTUR
604 502 PADDLF TEMPERATURF RT PAD T ALOG 1/16 A292 08 36 4T86-52 7417-P 5715-31
041 - 02- PADnLF VO nAFr ig RpAn ,. p n - _ A or !A t - 4,5 ...- ,3T1. 74 S .
6042 Si2 PADDLE VITAGF $mg RPAD V 0 ALoG 116 A294 12 36 4Tb6-54 7417-S 5715-p9
IniAR A RAY PaDDIr Sn! tikFTI




6046 501 PADDIF VOI TAGpF Ge LPAD V G ALOG 1/16 A358 15 45 4T&8-54 7427-R 571~7- 6
zflWFR rniTROI MOnlI F.0PrM
5050 JNREGIILATFD BItS VnLTAGE UR BUS V ALOG 1/16 Ao10 0  1 08 4180-52 2F 03- 0 4 5710-63
--45-l---4EGUL-4iEDA 
-8 US-VLt t-ALG$- 
- o& B A4 n LG--/ 1 6 -A4f6S pj 4. AL 2 -a- -F -f 5-- 5 1 - --- __ -
605p AIIXILTARY REGIILATnR *YA-g VOLTAGE AUY A V ALOG 1/16 A164 1I 18  4782-5 ;  2P 0 3- 06 5710-A55053- 41iXILIARY RFGIILAT(IR *sBf,VOLTAGE AUX B V ALOG 1/16 A228 02 27 4784-5? 2FO-3 0 7 5710-F6LpA jA5 Al nrC 1'i A1,9 1  El 4T zg- 3 -1-4 , ' _ g5n59 IFGULATED BUS CURPENT RG BUS I ALnG 1/1 A600 11 00 4796-11 F0 3-1 0  5710-8A Fm 10.11
S056 EGLuLATED) BUS CURPENT RG BUS I ALOG 141 A618 C4 03 AT96"81 2F 03- 0 9 5710-f9
InT SPOT tRT1) PCMOD Tj ALnG 1/16 Ai9 2  01 22 4184-1n F5T 04-366059 3CM THERMISTOR NO. 35
*- PC-UPFnniFu fnr2, 0n Tp ALntG 1,i t 6 56 E F1 A 6j k5S06n TRICKLE CHARGF OVFRRIPE/NoRMAL TRYL CHG DIG 8 1/16 0858 IP 02 4 704-23 2Pn3- 1 5 5710-705061 3WM RFGULATOR 1/2 PWM REG DIn. R 1/16 0844 18 00 4T06-68 ?P'r0n2 5710-71
*AYLOAD REGULATOR 
-M00ULE(PRM)
F17 p AVIAD R -, IS %in' TAG FRPr 8S V Atnr jiA& A2@9 e 23 4IA- 12 lp.6- 57j1 p-p
5071 DAYLOAD IJP1RFG. BUc Vnl TAGF PUR SS V ALOG 1/16 A265 10 32 4Tb6- 26 IF
9
-"04 5712-p7
607? 3AYLOAD RFG. PJS CURRFNT PRG BS I ALOG 1/1 A615 11 03  4T96-34 3Po9-1 0 5712-p8 Fw 10.11S077-YLAA" Xa-nnEG yDLTAGEr A PA UA LM n 1'A2--64--+&--z:41^ 1  .- 7--0-65 2-9 1 -_ -
6074 3 AYLOAD AIIX. PEG. VOLTAGF B PAUIX B V ALnG 1/16 A398 10 41 4188-12 P g-07 5712-0o6075 RPM THEMISTOR '0. 38 TOP OUTBOARD PRmOD Ti ALOG 1/16 A193 C2 22 4T74-23 F5T 1 2- 17Ae7 ~ 20M TiFRutTn Nn A9 r'Trc R INBAROn PRmnn T Aln 1 /i A257 A 31T 486- 2  PE5T L.IR
5i77 3WM RFGIULATOR 3/4 PWM REG DIG 8 1/16 043 15 00 4 T O4-4p 1PFnO? 5712-316100 2AYLOAD RFG. PUS CURRFNT .PRG BS I ALOG 1/1 A633 17 04 4796-02 IPo- 0 9 5712-16NT : SEF5 FLCRLCAi IT$F RFAC F SI__s
I
I-
* NUMBER 7000 - THERMAL SUBSYSTEM
*
I.-.tt ltt tt t+t tttttt tt 1
***********************
D=47J222902AY RFV H FRTS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TEIEMETRY MATRIX 06/ 19/74 PAGE 12
p - FJNC TLM FUNCTIO ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/S IkT
N3. TYPE SEC ADDR iFnW CONN CCh CONN
ruCEPML IIS Y TEM
S--S-fta -_ EPAR f--OR l. tfanO Xl AROA Tni-T AtLaG/--16-A j 20 -5 11 A 0 4 7-
700o SEPARATOR NO., BnTTn OnITBOARD THn2SBO ALnG 1/16 A121 10 11 4T70"02 5T12" 0 7700- SEPARATnR NO.7, TnP INBOAPD THn3STI ALnG 1/16 A122 01 12 4THm' 19 5T2-0778 A !FMP rNTpOl PrIlnuq Kin- TH 1 flT ALnr j/1 A23 c i 4TO7t, '7 5
S0 7 005 SEPARATOR NO., TOP IfBOAPD THn4STI ALOG 1/16 A124 08 12 4T8 0-7 5712-25700 6  SFPARATOR Nn,c, BnTTnM IOUTBOARD THOnSPO ALnG 1/16 A125 l0 12 4Tbo0 5R 5720n25
7-9D21 EgAEL R LBUL4cEAD aAS JiARu slER HnAr- AvL lG 4 h6A AA r i 4TM1  -_-q -_05. 70 0 A SEPARATOR NO.A~ TOP oIuTROARD THnSTO ALOG 1/16. A127 15 12 4T8 0-57 57T12267 00 9  SEPARATOR.NO.A BnTTOM INROARD THnbSRB ALG 1/16 A184 18 20 4Tb2'05 5720-26t 7t0 @ PATn T- nP 1 hinA. TH 179TT Al nG /1 6  aR g1 p1 4T82"-8 5TC4"Q19
7011 SFPARATOR NO.P, TOP OlITROARD TH~8STO ALOG 1/16 A186 02 21 4TH2-19 5T12-19
7012 o EPARATOR NO0,o BnTTn INPOARD THOnSRI ALnG 1/16 A187 R8 21 4Tp-7 5T2 0 -1 9




7014 SFPARATOR NP.i 1 , TOP INROARD TH1leTI ALOG 1/16 A1R9 12 21 4172-5k T712-35
701V 3EPARATOR NO. i 2, nOTTOM olTlrOARD TH12SPO ALOG 1/16 A190 15 21 4T8 2 -35 5720-35
'n 7f44fA-4TPAO4 APQO, I ARn 114____I AL_ 
_ __6 191 _ P! 41_- I_3_
7017 RV BFAM CE:TFR LINE THPdVCL ALOG 1/16 A248 C1 30 41h4"05 5712-33
70 1 R SEPARATOR NO. 1 4. TOP nIJT8nARD THI4STD ALnG 1/16 A249 Cp 30 4J34- 02 5120-337 f -- R-T - .AD JA zn R- AY- -4. - RA RD TH4--J4 tP ALOG-_14 6--._ A 2-5 f3 4-f T-4 --
-_4-3 
7020 3FPARATOP Nn. 1 5, POTTnM IuBOARD TH15SPI ALnG 1/16 A251 10 30 47e4-7 5T1-31
7021 SFPARATOR NO. 1 6, TOP INROARD TH1 6STI ALOG 1/16 A252 12 30 4Tb4-79 57T0-317p SPAUATOI0 Un 7 OanTTnM kinnARn Ti.7SPI AInQ 1 1A A25 3  15 Za41-5 -
7023 SEPARATnR NO.1 , PnTTOM niTBROARD TH18SRAr ALOG 1/16 A254 18 30 4184-35 5712-297030 JPPER RINn AT lAy.NO.3 THp3?U4 ALOG 1/16 A255 ol 31 4Th4-57 572t-29
-7n033--JPPER-RIN. 
-AT AYNU.t-2 ------- T-----THI 2U -6LnG_ /6. 3 ---A 
_--- 4Ti!- 
__-6_ 
__7035 JPPER RINn AT 3AY NO.18 TH 1 8BUP ALnG 1/16 A3 1 6 ]5 39 4T16-7S 5T12-14
7040 TEMPERATIiRE CnNTROL RFLLMWS NO. 1  THpITCP ALOG 1/16 A3 1 7 18 39 4T66-5 bT520-14741-T-.mPERAlJE-Cni n' -c.LLuS mn - p T14.'irp" a[ n jtJ 318 61 4T A-75 5TA-lp7042 TEMPEPATIIOE CONTRL pCLLouS NO. 3 THn3TC ALOG 1/16 A3 1 9 ep 40 4TP6-57 5T12-127043 1EMPFRATIPE CONTRnL RFLLovS 440,4 THn4TCP ALnG 1/16 A376 OP 48 4T88-05 T20n-127 f 4  J E F RAL IRE-Cn TR n_- RL wS- . 5 TkLsT ALn 6 3 10--4 T 8- 11
7045 TEMPEPATU~E Cn4TROL RFLLOWS NO. 7 THn7TCB ALOG 1/16 A378 1p 48 4Th8- 1 9 5T20-117 0 46 TEMPEPATIIPE CONTRnL RFLLUS N09 TH,9TCR ALnG 1/16 A379 15 48 4Tb8-7P 5T04-177 04 7  2PRF
7048 TEMPEPATI1RE CONTROL RFLLOWS NO.11 TH11TCB ALOG 1/16 A38 0 1 48 4T88-79 5 T;q-17
7049 TFMPEPATIIRE CoNTRnL PFLLnvS N012 TH 1 2TCq ALOG 1/16 A3A1 Cl 49 4T88-5P 5T74-37
I7f, %t0--TEN P F RA-Tj tPE-C" TOTR rLL--PSLL-nw S-- k 0 o- -- 1 3 CA---AL --- 1/yd--J At n2 ep 4 4ibaj--- T r-7051 TEMPEPATIIRE CnlTRnL RFLLouS NO, 14 TH14TCB ALOG 1/16 A383 CS 49 4T88-57 5T20-37
705P TEMPERATURE CnNTRnL RFLLOuS NO. 16 TH1 6TB ALoG - 1/16 A44 0  10 57 4T90-05 5Ti2-3A
7054 TEMPEPATtURE CONTRnL RFLLOwS KNO 18 TH18TC8 ALnG 1116 A442 15 57 4190-19 5T 0 4-34
1061 SHUTTER ASSEMPLY RAY NO. SHm1 ALOG 1/16 A1i9 1 11 4T8 0-56 5704*23
f047J222902AY RrV B FRTS ELFCTR'ICAL SYSTEMS SCWEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX t/19/74 PAGE 13
FJNC TLM FUNCTIOm ACRONYM SIoNL .SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP '/S IfT
ND. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CChN CCNM
7061 SHUTTFR AqSFMPLY PAY NO. 2 SH' 0 2 ALOG 1/16 A183 15 20 4162"56 5T12'237062 SHUTTFR ASSEMPLY PAY K0. 3 SHN3 ALOG 1/16 A223 In 26 4T84-74 5T2 0 -237-ft"-;sur I RT-S mY4 0 -Y Y A.. SH0 4 at j - 4 TIW-5-_54 -2t-
7n64 3HUTTFR ASSFMPLY PAY '*0. 5 SHp5 ALOG 1/16 A375 Cp 48 4T88-5h 5T12-217065 SHUITTFR AqSEMPLY,8AY FO,., 7 SHn7 ALOG 1/16 A439 C8 57 4T9 0 -56 5104-227 67 pA UTT$Rr AeSFeM LY RAy 00. 9 J Ain( 1 -A A567 l 75 4dT 4 -5A 51 ~ 2p
706P - SHUTTFR ArSEMPLY,PAY I. 10 SHIg ALOG 1/16 AIj8 1n 11 4TF0-55 5T04-470 69 3HUTTPR ARSFMaLY,PAY iO. 1.1 SH11 ALnG 1/16 A182 12 20 4T82-55 T2"4
_4 ft 7 4 H T T; R- A 'S F- L-Y,-Al A Y 'Q---, 2 S1 2 --- ± 6-A 6iA2422 6 F-l 4__________ 
___pC_-7071 SHUTTFR AqSEMPLY,nAY NO. 13 SH 1 3 ALOG 1/16 A310 P1 38 4T66-5b 5T04-37072 3HUTTFR ASSEMnLY,RAY MO. 14 SH14 ALOG 1/16 A374 0i 48 4T88-55 5T12-3
7074 SHUJTTFR ARSEMPLY,RAY 0,. 16 SH 1 6 ALOG 1/16 A501 cp 66 4192-3; 5104-270 7 5 SHUTTPR ASSFMPLY,PAY N0. 17 SH 1 7 ALOG 1/16 A566 n1 75 4T94-55 5T12- 2--- 74i~ ---4UT TF -- A F-~RLP-IY P'O. a Si8 ALOG 1'1t6 A117 6P 11 -4110 Il " ---- p-7 0 8 0 r/n CONV.MOD,.Q THER. 7FmER 7NVOQ1 T ALOG 1/16 A181 10 2 41T8232 5T04-207081 T/M CONV. MOD.,0 2 THFp, 7PNER ZNVOpTH ALOG 1/16 A221 02 26 4184- 2 9 5T12-2n
7083 rIM CRNV. MOD.,QO SHtITTFR ZENER 7NVO 1 SW ALOG 1/16 A373 10 47 4T8-5~ STp4-67084 T/M CnNV. MOD.,0 2 SHilTTER ZENER ZNvUpSW ALOG 1/16 A437 Ci 57 4TYo'3 2  5T12-6
7090 SM HMOUNT THPSMM ALOG 1/16 A443 18 57 479 0 -7m 5T12187091 INDEPFNOAkIT ATTITUDE SENR~R MTG. THIASM ALOG 1/16 A444 01 58 4190-79 57112-347 A0 7 JWV . T Q T I A %cP 4p A R 4 T C4 -1 Ai T F 6-3 4
7093 IRV CAMERA SUPPORT BEAM(CFNTER) THaPVRC ALOG 1/16 A446 Cf 58 4 1 9 0-35 5T20-327094 4RVTR RADTATO (RnoTl THWRRF ALnG 1/16 A447 in 58 4190-57 5704-32700~4 JRVT RAn JAt Or_tLCFI4rp TH WUR- A n r fGl/ 1 A 5 4 66-~ AI9- 5 t -37096 49VTR HEAT STRAP THWBRHS ALnG 1/16 A505 15 66 4192-o2 5712-107097 48 ELFCTRnNICq MOtuNT OVER BAY NO. 1 THoIWlE ALoG 1/16 A5S6 18 66 4792-19 5 720-10
70P J - rTonuJtrne Mn.T nVn RAY NnR THcWAF Al nf 1j6 A7 67 4T9 2 - ~ A~.-7099 4RVTR 1, TNPOARD nF FSPARATOR 3 THp3wRP ALnG 1/16 A508 02 67 4S92-79 5704-30
7100n dBVTR . ITNBOARD nF SFPARATOR 17 TH1 7WBR ALnG 1/16 A5 0 9 OF 67 4T92-5k 5712-3073,4 RVR1 tELEETeR THrju AL C R _---L/A A--64-AS4 
- 7 _ 4792-35 ' T00-30710i 4RVTR 2. INFORD nF RAY 4 THn4WB ALnG 1/16 A511 12 67 4T92-57 5T 0 4-2P713 4dVTR 2 REAM I4BOARD nF RAY 15 THlb SR ALOG 1/16 A568 15 75 4T94-05 5T12-2871p4 A4RVTR 2. 4FAM CENTFR THrauRR AInG 1/46 A569 1P 75 47 4-A .? T-2P
71n5 4RTR. EAM I'BnARD OF SEPARATOR NO.6 THN6NBR ALOG 1/16 A570 01 76 4T94-19 5704-157106 qRTR PEAM INBnARD OF SEPARATOR NO.14-TH 1 4NRAP ALnG 1/16 A57 1 C0 76 4T94-7P 5112-15717 MApRAM CERL R--- , TH&PR A' G 1/4 A 72- 4A -___7_ L-_9-5 5 c- -1 5 -7108 ISS MOUNT NEAR SEPARATOR MO. 14 TH 1 4MSS ALOG 1/16 A573 10 76 4194-56 5704-137109 REAR PULKWEAD OAS -Y THRUSTER TH-YOAS ALOG 1/16 A574 12 76 4T94-35 5712-13lip 4Oq MOUNT NFAo CF,,TEoQF uRVTR RFAM THrWMR ALnG 4..6  A575 is 76 4T94-57 i7g-13C 7111 EAR BULKHEAD OAS X THRUSTER TH XOAS ALOG 1/16 A53 ;10 66 4T9 2 -56 5704*10
t OTE SEE ELFCTRICAi INTERFACE S/S
t3
t'3
* NUI4PERS 8 000, 900l lnc' 1(n
CADLNCAIJ 
~Y ~AH4Dl'
D047J2229 0 2AY REV 8 FATS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 06/19/74 PAGE 14
* FJNC TLM FUINCTIO, ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/S 1KT
N,. TYPE SEC ADDR /POW CONN CCNh CCNN
:OMMAND CLOCK 0N.8000
B001 DRIMARY W CHANNEL INPUtT (rATA) PRI w IN ALOG 1/16 Aj1 6 C2 11 4T8 0 -77 2C 1 3-37 5710"01
8002 2RIMAPY X CHANNEL INPUT tITRO3E) PR! X IN ALOG 1/16 A180 08 20 4182-77 2C13-36 5710-02
S"0 pnNA.. W U.N..N . o T .n.. (DATA) Rn IN Aa- 'it6  At1 1r l~d 1'0 7U C 'l--l3
9004 4EDUNDANT X CHANNFL INPUT (STROBES REn X IN ALOG 1/16 A178 01 20 4T82"O h  2C1323 571p-r 4
S0005 3RIMAPY POWFR SUPPLY TEMPFRATURE PPj TEMP ALnG 1/16 A247 1F 29 4T84-5h 2C13-3 0  5710-p 5
EDU.IJ--f lARDP--a oWr b n JY- 49 SuP $T E A TURiipE R eT6VP A 1---tp-I - A-3i L p t -9- 4- -6
B007 *RIMAPY OSCILIATOR TEMPERATURE POSC TMP ALOG 1/16 A308 12 i8 4TR6-77 2C 1 3-33 5710-n 7
BOO REDUINnANT OSCILLATOR TEMPFRATURE ROC TMP ALnG 1/16 A306. CB 38 41T6"06 ?C13-32 5710-n
8
sO 2rIPAY anursI ATOP nurTPi'ur POncr ot"T Al 1'16 3 2 15 47 ATkp72 pcl a l 1
9010 n EDUNPANT OSCILLATOR OUTPUT ROSC OiT ALAG 1/16 A370 10 47 4Tb'O6 C13-?R 5710-i 0
8011 n0 KHZ MASTEP CLOCK n0 0 KHZ ALOG 1/16 A371 1p 47 4T88-8 0  2C13-19 5710-11
antp i m 4"z-- -1 0 IzaC a - r -i6 -115 -5 O 3'--9 -- 57' -12--i r - 2
9013 2.5 KHZ 2,RKHZ ALOG 1/16 A498 15 65 419 2 -0 2pC1 3-34 571-13
n94 4 H7 P A/PP 40H7 AB ALnG 1/16 A564 ap 75 4194-77 20132l2 57l-q
4
tn Tj 4 4 Y 4 Vnl PAP 1 %0y A 1f)fr.M .16 A.6 P 4100-7 PG -n 57l j§t 8 016 REDUNnANT 4VPC REn 4V ALOG 1/16 A434 12 56 :4T9 0 "06 2C13-11 5710-16
9017 3RIMAPY 6.0 vOC PRI 6V ALOG 1/16 A499 1b 65 4T92"81 ?C2 3-1 571C-1
7
anA j nnUunkny 6,VnC an 6Vu. fLnG 44 A 49 7 Ia 5 -- A T- 2- &-1 -C I- fl--5 i74 0-11
9019 3RIMAPY -,. 0 VnC PRI -6V ALOG 1/16 A565 08 75 4T94-32 2C1315 5710-19
9020 IEDUNnANT -6.nVDC REn -6V ALOG 1/16 6563 01 75 4T94-8 0  PC13-'0 
5 7iC-90
RA4 291HMAPY -PA unn PRI -3 Ajnr 1g1 A15 61 11 41 8e- P I "'fil 6,li ps
S022 4EDUN"ANT -23%1)C REn -?3V ALOG 1/16 A246 15 29 4184-55 ?CI-02 5710-72
902x 3RIMAPY .-99VDr PRI -29V ALOG 1/16 A179 02 20 4T82-80 2C13-13 5710-7 3
_n__ _nE___________9%r __n -2 9Vu at )r 1 A .A37 -- p p3 411"8-9 rtt? -5
5025 DRIMAPY prWER SUPPLY oN/OFF PPWR SUP DIG 9 1/16 7862 in 03 4T 0 8-76 2Cil-17 5710-95
9026 ;FDUpnANT.POWFR SItPP y ON/OFF RPWR SIP DIG 8 1/16 1839 02 00 47o8-41 2C11-33 5710-p6
g0 7 2n0FE SI y L sELEr 11 -o Si CT n r 1 1A 844 10 00 4 R2 -A 1116 5j t
90 2P 2RIMARY COMSTOR ON/OFF PCOMSTVR DIn B 1/16 1845 01 01 4T0642 2C11-19 571n-2'
8029 RFDUNDANT COMRTOR ONC/FF RCnMSTOR DIG 8 1/16 0840 00 00 4102-68 2CII-36 5710- P 9
Apig 4ATRTY nFU PRIAj vipylUC lNrANT PTv n l nTn R 1 +6 "P42 12 00- 41n4 - AA C41-f8-574-13
8031 tATRIY DRIVFR A PRIMARY/RFDIUNDANT MTY DR A DIG 8 1/16 1852 01 02 4706-20 ?C11"02 5710-71
5032 WATPIY DRIVER 8 PRIMAPY/RFDUNDANT MTY DR 8 DIG 1/16 0849 1 01 4102-38 ?C11-24 5710-72
I1.r 7RFlhltdry GFtj PRVMAax4RFnfmlDANT FRO GrM n0 A 11' 07 1; 91 41lp-41 ;?r11ip );1c 03
9034 SELECT OSCILLATOR PRIVARy/REDUNDANT OSC SLCT DI 8 1/16 0848 10 01 41 02"43 ?C11-34 5710-34
8035 SERIAL DATA TPANSFER YES/NO SER DATA DIG R 1/16 0054 OP 02 470843 2C11"35 5710-15
ROA3 SPRIAi DATA Foan YFetNn DAA ir nt. al 0 4/. 0961A-6-41 1 A 2 tLA C
9037 1 HZ (A) YES/mN 1 H7 (A) DIG 9 1/16 1959 c1 03 4T04-61 ?CI'19 5710-1
7
8038 t HZ (B) YES/mO 1 H7 (B) nIG 8 1/16 3651 18 01 4T 0 4-24 2C13" 0 7 5710-38
03Q 9 RIMAPY v CHA1k. fIPUeiFNAPIF) YFqINn PRT yvIN nr. A S A1 1a 00 4Tg- 2(4' 2 0 571A0-'
904p 4EDUN. Y CHAN. INPUTjFNARI.E) YES/NO REn Y IN DIG 8 5/1 9832 14 00 4T 0 2-56 2C13-21 5710-40
S041 OMMAND ExECUTE COUNTFR RIT 1 CMD EX I DIG B 1/1 1833 16 02 4T72-41 2C11-12 5710-41
n-47J222902AY REV B FRTS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 06/19/74 PAGE 15
FJNC TLM FUNCTIOm ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE CPLUMN VIP S/s IT
TYPE SEC ADDR i/OW CUNN CCh CCK
8042 :OMMAND EYECUTE COIJNTFR RIT 2 CMn EX 2 DIG 8 1/1 2833 16 o2 4TJ2"0- 2Cli-26 5710-42
9043 :nMMAND FYECUTE COINTFR RIT 4 CMn EX 4 DIG B 1/1 3833 1 02 4702"66 2C11-27 5710-43044 r nMI JExECUT FIN R RA8IT 8 CM DFY A _ G 3-B 1 44B-6 92 4T02-5  I f-5 -14
) 0o45  =OMPAFNO FxECUT~ COUNTFR ART 16 CM.D EX 1 6 DIG 8 1/1 5833 16 02 4T 0 2 -2 P PC 11 - 14 571n-4 5S 8046 OMMA'D EVECUTE CnUNTFR ,RAT 32 CMn Fx3 2  lIG R 1/1 6833 16 02 4Tn2"47  2Cl-1 29 5710-461 t RA47 2RTMAny rnMTnq FTvIL virtn PrnMqTp ni r A 1 1i H34 12 02 4 T4-U ;C11- 571 -4i7
S 04 R EDUNDANT COMNTOR FILl YFS/NO RCnMSTPF DIG B 1/1 I837 i6 14 4716-41 2C 1 1-22 5710-a89049 3RIMAPY COMSTOR ACTIVATE YES/NO PCnMSTPA DIG R 1/1 1837 16 04 4T 06-39 2C1122 5710-d95 -- ED l ANL- - U-R AC1ZiLA-E YESjLa aC MSI1A 0.l1t_ 16 73 6 3 2 2-- 5 71n49 -
4051 RIMAPY COMSTn VFRIFY YES/NO PCnMSTFV DIG 8 1/l 1P35 16 03 4TD4-4 1  2C11-2P 571n-r1
c 052 EDUNDANT COM!TOR VERIFY YES/NO RCnMSTPV DIG 8 1/1 p834 17 02 4T 04"8 2  2C11-11 571-r2
t-M 0 054 ED0'NPANT COMrEC TN-vYNC YES/NO 'RC) SY C DIG B 1/i 1235 If 03 4 T4- 0 2C 11 -0 3 5710-4
8055 3RIMARPY CnMPEr DATA FRROR YES/NO PCn ERR DIG 5/1 032 14 0 4 0284 C01"32n 5710-45nYSn ncom IG 8 5/1 0832 14 00 4T 0 2 -84 CIl-2n 5710-S5n CA-m"IE.. 
..
A.IAERRnRYESO.n n uC ERR DIG. A -5 4: 8 p A8p402-0 -p 72 CI 1 7- 6-A
JOTE SEE ELEr. INTERFACE S/S
nMKAKD---XIEGRAlTRUjT
8101 
-t2V MONITOR A CIuIA- 1 2 V ALOG 1/16 A244 IF 29 4T84-77 2 C48- 0 5
9103 -5V MONITOR A CIIiA-5V ALOG 1/16 A562 18 74 4T94-06 2C4e- 0 6- 1 4 -5V MnNITOIR B CII1B-5V ALnG 1/16 A467 [P 61 4792-47 PC5C-06
8106 8FMPERATiJRE B CI B T ALOG 1/16 A588 1p 78 4T96-7h 2C5 0 -0 78107 ZHANNFL A ON/OFF CHANNL A DIG B 1/16 1840 POF 00 4T02-,37 C4e- 0 194aea-IA l n "FF aWAA j O inr 1 11 A 3 R56 lp e2 4TU 2 -e6 01810 9  OMMAND INPUT A CLK/CIU CMD IN A DIG B 5/1 2832 14 00 4T0282 C4e- 02
9110 OMMAND INPUT 8 CLK/CIU CMn IN B DIG B 1/1 3B35 16 03 4 Tp4-6h 2C5f-0
9112 'SFN FNABLE B YES/N MSF B EN DIG B i/1 2937 16 04 4T 0 6- 0 2 2C5 0 -0 3
HF COMMAND RFCEIvFR
8201 TEMPEPATIIRE RF/IF A 
-RF A T LG 1/6 A330 15 41 48-45 2C 0 6-35
_Z1.----.EM PF IE-F4 T ALnG 141 A A112 l 6 40 0 ----. 72 TEM[RATURF DEMOD A" DmnD A T ALOG 1/16 A561 15 74 4T94-06 2Cn6-028204 TEMERATUPc DEMnD DMoD R T ALnG 1/16 A176 15 19 4T82-aq 2?Ct- 0 5
820 4GC RFCEIVER P RCvB AGC ALOG 11 A599 05 O0 4T96-46 2Cn6- 09
C 207 411DIO AMPLIFIFR A OUTPUT ANPA OUT ALOG 1/16 A243 c 29 4T84-80 C6-
8 2o 9  6SK DFMOniiLAT R A OUTPUT FSKA OUT ALtG 1/16 A368 op 47 4Tb8-0 9 2C 0 6- 15
cn
D247J222902AY REV l HFTS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEETRY MATRIX 0t/ 1 9/74 PAGE 16
FJNC TLM FUNCTIOk, ACRONYM SIrNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/E IKT
N:. TYPE SEC ADDR IPOW CUNN CChh CCNN
.I
82 1 0  :SK DFMOIDILATOR B OUTPUT FSK OU0T ALOG 1/16 A496 10 65 41Y92-09 C0 6-178 211 4m DEMOII ATOo A nI)TpttT AM A OUT ALnG 1/16 A432 0 56 4T90o-9 ?Cog6-19
SO -82y-M-4- aE-Ln iF--T n rt £ M~----jTI 6 T A .T - " i A5- -- ? .-- 194~ -- ~ C .2 .
9213 5UBCARHIER LEVEL PET A OIUTPUT DETA OUT ALOG 1i1 A601 11 0 4  4T96- 2 4 2C06-23 Fu 10"18214 SIIRUCAPRIFR LEVEL PET 9 OUTPUT DETS OUT ALOG 11 4602 13 3 4T96-43 2CO625 FM ioi181 e7v nrunn pnAr-n p nlA go Asnc 1 i 1 A T 1A 1 QA 1 t -2-45 ~-- 46 194 5!. -C. ,:8216 -15.7V DFMO POWER U DM B- 1 5V ALOG 1/16 A596 15 79 4796-71 2C 0 6-298217 '1O RFG VnLTS 4 REGA- 1 0 V ALnG 1/16 A071 15 04 4Th 0 -2 8 2C0 6-3 1
_ 8-21 +--- -G "Onl-T AEre- 
.- _ 146 A34~ _ -7_ --L1T7_5 _ Co&-_9219 IEC/DFMOD PO R A/B R/D SLCT DIG B 1/16 1943 15 00 4T04-42 2C06048 22n REC/DFMHO POUFw P/A SLCT R/D DIG 8 1/16 8952 01 02 4TO6-5 0  ?C 0 6- 06
ECAM
8301 :CAM ON/OFF ECAM DIG R 1/16 0851 18 01 4TO4-3h 1C05-2
p-3-  A-ATp -- E-AJ_ F -- UT nDIF C . nl D 61 3 4--4- 6-c---- "S'L-9303 -CAM INHIRIT YES/N FCAM I H DIG 8 5/1 5832 14 00 4TU4-74 1 C 0 5-6( I: 83n4 =CAM FXErilTE/I OAD ECAM F>C DIG 8 1/1 9933 16 02 4102"16 C-'4&4t0 SCAM Q ArAm J N nE Tr DI75 16 .5i 1 6 414-7f Cr; -8306 "CAM PROrPAM/rOMMAND ECAM PGM DI 8 1/8 3834 17 02 4T4 9 CgS-38311 -CAP MElORY TrFIPEPATiPE MEMORY T ANAL 1/16 A150 .1 16  4T12-1- 1 C0n5-8
17010 =CAM VERIFY SLUW ECAM VFy DIG A 1/1 DA4 11 04 4T30-29 1 Cl 1 -717011 ECAM VERIFY QLOW ECAM VFY DIG A 1/1 nA04 13 04 4 1 3g-29  ICl1-7i1. .-CAm. VERLF. FrAST SPAM VF4 DIP A -1A1  I -A4 D -2 , - 7,17013 =CAM VERIFY FAST ECAM VFY DIG A 5/1 DA04 13 00 4T3 0 -29 ICII-7
D47222902AY RFV r ERTS FLFCTRICAL SYSTFM SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX n6/ 1 9/74 PAGt 17
FJNC TLM FUNCTIOl ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/b IRT
N3. TYPE SEC ADDR /POW CONN CChN CCNN
TELEMFTRY PkOrESSOR (TMP)
9001 IEMORY SEOUENrOR DC/nC CONVERTER
A VOLTAGE MSFO A V ALnG 1/16 Alli 10 10 480"-18 P4T56-2
o e~kIMFlwY SnlFrPVH Detnr CQWVFRTPR
3 VULTAGF MSFO B V ALOG 1/16 A558 o0 74 4194-33 P4T56-3
o00 EFMORY SE(OUFNrER MODI E TFMPERATURE MErSEO T ALnG 1/16 A242 02 29 4T4-0 6 P4T-5t-6
a fti ALTE .LI C E _C,_CV ER.A _VOLA AGE.TA__ ALnG_ 11 6. 5 p _19 4 41i- o - --- -
0 0 5 -'ORMATTER DC/C CnNVFPTER B VOLTAGE FMTH B V ALOG 1/16 A494 62 65 4T92-33 P4T2U-6
;006 3IG MIIX Dc/DC CONVEHTFR A VOLTAGE DMlIX A V ALOG 1/16 A241 0C 29 4T84"06 P4T2C-7
007 31r( MIIy nfLri rAnjI rRTFc 1 )Ull TAtrF nlmiix V Al n. 1 1 , A 'S. .A 4T8-3 P13 ~ .-18
900o rORMATTER/DIGTTAL MUx MnOlLE TEMP F/nMUX T ALOG 1/16 A24 0  1P 28 4T64- 0 9 P4T2G-37
9009 NALrOG MilY DC/DC rONvFRTFP A VOLTAGF AMIIX A V ALOG 1/16 A303 18 37 4TM16"11 P4T74-4 0
;-010 ~G~ ALA v_-.DY_.C/.9_"Q NVF.RJ-nF R VOl TAG AMIIx aV rIn- 4- _4 64I 8_ __n_ .P ~ ,A_,
9011 &/D CONVEnTFR DC/nC
:ONVERTER A VnLTAGE CONV A V ALnG 1/16 A367 CI 47 4TP8-1" P4T74- 1 4
:ONVERTER B VoL1 AGE CONIV B V ALoG 1/16 A302 15 37 4 6- 3, P4T74-15
703 . ANAlG Hil AID_ CQVET LE LERDDU L TEFMP AM X T ALOG j/16 _5129 14& _4I94- 4- A
9014 3REREGUI.ATOP 6 VOITArF PRFG A V ALnG 1/16 A431 C? 56 4790l"1 P4T4 0-3
9015 2RERFGULATOR VOI TAGF PRFG B V ALOG 1/116 A239 15 28 4T64-18 r4T4L-4 -
;81h RFPROGRAmmEu ne Ec"F oRprop T A' o 1116 A448 lp 58 A79 2 -11  E4E-6
90 1 7 4EMORY A nC/Dr CONVERTER VOLTAGE MEM A V
°  ALnG 1/16 A495 CP 65 419 2 -1h FITo1-13
9018 qEMORY A MODUIE TF.MPFPATIJRE MEm A T ALOG 1/16 A559 n1 74 4T94- 1  PITpt-Ii9 LftW- EMORY--B-. C/r--DCOER-TE ( R-OLTAGE -- ME---- -A iG--- --A -4---: - 412--4---P-475e-T ---3
90o2 .1EMORY H MODUj E TFMPERATtURE MEN B T ALnG 1/16 A110 CP 10 4T80"33 F4T5-11
l021 DOWER 1 OFF/Om POuER I DIG 8 1/16 B44 IP 00 4 To6-3 7  P4T4 0 -1
g0 n uF 2 n FFln, P uFR ? L _L_ R 4..1, 1/1 AA p 3 4 H- 4 PdT de-p
9023 EMORY WRITE PELAY ON/OFF MEM RITE DIG 8 1/16 1847 OP 01 4T08-42 F4T40-14
9025 4EMORY (4/8) r MEMORY DIG 8 1/16 1849 1? 01 4T02-67 P4T40-06
426, -4E.CnY SFnlFrNER IARp) IEN sFn n IG 8 1 1 1A 1~qo 0  _____T-- 4 1t2 . P414I
9029 4/D CONVERTER STATUS (A/g) A/r) CONV DIG 8 1/16 1E51 18 01 410467 P4T40-7
9030 ANALOG MUX (A/4) ANAL MUX DIG B 1/16 0855 n1 02 4Tu8-38 P4T4C-11
O3n1 '-3 ITl - flll ILl nr ,R ni 1  0 A 5 p Tl22' P4 TC-
9032 :ORMATTER LOGIC STATtUS A/R FORMATTR DIG B 1/16 0 657 15 02 41 0 2 -62 P4T46-139 033 KMTR PUF AMP rTATiS A/B RUFF AmP DIG B 1/16 1 853 gP 02 4T16-67 P4T40-15
VHF TRANSMITTER
10 rFTI rn Pnur2 Fr-I PLR Al nG 1 i 1 A A 1 0  gp 10 4T780-5.3 3T'd303 5714-
9101 TRANSMITTFR A -20 VDr OUTPUT XMTA-20V ALOG 1/16 A173 08 19 4T82-53 3Tn3-23 5 7 14-n2
9102 TRANSMITTER B "20 VDC OUTPUT XMTB- 2 0 V ALOG 1/16 A238 12 28 4Th4-33 3T03-09 5 7 14-n 3
013 TRANSTT.E .tTE ia-IRF - MTrR A T Al 1G -4j64 I-'1 .- p 3 6B "-5 3J- j-T---~- r71-d 4
9104 TRANSMITTER B TEMPERATURE XMTR B T ALOG 1/16. A365 15 46 4T88-53 3T03-14 5714- 5
S 9105 EMTR A, RF POWER ;jUTpUT A RF PwR ALOG 1/16 A34 0 02 43 4788-71 3T 0 3-16 5714-n6
OP47J222902AY REV B FRTS ELFCTR'ICAL SYSTEMS SCWEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 'n6/ 1 9/74 PAGE 18
FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SIrNL SAMP .GATE' COLUMN VIP S/5 IKT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR #IOW CONN CCKh CCk,
03
91 0 6 KMTR RD RF POuER nUTPuT P RF P R ALOG 1/16 A4 2 9 1P 55 479 0 "5' 3703-18 5714-n
7
9109' *nWFR MOnE A -IGu/Lnw PWn MD A DIG 8 1/16 1B61 0P 03 4T06"61 3T703-12 5714-i
1---- TOREn A 4 1 R .J --- uRI/o, I In r TS T T!, n G 116 a-- -"- e 4T08"L S31 T -
9111 OATA INPIUT RFALTIHE/STORFD DATA IN DIG B 1/1 6  1956 1? 02 4021 3T 0 3" 1 0  5714-12
9117 znWER MODF P HIGH/Low , PWR MD B DIG 9 1/16 7851 iP 01 4T04-71 3703"11, 5714-13
VARHOWBAND TAPE RFCORDER NO. 1
---- -pi 00j-' C-N 1 116aPE UA I2 15 *  Q* MOTH-  I* 
-LO 0__________1 _55
10002 3OWER SUPPLY rURRcNT PS CUR 1 ALOG 1116 A493 01 65 4T92-53 5 0n3-*J 5709-03
100o3 IECORnER TEPPFRATIRE RCDR T 1 ALnG 1/16 A557 Op 74 4T94-5 3 5n3-M 5 7 0 -, 2
. ...a R UPPY .... .S UG 1-I .. -. i 0 10 015 5 hl-L r70G-.1
10005 4FCORD MODE 1 ON/nFF RECORD I DIG R 1/16 3838 CI 00 4Tn 8'09 5K03-P 5709-13
100l 6 3LAYRACK MODE 1 OA/OFF PLAYBK 1 DIG 6 1/16 3839 Op no 4T08*66 5hO3-*F 5704-14
jjjjlt-AfrA n---Enn-Ay jTA-- P Y t vS/nO FneT P DIG 8 1'i 310 UP o 41 2- k 5
100n8 RFCORn Fn OF TAPE
SECONDARY 1 YES/NO . REOT S 1 DIG 8 1/16 3841 10 00 4T02-44 503.-S 5709-16
Iong 'LAYD$ICK CD Af TAPFE
*RIMAPY 1 YEcINO PEnT P 1 DIG B 1/16 3B42 12 00 .1 04
4 - 5  5K03-T 5709-17
10010 2LAYBACK FNP[ no TAPE
CO n 1 jv9S- A E /AT--- - a o16 3843 113 00---43----43 -- a
thor1 4ECORDER PRFScU4E 1 InW/NnR RCnR P 1 DIG 8 1/16 8963 12 03 4T08*12 5N0 3-N 5709-12
uARRAuRAn TAP RFPOanFR f-. 2
10101 40TOR CURRENT 2 MOTR 1 2 ALnG 1/16 A172 C2 19 4T82-15 5hO4-*F 5709-23
-t01PSaW FRn-SUM - nryT 9 PS Cru 2 ALOnC 1 iA A I7 A p 41mqo;
nn113 4ECORDER TEPPFRATIJRE p RCR T 2 ALnG 1/16 A300 10 37 4Tb6-1i 5k 04-NM 709-v110104 2OWER SUPPLY v'LTAGE p PS VLT 2 ALOG 1/16 A364 1p 46 4T88-15 5hN4-L 570-90
tfit a n D 3nnP p ODneF 'RPno n I P 1 A 344^^ ie 00 d4TA5r & ?dP .C_
101in 6  .AYRACK MODE 2 O"/OFF PLAYBK 2 DIG 8 1/16 3845 01 01 4To6-44 5K0 4-*F 5709-33
3RIMARY 2 YEq/NO REOT P 2 DIG 8 1/16 3846 02 01 4To8-58 5NK4-R 570g-9 4
- n&a FOnRD Fun nr TAp
SECONDARY 2 YES/NO REOT S 2 DIG 9 1/16 3847. O 01 4Tn8-44 5h 0 4-S 57 0.35
101n9 2LAYBACK END oF TaPE
2IMAOv V PCen PET p nn g &1 A 3 8R8 le p1 4'2-17 c04-T 5 7 0.A
10110 3LAYBACK FND nF TaPE
5ECONnARy 2 vES/wIO *PEnT S 2 DIG R 1/16 3849 12 01 4T 0 2-24 5N 04V 5709-37
--- 1 8111 AronnFR 0PRfti F p LInuunR g ng a p n a grf l& Rlg7 45 07 4Tg2- 1  0 @4W 5700 -31
JNIFIFD S-BANn EQUIPMENT (USS)
11001 IECEIVER AGC vOLTAGE RCVR AGC ALnG 1/16 A427 ;12 55 4T90-36 3631-M 5714-17
110n2 KmTR nUTPUT P04ER LEVFL XMTR PWR ALOG 1/16 A492 18 64 4T92-15 3U31-T 5714-1
11n lFfFIVFR STATIC PiASr FRonR RCVR FPR AinG i106 &556 C 74 4T94-15 3L1-N .1 4
11004 TRANSPONDER TF4PERATIIPE TRSPDR T ALOG 1/16 A107 1~ 09 478036 3131"P 5714-p0
D3 47J222902AY REV 8 FRTS ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX fet/1 9/74 PAGk
FJNC TLM FUNCTION, ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/S INT
TYPE SEC ADDR IROW CONN CCNA CONN
11005 TRANSPONDFR PnESSIIRE TRSPDR P ALOG 1/16 A171 01 19  4182-36 3U31-U 5714-p1S110n 6 IFCEIVER A/P RErEIVFR DIG B 1/16 3850 15 01 4104-17 3C2-M 5714-?2
S 1100 XMTR A nN/OFF -1 5V XMTB- 1 5V ALG 1/16 A141 15 14 4Tb2-73 3L2SR-U 5717-42
N ANGING MnDE ON/nFF -5V R i -15V ALOG 116 A2n4 15 23 4T84-7 3L -N 5717-19hZ p n iCi ATno RYPAS¢IFNABI Fn AUY fl1 n' R j/36 3953 p q' 47 pf6-D4 I Sr 714.,h
0 i 40ULATInM INPUT NORMAL/CPOSSED MOD IN DIG 8 1/16 3854 CA 02 4T18-17 3U29-R 5714-7
6-_d REMODULATOR PROCFSSnR (PMP).
S4Tb4-15 
, L5'L 5714-34
111n2 DOWER SUPPLY P VOLTAGF PWP B V ALnG 1/16 A299 0~ 37 4T86-36 3Lop-M 5714-35llipt tFMPF-RAlijfF A T-P A AL nG 4/0 A3A 3  A 4T~R- 3 f 3 0 .A T7jAt_.-t111-n4 TEMPERATIJRE B TEMP B ALOG 1/16 A426 10 55 4T9 0 -81 3L 0 5-8 5714-37111n5 )ISCRIMINATOR A OI/OFF DIRCR A DIG B 1/16 3B57 1 02 4102-07 3L 0 5-H 5714-8z 1-p ) y gr P-j.Hj-N-&mjj nklignF flc.Rp ni n L IGR 1/16 z;;; A 4n-4 mm -e111n7 40DUIJLATOR A Ok/OFF MOnLTR A DIG 8 1/16 3B59 ti 03 4T04- 0 7 3LC5-P 5714-40111nB 4 DULATOR B ON'/OFF MOnLTR B DIG A 1/16 3860 02 03 41T6-06 3Lnrq-P9 5714-41111 0  1 NRTP SLIT n R 1 0
1i110 ~AVTR l/p hBvIR SL DIG B 1/16 3962 IO 03 41 0 8-0p 3UT 5714-4311111 4FCORnER IN NOTR/WgVTP RCnR I, DIG 8 1/16 0863 1 l 03 ~4n8-62 SL5 -U 5714-44
SWIDEBAND POWEP AMPLIFIER NO. 1
20 L -I ErTQo TEMD 1 rT R T 1 Al n /16 A3A3 l 43 4TP4 L7-1-12qn2 4FLIX CU.RPET t HEIX I I ALOG 1/16 A4n7 15 52 4T 9 0 -4c: W17-D 571j~- 1120n3 OATinnE IIRPET CATH I 1 ALOG 1/16 A471 IP 61 413 2-4& 1717-C 5712-42z ---- 1.- 4 _iOR A FpoD ER 1 4 f2-l2 1iL0G 6 A5k - 4 AS4- . L 7 - A ____
Si205 REFLECTED POwrR 1 RFI PU 1 ALOG 1/16 A576 IF 76 4T96- 1  1k17-R  572-.A41200n6 4EATEP STATUIS 1 OMOFF HTP ST 1 DIG R 1/16 254 4P 02 T 0 8-34 123-A 571-A5
4IDEBAVNn POWF AMPLIFI IR N . 2
1?1n1 :OLLETOR TEMp 2 CLTR T 2 ALOG 1/16 A342 In 43. 4188- 1 3 1k2-J 5712-48121n2 4LIX CIRPFNT 2 HELX 1 2 ALOG 1/16 A4f6 1? 52 4T9 0- 1  162;-D 571?-9121 THF Cit PFr, T 1 rATH I 2 Al G 11,6 A_7A.8 r 4J1 tj3-11 
-.r.121n4 rRWAPD PowER 2 FWD PW 2 ALOG 1/16 A535 CI 71 4194-46 1~-A 5712-i12105 REFLECTED POWrR 2 RFI PU 2 ALOG 1/16 A597 IP 79 4T96-51 1k;-B 5712-2t IL -2-4O iil AaFCiLS--2--u F U T ST ;i DIG 
. 6_t5 A 57t2P 3
121n8 3OWER MODF 2 HlI/LOW PWQ MD 2 DIG B 1/16 pB60 Up 03  41 0 6" 0 W 1W5-J 5712-R5
,TInFPAND FRFQIINry MnnUi-ATOR
122n0 ~9V FILTER A PUT/IN PBV FL A DIn R 1/16 9854 CP 02 4T08"33 1k4-ln
A SA RV FL B IG A 
-4.T-55 Am32. ! "60' T-2 9122n2 AlJX. DATA TO r9V FILT. A YES/NO AX TO RA DIG B 1/16 9B39 0? 00 4708-16 IW46" 0 1122n3 AIX. DATA TO QRV FILT. R YES/NO AX t0 RB DIG 8 1/16 9B40 U 09 4102-49 1k46-21$ppA IT fATA Ln PRt. T-- A vFp/Nrl PT Tn kA fr) I r A -- 
--- 4_%=4p
I ?2ri5 IT DATA TO PBV FLIT. P YES/NO RT To pA DIG B 1/16 9B42 1? oC 4104-"49 :W4C-2
122p6 TAPE I DATA Tn HB\ FIIT. A YES/NO Ti TO RA DIG R 1/16 9843 15 00 4T04-7 l6-'03
-I2.. I ? 
-2 D 4.AE,DLIATlA _R- ±I__J LfY23_ 
_T1 _ 
~_B.Lk-Li ..... Oi 8_49 412208 TAPE DATA T, RBv FliT. A YES/NO T 2 PA DIG 8 1/16 9S45 01 01 4To0'7 1 W46- 041229 TAPE 2 DATA Tn RBV FII.T. P YES/NO T2 RB DIG R 1/16 9B46 02 01 4TOB-49 1W4 -24
DP47J222902AY REV e FRTS ELFCTRIAL SYSTFMN SCuEMAIIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX p0/19/74 PAGE 20
FJNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE CCLUMN VIP S/s INT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /POW CONN CCKh CONlJ
CO
12210 4SS FILTER A OUT/IN MSS FL A DIG 8 1/16 9856 12 02 4T 2 -73 1646-3 012211 ISS FILTFP 8 Ou(T/IN MSS FL 8 DIG R 1/16 9857 15 02 4T(.2-54 lk461ll
-2 -T DI** RT LMO- Rs~. A-~ YStn ES A D--- -/4I6--5 co 01 4 8---1 -- 4 6 25.
12213 4T DATA* TO McS FILT. 8 YES/NO RT* M DIG B 1/16 9848 10 01 4102-33 1646-06
12214 4T DATA** TO )SS FILT. A YES/NO RT** M A DIG R 1/16 7B63 12 03 4T08-45 6 46-26
15 TT n4 ATAL- TO s . 9 r t.. 8 y S. p f a. rp n 1q " ". .C - 4 6- L C 77
12216 TAPE I DATA Tn MSS F lT. A YES/NO T1 To MA DIG H 1/16 9849 12 01 4TG 2 -0 5 1o46-27
1221 7 TAPE 1 DATA To MSs FTIT. A YES/NO Tl TO VB DIG B. 1/16 9850 15 01 4T 0 4-3-1 IW46r08t,121t-T APE- l,-IIA TA To £4 vc -- iESanD Ig-la RA 848 R 5 -- e & ~-1- 3- 2A
12219 TAPE p DATA Tn MS4 FlIT. p YES/NO T2 TO PB DIG B 1/16 9955 10 02 4108-05 St46-09
12220 4ODULATOR-A, vCO Ai/A 2  MOnA VCO DIG B 1/16 9960 Cp 03 ,4106-73 1 W46- 0 51;p 14 Q QT L A- Tn A pC 0 M 0n 1 Q 1 iA 086 - p 3  4a-5- 1 -- -
12222 InDULATOR A, AFC nlJT/IN MOnA AFC DIG B 1/16 9158 18 02 4T 0 4-73 164'l1 212273 nDULATOR 8, aFC OUIT/IN MODB AFC DIG 8 1/1 6  9359 C1 OJ 4Tp4-54 k46-31
-124p-- --t Pa P U TnPiL UnUI it nP 9_t f g 3 _ t.- -t8 4 6--i 7-
122p5 DATA OUTPUT 9 ORMALJSUMMFD DATA B DIG 8 1/16 9841 10 00 4TC2-79 1k46-35
12226 18V BIAS A/P RBV PIAS DIG H 1/16 9847 p0 01 4108-79 1W46- 1 3
- , 4 1i-4--LA-- A iOUR sTD p;O s S A IG 1nn- 116 A466 p 6! 11 2- 4a t16t1412228 4ODULATOR B, 100P STRFSS MODB L S ALOG 1/16 A586 0P 78 4T96-45 1W46-33
12229 dBM TFMPFRATURE WBM TEMP ALOG 1/16 A338 18 42 '47e8-44 IW46-15
BM POWER INVFRTER
1?2 1 M I-R VFoTR A ngrinN I NURnT A n I G. 1./16 9R SA - 41 R-S- 1 L4 0 7 5712-.12211 d8M INVERTER a OFF/ON INVRTI B DIG 8 1/16 ?247 ce 01 4108-19 jhi -08 5712-71
12232 15 RFG. VOLTAGE'A 15V A ALnG 1/16 A113 15 10 4TbOB08 kln5-13 5712-72
8 1--- -4 jg 5u n Al5 10-G V1 I- I A 1E -----7 12-v12234 -15 RFG vnLlArE A 
-19V A ALOG 1/16 A212 1P 24 47k4-71 1ko-03 5712-74
122-5 -15 RFG VnLIAnE 8 -15V B ALOG 1/16 A339 Cl 43 4T88-47 1k0 5- 0 4 5712-75*ppSA 9 Acrp unTArr A 'ii, p A '. 1 'A It 0 - c- a A 4Te5-44 5c,l s;IP 7A
12237 5 REG VOL.TAGP 8 b 5V B ALOG 1/16 A4;4 CS 52 4T9 0 -7 1  1wo5-1? 5712-7712238 -5 REG VOITAGF A 
-5v A ALOG 1/16 Ai77 18 19 4 T82-0n6 j 5-o05 5712-78
lp-psI 
-5-R E,&L.GVAL R 
.Su a A!n l 14AA 4791-7 1 &A '74479A12240 p24.5 MONITOR NO. 1 A/B 
-24.5 Mi ALOG 1/16 A211 15 24 4T64-47 1W05.01 5712-0
12241 -24.5 MONITOR NO. 2 A/B -24.5 "2 ALnG 1/j6 959 0  18 78 4T96-48 1h05-02 5712-1
t2240 JRM fMNVFaTR TrMP INURTa T Ain. A J 6 A5A lo 7R 419A-7 l PWa5" 5712-A2
C o
* i3Uoon1 4 noo.1 5 000#16000
PYODSYSTE.N
DP47J222902AY RFV H FRTS ELFCTPICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 0 e/ 1 9/74 PAGE 21
C FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/S IKT
c NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /POW CONN CChh CCN 0
4IDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RFCORnER 1
170- 3 R4 STAN nY I vSrn n j R NS! -SY1-D-4-8, 1 31 4 18 tA- 402- 5k01 5-
13 00n2 4Rv STANORY 1 YES/NO RBV SBY 1  DIG B 1/1 4635 16 03 4T 0 4-59 5W 1 6-*0
13 nn3 IECORn 1 YES/mO WB RCD 1 DIG B 1/1 4,36 17 03 4106-1 5W1 6-*1
13Um1 I AYBAIK , ygreljo uA PO DI A 41 4 if vI 4186 -50 bO kI
13005 rAST PEWINID I YES/NO REwlND 1 DIG 8 1/16 2862 10 03 4T08-8 5W 1 6-*J
1300 6 rAST FWD I YEc/NO FOwARD 1 DIG 8 1/16 2863 12 03 4T 0 8-22 5W 1 6-*S
- 7L v RA-FtA F 1 VEFSIho -RBV-- El 1-1--l- j-- B-34---- 1762- 4- 3 : Wj-6*F
13.0R 8 *RIMARY FKD OF TAPE I YES/NO P FOT I DIG B 1/16 4639 12 00 4T78-59 5W 1 6-N
1300n9  ECONDARY END OF TAPE 1 YES/NO S FOT I DIG 8 1/16 -4840 CP no 4T( 10283 5W 1 6-M
P ei IMany ani 31 rnAf 1 YAGGIN " nnly r. s 1z^ t: ac P2 'T.1' D6t P16-I
1301 1 3F.CONnARY BEGTN OF TAPE I YES/NO S POT DIG 1/16 4B42 1. no 4T04-83 5WI61 -P
13012 i9V RIJN TAPE 4 YEq/Nn RBv TP 1 DIG 8 1i/ 6835 1 03 4T0447 5W 1 6-*G
----t A-P -Nn 1- A F 3 1AP i F! R a A1416 4 4&-T1 W 60-r R
13014 ISS/RRV STATUc NO 1 MSS/RBV STATUS i OIG 8 1/1 6  4S44 IP 00 4T76-83 5WIO-*T
13015 "IIRRET t;T Tn 4DP NO 1 I /OUT 4DR SETI DIG R 1/i6 4045 C1 01 4T o 6-'1 5 1 6-UC
-- T---t o 2 nq oIn 1 1unnT W . 1erl nG. II POO61A 1XA 4A6 Ep 01 f"
13017 :URRNT SPT T 1I PR NO 1 IN/OUT 1DP SET1  DIG 8 1/16 4347 C
P 01 41T08"I 51W6-W
13018 "0NVEPTER PPIwAHY PWR I ON/OFF CNV PWR I  DIG B 1/16 4649 12 01 4T 0 2 -69 5W1 6-*F
- -vt9-- 4f--LtT AGF.-Lp L- -f -FCaO4 1S L L-- L" -5PR--A~ 15 -5--1j ----4 -o--5 6---
13 020 RPIMAPY VnLTArE RANGF NO I IN/OUT P V RNG 1  DIG 8 1/16 4651 iF 01 4 T74- 69  b5 6-*P
13021 VOLTAGE PRPTET RELAY 1 OPEN/CLOSED V PR RY 1  DIG 8 1/16 4652 C1 02 4Tt6-3 5W 1 6-S
.np"2 III Por , T11 PP 1 AIn! AeAS I e 4101-2. 1 l-,A
13023 TU TEMPERATURP 1 TU TEMPi ALOG 1/16 A129 &1 13 4T82"23 5W 1 6-*R
13094 =U TFMPERATIJRF 1 FU TFMP1  ALOG 1/16 A194 CF 22 4T64-25 5W 1 6-C
- -- -p4 i TAPPPF FnAA F , TAPF FT1 AL n pl 31 4P1 16-7
13026 :APSTAN MnTOR SPEED 1 CPST MS 1  hLOG 1/16 A321 In 40 41d8-23 5W1 e-B
13027 4WP nTOil SPEFO 1 HWP MS 1 ALOG 1/16 A36 15 49 4 T 90-2 5  5W16-G
i3pA "APqTlA mnTflZJ CURR 1 rScT myi ALr. 1 1f A 0  I A - I -j
13029 3LAYBACK vOLTAGE 1 P/a V I ALOG 1/16 A513 1P 67 4T94-23 5W16-E
13030 4WP MOTOR CURRENT N40 1 HWP MI 1 ALOG 1/16 A595 12 79 4T96-47 5W16-H
3 .f ECnanFn E..I a Dr - R - N -! 1 An ' " A 2 O 67 0 d 4TQ9-3 2  5114 c.--C
13032 .IMITFR VALTArE No 1 LMTR V 1 ALOG 1/16 A066 E1 0 4  4T8 0 "25 5W16-D
13033 SERVO VOLTAGE NO 1 SERV V I ALOG 1/16 A130 2 .13 41t2-25 SW16-F
1 e 0 n3era n[IO r inIT 4au 1 6 A I -rI 1 A1 150 0  T1 O"d %1RUA-r
41DEBAND VIDEO TAPE RFCORDER NO 2
13101 4SS STANDqY 2 YES/NO MSt SBY2 DIG 8 1/1 6937 16 04 4106-47 5W40-*R
13 1n2 IRV STANARY 2 YES/NO RBV SRY2 DIG R 1i/ 8835 16 03 4T 0 4-3 1  5W40-*r
lla aFlrnan n vFFfln uR Rrn 2 nC A ji a;;lA 17 A3 4T IA 1  uAA-i
13104 OLAYBACK ? YE9/NO WO PBK 2 DIG B 1/1 8837 16 04 4T 0 6'31 5W40-*I
13105 fAST REWIND 2 YES/NO REWIND 2 DIG 9 1/16 4853 02 02 4T 06-69 ~w4o-*J
DP47J2229 0 2AY REV B FRTS ELECTRICAL SYS.TEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX n0/ 19/74 PAGI 22
FUNC TLM FUNCTION, ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/IS INT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /POW CONN CChi CtCNN
13106 "AST FORWARD 2 YES/Nn FOWARD 2 DIG 8 1/16 4854 gP 02 4T08-3 5W40-*
131n7 MRV ENARLF 2 YES/lO' RBv EN 2 DIG B 1/1 9834 17 02 4 Tn4-5 6h b40-*F
na--I1MA-Y_F-n Or TAP. YESNn P FOT p ni _r /i6 4B5 5- -0-2-T 4T-.6 .9 MN.p-N
13109 3ECONfARy END OF TAPF 2 YFS/NO S FOT 2 DIG 8 1/16 4856 17 02 4T02-35 5W4 0-M
13110 =RIMAPY RFGIN OF TAPE 2 YFS/NO P POT 2 DIG 8 1/16 4957 15 02 4T02"36 5W4 0 "*F
13111 FPf)l!nARv RFr.J r TAoF 9 yvFS/Nn s RnT n R 1 1 6 R0 R 4 Ap 2 41 r4-i5 bW4n-P
13112 4RV RUN TAPE p YER/No RBV TP 2 DIG 8 1/1 9835 16 03 4104"16 5W4g-*G
13113 .AP NO 2 YES/fO LAP. 2 DIG 8 1/16' 4959 Ol 03 4104"36 5k4n-R
- ild 4 -4 SS/R VST L TAE ___ MS/RV TATi S. IG- R 8 -- 486 -_ p--3_A 6_-41 - __-35 5- T
13115 IJURRENT sFT 4 1i) p IN/OUT 4DC' SET 2  DIG 8 1/16 4861 OP 03 4106-36 5640-U
13116 "URREN'T sFT 2 DH p IN/OUT 2DR SF12 DIG B 1/16 4962 10 03  4T08-35 5W4 0 -V
1i " PR"PT 1 IH p *Ihintl 1 nR CFTp lir A 1 /i1  1 RA 3  1p e3 4TflR-36 ^il0rd
13118 :NVERTER PRIVARy. PWR 2 ON/OFF CNV PW2 DIG 1/16 6838 01 00 4T08"32 5W4n-*P
13119 ¢OL.TArE pnnlErT 2 EN/nfS VLT PR 2  DIG 8 1/16 6939 cp Oo 4T08-47 5 40 -T
- j--- 2R-a1-J-A RX-V-L NrA-en r2inI 1T p_ 
_ _ _ _____EL4_ 0 ___ .S_ p 4T7P
13121 VOLTAGE PROTErT RELAY 2 rPEN/CLOSFD V PR RY2 DIG 8 1/16 6841 10 00 4T02"25 5W40 S
13192 TU PRFSSIJoE 2 TU PRS 2 ALOG 1/16 A195 n1 22 4Tb4-68 5W4 0 -*A
1. T-MpFTII TII T:MP 2  Al nAG 1 / A . p 3 4T3-,h 5 L~A -,L * R
13174 -U TEMPERATURr 2 FU TFMF2 ALnG 1/16 A322 12 4 0 4Tb8-25 564.-C :
1 125 TAPE FO'fTG:F p TAPE FT 2  ALOG 1/16 A387 IF 49 -T9 0 -6 5640p-Z
.----- - & --APS TANa-el a .p rpI ~PT_ _..an o1 !5t  A , _ _ 4..50  a
13197 4WP MOTOR SPFril 2 HWP MS 2 ALOG 1/16 A514 01 68 4T94-25 5.40-G
13128 "APSTAN MOTOR CURPENT 2 CPsT MI2 ALOG 1/16 A594 10 79 4T96-44 5W4 0 -J
't 1 .. phA lA K unl TPF p PrIO u p A An O 1 16 AZA7 eC2p 4TH-A-0  u1p-F
13130 4WP MOTOR CURPENT 2 HWP MI ALOG 1/16 A131 08 13 4782-68 5W40-H
13131 IFCOR!ER INPUT CUPRENT 2 R IN I 2 ALOG 1/1 A63 0  09 0
4  4796-55 5W4p-*C
- 13 1 .2,M . ITFR nL. EA MTR L2_AIGn___/1 A19 "-22- 41i-7 9. D
13133 SERVO VOITAGE 2 SEPV V 2 ALOG 1/16 A261 18 31 4T86-14 5W4 0 -F
13134 :ONVERTER OUTPUT 5.6v NO 2 5. 6 CNV2 ALOG 1/16 A463 15 6 0 4T92-49 5W40-K
48V CAMERA COITRHOILER
4A O8- -IAL1 8RABZ --E-A fnISAp F CA. ITRnAT Al nG 1i/6 A24S4_ 18 4-g- 41 -7 r 3 R _- 4a
14nnl :CC ROAHR TFMPERATIIRF CCC RD T ALOG 1/16 A388 01 50 4T9 0 -7 0  3Fi14-15
1 4 0n2 :CC POWER SIPPLY TEMPFRATURE CCC PS T ALnG 1/16 A452 02 59 4T92-70 30O3-01 5710.-75
1-41. 2 lAR nR 17 i v T Sui-vlY Igiv SpY -y Anr t1 A A5 pp AR 4794.P 3RO-01- 5716 7
14 00 4  6, - 25 VOLT SUPPLY 6-5.25V ALOG 1/16 A593 08 79 4T96-27 3R 0 3- 0 4 5710-77
14 00n5 APERTURE CORRPCTOR OiIT/IN' APT CORR DIG 8 1/16 6042 12 00 4T74-75 3914-03
----- L--YC E r iL S- NG 
-CLE 1__D G-__ I -6 11BR4 3-15 400 A4 -p5---3r t4-t7
1400 7 EXPOS1IRE C ON/OFF EXPOSR C DIG 8 1/16 2857 15 02 4102-22 3R14-05
140n8 XPOSIIRE A ON/OFF FXPOSR A DIG 8 1/16 6845 01 a 4T;6-25 3914-0
4a.:Q -Ypnl tl r ap CNFF" FYP('lO I8 1, 1 1  "1A l  O p 1 4TnR-7 3,a 1-n
14010 1.6 MHZ CLOCK ON/OFF 1.AMHZ DIG P 1/16 6847 P 01 4108-25 3914-11
14011 4ORI7nNTAL SYNC ON/OFF HOP SYNC DIG R 1/16 6848 10 01 4102-52 3814-12
t-4t12 JERT4AL% 0 nFn F Sy kC DiG 84Lt & S44 I p4J- 0 -2 2 4 Tetl 3
14013 jHZ SYNC ON/OFF IH7 SYNC DIG 9 1/16 6851 iP 01 4704-26 3R14-14CA
CA
D247J222902AY REV 8 FRTS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCEMAIIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 06/j9/74 PAGE: 23
FJNC TLM FUNrTION ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP S/S IKT
c NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /AOW CONN CC CCNN
14014 -24.5 VOLT INPUT ON/OFF -24V I' DIeG R 1/16 6852 .01 02 4T7i6-52 
3 9C3-02 5710-78
14015 'CC POWER O/nFF CCC PWR DIG 8 1/16 6053 02 02 4Tu6"26 3RC3-05 5710-79
1Ul6  AT..E 9FACT!VATION rN/OGFF ru REArC nIr n tlct6  6B54 p 02 4T?5 Sr, i4-r
IRV CAMERA 1
141n00 VIDEO OUTPUT i VIn OUTi ALnG 1/16 A068 g0 04 4TR0-70 2Fr-'01
14 101 FOCUS CURRENT 1 FOr I I ALnG 1/16 A132 1 13 4Tb2-7p 2pr-02
14-I nLucMF._EE.ALo-G '4E-T Cr r WmT L Ale- I A)G- p -- ----1-AI4 5---t-- 4 '--F. -
141n3 TFMPFRATURE El ECTPONIrS 1 FLFC T 1 ALnG 1/16 A262 c1 32 4716-75 2;0 -05 .. ,
14104 TFMPEPATUPE Ln4-VOLTA E PuR SUPPLY 1 LVPS T 1 ALOG 1/16 A325 01 41 4T8"14 ;Rr6-07
14 1 6 .-OW VoLTAIE Po~ER SUPPLY 1 LV PWS 1 AL-rG 1/16 A453 CA 59 4T9214 2Fot- l
141n 7 THERMnELECTRIC UNIT C URRFIT 1 THMO I 1 ALOG 1/16 A516 OF 68 4T
9 4-7n 2oFt-03
t 1189 Pneu rylaurst I uArv A 5 A2 e p--7g 9P 41P -R e -- 7,,D 4-
141n 9 31 VOLTAGF I G1 VLT I ALOG 1/16 A0 69 I 0 04 418 14 Fr 3 570P-2
14110 IARGET Vl TAGF 1 TGT V ] ALOG 1/16 A133 12 13 4TA 2- 14 SrF-11 570-,) ,3
14112 4ORI7nNTAL DErLECTION OUTPUT i HOR DEF 1  ALoG 1/16 A2h3 02 32 . 4TH6-2P 5;'04 570e-nA
14113 VFRTI"AL nEFLFCTInN OIITPUT 1 VER DEFI ALOG 1/16 .A326 0O 41 4T18-75 5R90-05 570R-n
6
14 A4E*-TP-An4 t F- J 7 1t T ALrnG AfT--4 5g72i-- 7F- --iY7
14115 TFMPERATIIPE YprE/FOCSI, COIL 1 Y/FC T I ALnG 1/16 A454 10 59 4192-75 C .C-O
E  5708-n8
14116 -p4.5V PnwER lq Nn. 1 ON/OFF -24 IN 1 DIG B 1/16 6856 12 02 4102 - 5 5  2R006
147 _?R uns T nHIiTTrR ARRNT4 nN 'nr" nlI 54 - ,j32 !A 0, 4T2-A "r,".-:
14120 50 VOLTS 1 /OFF 5OV ALnG 1/16 AJ97 15 22 4T84j14 n-O 570o-10
: A r.A8 ERA 2
14200 VIDEO OUTPUT ? VIn l01 2 ALnG 1/16 A517 10 68 4194-14 3F24-01
14AI -nrleU r!lool Pl . F Ir p Al nG I'1 A . & 79 4196-4Q "- - 2
142n2 MnINED ALIG,4ENT CIIRRFNT 2 ALON 1 2 ALnG 1/16 AO70 12 04 4 75 3F24"0"
14203 TEMPERATuRE, FLECTROmICS 2 ELEC T 2 ALOG 1/16 A13
5  18 13 4T82*28 3F2 4 -O5
2424 rIMPER RATIIIE,-LbL nIr AF PuR SiUP ? I VP T 2 Al nG1----1146 A"0--2 - -3 4A-2 ; 4-'-0 
7
1 4 2n 5 )FFLErTIo't PO,.,ER q''PPiY Nn 2 PFL. PS 2 ALnG 1/16 A?66 12 32 4T6-45 3 24-12
1 4 2n 6  Ow VOLTAGE PnMER SUPPLY p LV PS 2 ALOG 1/16 A327 08 41 4188-2i 39;F-l




14208 VIDICnN FILAMFNT rURRFNT 2 VFIL 1 2 ALOG 1/16 A455 1p 59 4T92-29 5R01 02 570P-P4
14 2n9 3 1 VOITAGF 2 G 1 VLT 2 ALOG 1/16 A5t1 1? 68 4T94-7' 51p-O 0 3 57 0 .75
i4210 TARGET V nTAG NO p TGT V ? ALiG 4 I /1 6 577 -i- 96"-2----f 2 _.__ t1_ .51.qA
14211 VIDICON CATHOuE CIIRRF ,T Nn 2 VCTH I 2 ALOG 1/16 A0 72 1 04 4T80"12 5 F I-O 570R-p7
14212 40RI7ONTAL DEFLECTION OUTPUT 2 HOP DEF 2  ALOG 1/16 Aj36 o0 14 4T82- 1 2 59 -04 57088"9
213._i FRTflAt rFFI rCTInN IlTPuiT l VER OFF 2  AinG 1/16 go i . 41h4-45 n 0 ~
14214 TEMPFRATIPE, rACEPLATF 2 FPIT T. 2 ALOG 1/16 A268' 18 32 4 86-76 5 1 2e-1 4 570 *- 0
14215 TEMPERATURE. yOKE/FOCIIS CnIL 2 Y/FC T 2 ALOG 1/16 A329 1? 41 4T88-#
s
2  5FI-0 570R-31
1 4 2 1  -24-V APnFR TN. NO a nminiFF -2a IN 2 nlI R id6 ABAp 4 _p0--3 4TA --.5i 3R 4-
14217 .p8 VOLT SHUTTER IiRRFNT p ON/OFF SHTR 1 2 DIG 8 5/1 4832 14 00 4T02"1 3RF4-13
14220 500 VOLTS 2 nl/OFF 500V 2 ALOG 1/16 A260 15 31 4T86-7 0 5Re- 0o 15708-33
DP47J222902AY RFV B FATS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 0e/19/74 PAGt 24
FUNC TLM FUNrTION ACPONYP SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP SYS INT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /POW ' CONN COKN CCNN
3BV CAMERA 3
14300 VIDEO OUTPUT VIDn OUT3 ALnG 1/16 A392 12 50 4790"12 3 4 a4I01
14301 *OCUS CURRET 3. FO I 3 ALOG 1/16 A457 1P 59 4T92-26 3f40- 0 2t4 R) ." ~JMINFD Al lr '4FNT CiPRFkjy 3 I rN I T AInG 1/6 Ai0 1 AR 4194-1"2 3"^AoA14303 TEMPERATURE, FLECTRONTCS 3 ELFC T 3 ALOG 1/16 A578 Cp 77 4T96-25 3R4 0 -0 51 4 304 TEMPERATUiE, O0W VOLTAGE
- WE.R SlUppl V , I VpS T 3Ln __4Z46 aA_3 G_ o5 - 7 2___7 t 3_143n5 )FFLECTIr)k, POwER SIJPPI Y 3 DFL PS 3 AtLnG 1/16 137 C? 14 4182-26 3P4 0-1214306 -nW VOLTAGE Pn4ER SUPPLY i LV PWS 3 ALnG 1/16 A2n3 12 23 4Tt4-72 3R46- 1 04A7 JH.MtkRiEL,rTPrRI lIMIT rIiRPCTjT THuA 1 3 ALhG 1/ 6  A269 C4 3a 4TM6-7A 3"4-3 0
14 3n8 VIDICON FILAMFT rURRFNT , VFIL I 3 ALOG 1/16 A331 1A 41 4T8-72  bRP.-02 57 0F-3414309 31 VO.TAGF 1FO 3 G1 VLT 3 ALOG 1/16 A394 iP'50 4T9 0 -45 592P- 0 3 570P-3514n0 rtAR GE T -nL.- AG.E-r - 1TGT 3 AinG 116A 1 8 o4 6a 4 2--45 - R2 f -__5 a 6--6
14311 VIDICoN CaTHOnE CIJRRFNT 3 VCTH I 3 ALOG 1/16 A521 01 69 4794-26 5282-0 1  578-171431.2 4nRI7nNTAI DEFLECTION OUTPUT 3 HOP DEF3 AL'G 1/16 A579 O 77 4T6-. 5F2;-04 97P-381433Z- 14Ej4- fLE E L .nW 
-TPJT A VF nF 3  AD 1 A A0 74 ? P 6- I5 ,Q T--14314 TFMPEPATIiQE, rACEPLATF 3 FPLT T 3 ALnG 1/16 A138 C8 14 4T62-4 LF;2-14 57n 40
14315 rEMPEPATUPE, YVOKE/FOCIIS CnIL 3 Y/FC T 3 ALOG 1/16 A2n5 1F 23 4TK 4 -7 3  
5 258-06 570 a-i4 c
1-44+6--= 24, 4-PAWE.R-1h, -wO-.: OInnrrE 
-e2.t i/&i3 3 lf n8-' 
-
IN a DIR A 
-61 oT-- o14317 -28 VOLT qHIlTTE ClIJRRFNT 3 ON/OFF SHTR I 3 DIG R 5/1 7H32 14 00 4T02"77 3R4 0 "1 314320 500 VOLTS 3 nN/OFF 5 nOV 3 ALOG 1/16 A323 15 40 4T7h8-68 5R2-0R 570 8 -43
IJLTISPECTRAL SCANNER
ya- 0- - J4A JiL -.I NV F i B-- ---- iNI a r-f .- --- 2- 00 4-t4-27 b a -. 02
15 0n3 3AND 1 HIGH VoLTAGE A/B HV 1 SLCT 'DIG B 1/16 8B43 15 00 4T04-4 5P07-0315on4 3AND 2 HIGH VOLTAGE A/R HV? SLCT DIG R 1/16 8844 1P 00 4T(,6-27 5PC7" 041 hwfl 'aroWn I AW 3 rLnT 1n i Q. A 51  ol 41 jiA'-4 t-66
15006 4IGH VOLTAGE rA/OFF HI VOLT DIG B 1/16 8B46 C? 01 4TI8-27 5 ?n7-0615007 3AND 1 HIGH VOLTAGE nm/OFF BN I HV DIG B 1/16 8847 O8 01 4To8-4 51n7-07j-GL443AND-p- -jrH Vo-InaLrn L/FBr- Bn-mn V nLA-B----i.- 4- - l.--- -' -- 5- P
15 0n 9 . 3AND 3 HIrH VnLTArE rn/OFF bNn 3 .V DIG B 1/16 8 49 12 01 4 T,2-3n 510 7-g915010 3AND 1 LO.' VOITAGrFON/OFF PNn 1 LV DIG B 1/16 8950 15 01 47T4-50 bt07'109e.AKinp I jVol TA ragnFr Rogn p i Vn rI P 1 1 A 1  1 01 T0 4S- 31  '
15012 JAND 3 LOW VOITAG Oi/OFF BND 3 LV DIG 8 1/16 8853 02 02 4T(16-3l 5p07-1215013 3AND 4 LOW VOI TAGF ONI/OFF PND 4 LV DIG 8 1/16 8854 08 02 4TI8-5 0  5Y107-13
--- 50+.4-AND_5 LU %u, lAG" nnFr PNn 5 n. G 1_ 6 -57 1 4 uTm-7 5 l . .S 415015 :ALIRRATION LAlP A/B CLMP SLT DIG B 1/16 8956 12 02 4T02-81 5 en7-15
15016 ALIRPATnN LAiP nN/OFF CAl LAPP DIG, 1/16 8957 15 02 4To221 5 Pc7-;?S"017 rAj unNITnn n.~/nrr ScAN irm, Din R 1/6A AR8R A A2 4v a-P o h~ 17
15018 JAND 1 GAIN HIGH/LOW PNn 1 GN DIG B 1/16 8859 C, 03 4T04"12 50o7-1B15019 3AND 2 GAIN HIGH/LOW BNl 2 GN DIG B 1/16 8860 02 03  4T06-81 5p7-j19
t5 op0 4nTATING SNiITTE-2 (L OT SnI a CI n i 1G B. n1 en 4r aTn- -4 - f-7.6- 16
i
nP47J222902AY REV B FRTS ELFCTRICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMATIC/TELEMETRY MATRIX 06/19/74 PAGE 25
FJNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYP SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP " S/ IKTND. TYPE SEC ADDR /pOw CnNN CCNf CdNN
U --- - - - -- -- -----------
1503 SHUTTFR MONITOR SOURCF A/R SHTk MON DIG 8 1/16 8862 10 03 4108-81 P07-2115g07 4IX ON'/OFF MUI.TPLXR DIG 8 1/16 5843 15 00 4Tn4-11 4C02O0 81C IUX-NR i-Y ---a I I U-s AT 4--1-8-1t--5 844---V--A4 J t- 44-- s t7-3(15029 4UX MODE STATiS COMPRFS/LINEAR MUx MOPE DIG 8 1/16 5840 CP 00 4T2-14 41 0 2" 0 915030 41D SCAN CODE OFF/ON MID SCAN DIG R 1/16 7858 iP 06 4T(4-76 4 Pr2-11
1 U 2rAh mOUnT6r nn Ao R s. fArErl I r 1 4 jT26 e1ll d a -
15032 SCANNFR POWER LINE 1/ip SCANR PL DIG B 1/16 5842 12 00 4104-14 5e 0 7-3?15033 SCAN, MIROnR O~,/OFF SCN MIRR DIG R 1/16 5839 Cp 00 47TB'2E 5t 0 7-24
_ t-5U 4$CAhLM R SA 
_3LA , In SrI &6 4G-t-- 1  4 .F4.aI 0 A --- 5 -0 2 15035 SCAN MIRROR PnWER LINE ? YES/NO SCh'M PL 2  Dir 8 1/16 7860 p0 03 4To6-76 5pn?-2915036 SCAN MIRROR MnO!E NORMAL/INHIBIT SCIM MPE DIG 8 1/16 5845 01 01 4To6- 1 1  50 0 7-34
15039 SYSTEM ON-OFF STATUS NORMtOVRD SYQ STAT DIG 8 1/16 9853 op 02 4T6"0 5 5P 0 7-3315040 UIX -AV G.P. ROWFR SijPPLy MUV -6V ALOG 1/16 A27 0  02 33 4Th6-46 4g 0 2- 0 15"4--"D-CaFL-Q-T--R-I-F SUPPLY Air.nR SP1Y A'G / Or 1 6 3A -- I--4- 0_ -76 0
15042 4VEPArE DPNSITY OF
3ATA TRAPSITIn4S 
. AVG DENS ALnG 1/16 A395 ol 51 47 0 -7 2  4102-04j5Gi3 ?IP:!RF 4TS LA..T.c 1 TE~nFATIE '01T t T !' 16 A459 69 60 4p-7; 5- -p
15044 rIBER OPTICS PLATr 2 TEMPFAATURE FOPT p T ALOG 1/16 A522 C0 69 4T94-45 5Pl- 0 5 "15045 4IlX TFMPFPATURE MUY TEPP ALOG 1/16 A58 0  10 77 .4T96-70  41 0 2-0 5- 0 .4 4 L-ECTROit k CS-CI-.Vt -- T~E4P- c ATUR R T-- V R - -- -1 -5 - t IS-5-- 4 ID Ff,-----1 615047 3OWER SIIPPLITE TEMPERATURF P QPLY T ALOG 1/16 A139 10 14 4T12-72 5I1-07 I .15048 SCAk MIRROR REGULATOR TEMP SM REG T ALnG 1/16 A206 01 24 4134-4s 5PM1-OR159ag- AN wMI ng nolvF rIgrTpFP lrs TFMP H Mn T AtnA 1 4A A2 71 Gp 3 4TkA-4 5- 1 1 O915050 SCAN MIRROR DPIVE COlV TEMP SMPR C*T ALOG 1/j6 A333 op 42 4TA8-73 5pl1-1n15051 CAN MIRROR Tr4PE4TATRE SC, PR T ALOG 1/j6 A396 Cp 51 4T9 0 -7A 5pl-11
- 2--4ft0 lT-IAI 1SHL.ER -WOU-RING- E4rP Sk W G T A,, 1:1 i A 5 77 4- 3
15053 SCAN MIRROR RrGULATEn VnL..TAGE SM REG V ALOG 1/16 A523 08 69 4T94-72 5P1 1 -34150 5 4  ALIBRATInN LA P CURRFNT CALAMP I ALOG 1/16 A581 1p 77 4196-14 5p 1 -1 33A0 ^MD Pj..Iq AR1 Mill 1
15 VDC REGULATOR BNnI 15V ALOG 1/16 A076 10 05 418 0 -7 5P11"1415056 SAND 9 PLIS AmO MINUS
it 5 W)GU-ri l Ac .aTiOnR n  1 n u a fGt 1 - tIi A1 4v
15057 SAND 3 PLItS AM) MINUS
j5 VD RFr;ULATOR BNOn 15V ALOG 1/16 A207 02 24 4T84-49 5Pl1-16
15 VDC REGULATOR BND4 15V ALOG 1/16 A272 n1 33 4T86-04 5P1I- 1 715059 .15 TIM REGULATED VOi'TAGE TLM -15V ALnG 1/16 A334 OP 42 4Th8-40 5M1 1 -17o- ,3_VlfC..AMVDC.FEGfLATn
R l-Au r A LG ill& A417 r' 
_-54--l19 1 - 5 73 
_-_ 
_91506 1  5 VDC LOGIC PEGUIATOR LOGIC 5V ALnG 1/16 A461 10 60 4T92-73 5V11-2 015062 19 VnC RECTIFIER OUTPUT RECT 1 9V ALOG 1/16 A524 In 69 4T94-76 5 p1V-21t% As 4 .49 C rDFTiriFR nUTPIIT PECT.I9uV AIG j1,6 A'i6 P 7 4 51I.?
15064 41GH VOLTAGE MONITOR RAND i (A) RNhOj VA ALOG /j6 A077 12 05 4673 5lI-23
15065 4IGM VOLTAGE MONITOR PAND 1 (8) BND 1 HVB ALOG 1/16 A142 18 14 4T8 2 -48 5M 1 1 -24.. 39AA 41GH VOLTAGE mONITOR RANIn 2 (A) - FNn NHVA ALAG 116 Aga gP 24 4784-94 bM1 1 - 2 5
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15 0 67 AIGH.VOLTAGE MONITOR RAND 2 (8) RNP2 HVB ALOG 1/16 A273 12 33 4Tb6- 2 7 5011- 2 615 06 8 .IGH VOLTAGF MONITOR PANi 3 (A) RNn3 HvA ALnG 1/16 A335 10 42 47~8-49 5v11-27
---- 0.5~ 9_ 41.GLVDLLTAGa I blTnlR nANn 3 (B) BNn3 1LR AI nG x 9 4-- 39- 419 0 -4b P- 1 -- 2p-15070 3HUTTFR MOTOR CONTROL
INTEGRATOR OUTPUT ' SHTR MCI ALnG 1/16 A462 12 60 4T92-4l 'P11-299 71 rAN MIRnnR rnlVF rinrK SMnR ri K Al OG Q1 6 A9 4T94-7: t1177
15072 3AND 5A GAIN PIT 1 /n 5A GN P1 01G. 8 1/16 1855 10 02 4T 08-67 5 po 7 -23
15073 3AND 5A GAIN aIT P 1/n 5A Gm F2  010: 8 1/16 2055 10 02 4Tj8- 1 3 PG7-25157_4 -3 A ND. _A-A -A _B -RIT t--- 5A L a 7.-1 -55_
.  
e__ -41LT - 2. 2 A_
15075 3AND 58R GAI PIT I 1/p 58 GN &1 DI,. 8 1/16 2859 0 03 4T04-22 5 C07-40 )
15076 3AND 58 GAIN PIT 2 1i/ 58 GN F2 DIG. B 1/16 6859 Cf 03 4To4-72 5P07-41
V4077 4AN 5R GAIN! PIT. p 5R G , R3  nyn B 1/16 7852 C qAn-As fTV9 fr7-4 Q15083 30OR MOTOR POWER nN/OFF lR MTR P DIG. B 1/16 3952 01 02 4Tj6-'17 51C7-22 C
1 50 A4 )nOr DIRECTIOn, OPFN/CIOSE DR DIR DIG. 8 1/16 0B5 0 15 01 4T 0 4-43 5PM7-38 C)
- 1 s a 5 3 O -MCI Vi-iCy j zL P1,. 9k4JkG n IG&1?- 44I S f 2-5-44-- 
- ____15086 300R HOLD Om/nFF DR HOLP DIG. B 1/16 1 H6 0  03 4T-,621 5P07-43
1toR7 30OR CLOSFD YFS/Nr - PR CLSD DIG. B 1/16 8R39 02 00 4TI08-31 G7-47 C
I 0paR nn n . If nfIR n !T D .1  P4 0 Go 09 4T 0 2 -'7 i P -4'
15089 3OR OPEN YFS/IO DR OPEt DIG. R 1/16 2B42 12 00 4To4-57 50n7-49 
__
15090 30OR OVERRIDE RESlT/ACTIJATE DR OVPD DIG. B 1/1 6  7857 15 02 4T 0 2-45 5M 0 7-45
1594 1- no -4 VRaL -SLA-.;_Anq R n -. fUn/jD-t -6B6 ~~2--- 0-- - - 2--4 .
15092 )IITGAS HFATER I)N/nFF OTcS NTR DIG. 8 1/16 3H63 12 03 4T08- 0 7 SPp7-5015101 :HN 1 SCANNER VIDFO. IITPUT CH SVn ALOG 1/16 A079 18 05 4Jh0-4Q P15i-01
54442 "Pli p UaMNER J c OntsIT"T run a /6 1  . 8A T- 0  90  " 1"-8151n3 :HN 3 SCAKINER VIDrO niTPIUT CH3 SVP ALnG 1/16 AO~1 02 06 41M0-27 5P15-o3
151n4 "HN 4 SCAtINER VIDr) noTPIJT CH4 SVC ALG 1/16 A082 08 06 4T 0 -44 515-04
- 5- 5 R~HN-5 -SC.Ahl JER-IDEA nIP4LT t5 SV AG_ t A.8j .6 4 0-A 1"5
S151n6 :HN 6 SCANNER VIDFO OUTPUT CHA SVO ALOG 1/16 AO84 12 06 4 T,0-71 5P15- 0 61510 7  HN 7 SCAMNER VIDFO nlITPUT CH7 SVo ALnG 1/16 A143 E1 15 4TO2-49 5005-nP
P1 1Pa-H -SXNN A sLLaE"a IAPULlP u nr*r 1'zr A-i6 A144 6p IS 4TH2-e4 rc-c
151n9 :HN 9 SCANNER VIFO rlITPIIT CHQ SVC ALnG 1/16 A145 8P 15  4Th 2 - 2 7 511015110 :HN in SCANNEE VIDEO F UTPUIT CHO SVO ALOG 1/16 Ai46 I( 1 5  4T82-44 5V15-1115 ----- 1. C-SCANER I.n afl lT _IT H, Vn Aln Inr I/A A 7 1- F-7 1 --Ip15112 :HN 1p SCANNEC VlnFO niUTP1lT CH1 2 SVO ALOG 1/16 A148 15 15 4T82"71 5P 1 5- 1 315113 :HN 13 SCANN;EP VlnEO OUTPIUT CH1 3 SvO ALOG 1/16 A274 15 33 4186-44 5F15-15
15115 "HN 15 SCANNER VInEO nIUTPaIT HU1 A uO AlnG 11tA A 2 75 A 34 4TA86-71 5R6-4
15115 :HN 15 SCANNEP VIDEO OUTPUT CH1 5 SVO ALOG 1/16 A276 01 34 4T86-7 1 5j17
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15116 ZHN 16 SCANNER VIPEO nUTPI1T CH 1 6 SVO ALnG 1/16 A277 C2 34 4TT6-5 1  bJE- 1 9R15 11 7 "HN 17 SCANNED VlnO nUTPiiT CHi7 SVO ALnG 1/16 A278 G8 34 41b6- 1 3 5P 1 5- 19
--------- iL .- SCa~ k -VDRIEO-nUt PLLuT C -I SV-VALOG -L-- A i 29---t-, 4&-&--I 4 i r37.
15119 :HN 19 SCANNED VlnEO nUTipiT CH 1 9 SVO ALOG 1/16 A527 18 69 4194-49 5Ml5-22
15120 HN 2n SC&NNEP VIlEO nUTPtiT CH?2 SVO ALOG 1/16 A528 C. 70 4794-04 5M 1 5-2312.."h 1 SCANLEn VITrn OUTPIT rug Cu AQr 4 14 A A 5f 4794-p7 rN1 l,.2
15122 :HN 22 SCANNEo VInFEO UTPuT CHP2 SvO ALOG 1116 A53 0  08 70 4194-44 P15*25
1t5123 HN 23 SCANNER VInEO nUTPiIT CHP3 SVO ALOG 1/16 A531 10 70 4T94-47 515-26i1 5 AJSHN-9. A SCANNEDj LDnI( alTonT rHP4 SVO A't q A lp 70 f R9AS5 .L 9 C7
1 5jp6 :HANNFL 26 SCANNER VIDEO oUTPUT CHy6 SVO ANALOG 1/16 A393 15 50 4T9 0 - 2 6 5M1 530
3r RrFFTVFR
16o01 RECEIVER 1 SIr STRENGTH RCVR 1 SG ALOG 1/16 At49 1f 15 4T8 2 -5 1  3D04"2tn 4C - I U"F-RTlr RC.R T A.Or 116 A209 l 24 T 84 m-2 141 -
1 6 p03 3EC[IVER 1 PWP SUPPLy VOlTAGE RCVH 1 V ALOG 1/16 A336 17 42 4T68- 0 4 3D04-3
16004 IECEIVER p SIGNAL STRFNGTH RCVR 2 SG ALOG 1/16 A399 1? 51 .4T90 -49 D04-21. . 5 4 C FIua ?f O TupArtinfr CUR2e ALO 1.6 T r fie 41T 2 -m 10 (1 4-t164 6 IECEIVER 2 PWp SUPPLy VOLTAGE RCvR 2 V ALOG 1/16 A584 01 78 4T96 1 2  204-3
InT F ALSO SFF FIE4 I.F ~ S 
__
* P/O loofl.2000, 6 0011#OCO00#8f0ellOOO
1740014on13re.4ppp# 5 ()A. ELE IF Se
CAD
co~
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INTERFACE SWITCHIN G MODULF (ISM)
(PART OF ACS S/S) /
I00 SCANNFR I E,/DIS SCAN I DIG B 1/16 5B52 0 2 4T 0 6-1 5 
4 W0C-60 5717-n51017 SCANNFR FAI/DIq SCAN 2 7 DI B 1/16 5R51 i8 O1 4Tj4-46 4xog-12 5717-061 3 S -n-AD- QR4 nU-D&~WLF-- .L SD Pj 1TD--B 55-_1 ,vf2 4 LA_ 4 X fS5 - P 7 7 1 2---1251 UAD LFFT PPOWF UNFIJSn/FjiiED SDI .P.WP DIG B 1/16  5R54 c8 02 4 Tn8-15 40p5-25 5717-111290 SINGLF SCANEO MaOnE IINLnCK/LOCK SGI. SC R DIG B 1/16 5B48 10" 01 4T02- 1 5 4Yn5-14 5717-7
129P IGHT COINE POT uT COS SIGR AL1G 1/16 2 39 416-05 4 xYn-1 6 5717-16
1293 0 EFT COSINE PnT 0UT COS SIGL ALOG 1/16 A313 p8 39 4T86"02 4XYO- 16 5717-13
(PART OF PA S/S)
( PART OF ATT. SENS. S/S ) "
3n06 ATTITUDE SEFSnR OI/OFF ATT SENS DIG B 1/16 5B53 G2 02 4T 0 6-48 4X 0 5-6 571 7 -3
-PART OF THFRMAL Q/S%
7127 "OMP. LOAD 7 ON/nFF CMP LD 7 PIG B 1/16 5(361 03 4 T n6-4 40S.-4 571 7-n271 ' nmp n AI)P wJ nF MP LD i A nq 5r. a 1 3 4 ' 4 X-P57-1 i7-713p AUX. OAn PAN'EL 1, TFMP. AUx P1 T ALnG 1/16 A085 1.5 06  4T0-51 4X0Z-4 8 5717.-1 57131 AUX. LOAD PAN0,EL 9. TFMP. AUX P2 T ALPG 1/j6  A210 p p4 4T84-44 405-48 5717-17
(PART OF C, ANO"D,.H. S/S )
901 jFEP SwITrt 2 nYPAq5 oO/FS SS 2RYPS DIG R 1/16 5R57 15 02 .4102-46 4Xp5-?1 5 717- 9906? :LOCK FUseD PwR. PRI/PED CLK FUSE DIG B 1/16 5858 1 02 4 1 04- 5 3 4OP-3 5717-10RIO- 4qFN cTAnAN rWAK-IL Afg RiA M ru nlz JviG BRKR P p2 44-5 dvel 57 , I7_
11;)O JSF XMTR PRIMARY POWFR nFF/ON P IISB PW DIG B 1/16 7843 15 no 4T 0 4-29 493"12 5717-P211021 JSB XMTR RECUP'DANT POWER OFF/ON R lIS9 PW DIG B 1/16 1842 12 00 4Tn4-37 4X0.p08 5717.P012009 4lnFRAn PnWF2 AMPI IrfFRS
PRIMARY POWERF OFF/ON P WPA PW DIG B 1/16 7842 12 00 4T 0 4- 1 3 4W0 3- 14 5717-9312100 IDEBANO POWEP AMPLIFIERqS
RFPIInIANT PnwrFR nFF/ON R uPA Pw nir A & 16 AR44 -1 Ap 4T0 6-75 'ip1. 5 R717 -21
(PART OF A.P.U.)
13210 4PU USB/PA P.U.T.SiGNAL ENA/DIS U/p TSIG DIG B 1116 7844 18 00 4T 0 6- 1 3 4X 3-4 "5717-18
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(PART OF PAYLOAD S/S)
14118 :AMERA NO. 1 rN/OFF CAMERA 1 DIG 8 1/16 6855 n1 02 4T 0 8-26 4X11-42 5717-3214218 7AMERA NO. 2 nN/OFF CAMERA 2 DIG 8 1/16 2861 OF 03 4 1 u6 "22 4x1l-45 5717-35
141A "AFgA Nn 3 nNinrr rAMIRA 3 DlG -- R .A- ARA 3  12 3 - 0 1 A4 2 7Qk17-1500 S SYSTEM N/SS y O OFF MSS SYST DIG 8 1116 8P41 10 00 4To02 4 4x2"-41 5717--7
1 50 3J 4SS HFATFR OM/OFF MSS HTR DIG 8 1/16 5860 Cp 03 4T 06- 3 4X0-p 5717-p4
*OWER SWITCHING MODULF (PSM)
(PART OF OA S/S)
--- 3 ) A Sol PuE jNAI O. pUoR nIG R 111 5 9 3 7 1*4 -4 4T@ 2 R 5 F 12-__5$ - 12035 3A TIMER ENA/DIq OA TIMER DIG B 1/16 5863 12 03 4TO8*46 5F13-26 5 71 5 -01
-f3ART OF PnWFR RS/S
6079 3AYLOAD FUSE BLOw BilS VOLTAGE FS BLO V ALnG 1/16 A337 15 42 .4T88-27 5F13- 1 0 5715-111iiP4. -101. ARE4.yrei I nrL uA0 FnIATnIuPM M--aT DFIG 8 14 65  t 41 "----543-2-1.57j-4-
6102 PSM RFI AY ROS FNA/nIS PSm RLYS DIG R 1/16 1958 18 02 4T04"21 4 03 21 5717-p6
(DART OF A.P.U.)
132n 9 4PU S PAYLOAD 9.U.T. SIG ENA/DIS PL TSIG DIG 8 1/16 7846 C2 01 4T08-13 5Fi3-04 571 5 -,9
- -3 21 . J3E ARC -TRACKt AL -DA47  APl(A+B) NlRM/SuITCPED ST DATA DIG 8 1/16 7845 C 101 410.6"29 5F13-n8 57j5-n6
(~ART OF PAYLOAD S/S)
15000 4SS POWER FNA9LE/DISABLE MSS PWR DIG B 1/16 7847 G8 01 4T 0 8-29 5F1I-47 5715-10
-4- 4 R RBR.HIITTJRp .. 
.D _ an$/nrr ALT PUR nTv R I Ri -49 12 41n -48 5- 1c3J p T7_-,714 4 no ~RV MAGNFTIC rOMPFNSATOR ENA/DIS MAG COfP DIG B 1/16 5838 C1 00. 4T78-74 5F1;-12 5715-3214 4 01 RRV MAGNETIC rOMP CURPENT. HIGH/LOW MG CMP I DIG B 1/16 8840 CP 00 4T02-27 5F 1S- 2 4 5715-47
At4;'& *V1 THN eTMD I..FIp= mn FNAifI THu M n nf' R 31 .A 7 4 , le-.0 4102" 2Q 5p:3-,35 s71' ,5142p1 ~8V 2 THERMnEIECTRIC MOD ENA/DIS THM MD 2 DIG 8 1/16 7838 01 00 4T08-77 5P13-46 71 5 -2
143p1 IRV 3 THERMOElECTRIC MOD ENA/DIS THM MD 3 DIG B 1/16 7B39 02 00 4TO8-'70 5P 1!-38 5715-p3
DART OF C AND DH S/S
11092 v2 S nRr DEE S uAnunrr onn R 4i A 7RA go 00 41g2-13 5PlC- 4A §219 r
13035 VTR I CONTROL NORM/REVERSED VTR 1 CON DIG B 1/16 1838 Cl 00 4Tu8"6 0  5P 1 33 1  SPLICFI s 1 OR4 1 p RARL NDRMoL, FRRn VTR P CON OI' A 1116 C46 0e 01 ATR"3 7 5P13-4 rPL'Cr-14 01 8 4RV PRIMARY CnNTROL ENADIS RBy PCON DIG 8 1/16 154 C 02 4To8-2n 5P 1 3-49 SPLICV
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AUX PROCESSINS UNIT APU
13200 
-24.5 INPUT PnWER APu-24.5 ALOG 1/16 A401 18 51 4T90-27 3E06-1313 2n1 -12V SUPPLY APii -12V ALnG 1/16 A465 01 61 4TQ 2 -2 7 3E 6- 15132112 ;rM p€[gAO lJp Ap T p 4 LOG I A CZ 5 r 7l A d
13207 34 4MIN. PL R.1.T. STAPT SIG. ON/OFF 34M PL DIG B 1/16 7B48 1n 0i 4T02"80 3EO-04 t13 2n 8 34 MINUTE USB/PA R.U.T. RTART SIGNAL 
-
13212 POWER MoDE NORM/STQY PWP MODE DIG B j/1 6 1B48 10 1l 4T02"2 0  31EOte 1 "
TH 1 FO 10W I RN I Ag ial I 7Ff: AS5PFrIAL FiINrTIoNRg
17001 SEARCH TRACK , 2/2 )ATA \ STK1 2/2 DIG A 1/1 DA0 1 17 00 4130"33 3EC-1 017002 5EAFCH TRACK 1. 1/2 nTA STK2 112 DIG A 1/1 DA02 16 01 1T303m 3E 0 4- 1 1i7eu BEAD"CH TAC p p TTA T. 22 DIG 1 -DA-3 7 4 T37
DP47J222902AY REV H FRTS ELFCTR.ICAL SYSTEMS SCHEMAIIC/TEIEMETRY HATRIX 0t/ 1 9/74 PA r 31
FJNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SIGNL SAMP GATE COLUMN VIP F/S IKT
NO* TYPE SEC ADDR /FOW CONN CCN CCNAI
PART OF POWFR S/S
ASoa 3RU---Al-t -"- NI R 1 Ap 0,3--EbIn 1'i f--O 434-44- P 4 29 5
6081 SHUNT LOAD 2 CURRFNT SHI'NT2 I ALnG 1/16 A167 Io 18 4182-34 1F42'06
6p82 SHUNT LOAD 3 CU'RRFNT , SHIJNT3 I ALnG 1/16 A231 12 27 4T84-34 jF42- 0 7
66p81 "iHu1T I (W)f1 PIILtkIT SHIINT1 I AtOr 1116 A 2 95 1§ 36 463TA 4 fp4;i-
6084 SHUNT LOAD 5 rURRFNT SHUNT5 I ALnG 1/16 A359 1P 45 4T88-34 F42- 1 95085 SHUNT LOAD 6 rURRFNT SHIINT6 I ALOG 1/16 A423 E 55 4TQ 0 -34 IF42-26 8 A---SHLU~T T-AJ--7-- Rr NT- - SHI N 4_ L._ G- 6-- -.-43- F -0
Sn8 7  SHUNT LOAD 8 rUHRFNT SHUINT8 I ALOG 1/16 A551 C8 73 4T94-34 IF42-216089 SHUNT LnAD sAt ONI/OFF SHIINT A DIG B 1/16 0 R38 of 00 4T08-84 1F42-39
6 r-j* " Q I nn $a P nnr r 9H hl 1  nG a -. is eI 0 T1 -4p P 4 - '5091 SHUNT LOAD Ci ON/OFF SHIINT C DIG 8 1/16 0P52 C1 02 47T6-43 1P42- 0 1
5092 SHUNT LOA s %D OI/OFF SHI!NT 0 DIG 8 1/16 0Do59 01 03 47T4-62 1P42-42
-- 4 ---- UL X- -A R LU I-l-N A- --
-
NFF AUY- t-D---- - J. - 9 6 -- 0.-- 08 -- 9- F 1 g ~ -2 0- _ _
6094 411XILIARY LOAn 2 ON/OFF AUY LD 2 DIG 8 1/16 0O46 C2 01 4T708-6i' F42- 0 4
5095 AUXILTARY LOAT ,5 nN/iFF AUX LD 3 DIG 8 1/16 0853 02 02 4T6-3k 1F42-36
06 99 A &IjLULARy IlAn -- Q~enF 4 L 4 n I r i 1 A Ap EP 1/16 -0 R? -p A
6097 AIJXILIAQY LOAn 5 ON/nFF AUY LD 5 DIG B 1/16 0962 I n 03 4T 08-23 IF42-3P
lPARTj nFJT HFRMA I S)__
7121 :OMP LOAD 1 ON/OFF CMP LD 1 DIG B 1/16 7950 15 01 4T04-8n 1F42-09
lP7 "AM P Il"A' 2 n2'n "MD LID DIP R ,IA 7 9 2  el. p 4TnAR cA -14-7
7123 ,DMP LOAD 3 ON/OFF CMP LD 3 DIG 8 1/16 7853 C? 02 4Tn6-71 1F4-2R
7124 OMP I OAD 4 O./OFF CMP LD 4 DIG B 1/16 7854 P0 02 4To8- 8r 1F42-??
4- 125-20HMP_ OA- 5 -r-l M LD -5 -- LG--R t1  7R55 1 241 ,A 4T 8-71 IP-4--23
71 26 "OMP LOAD 6 PN/OFF CHP LD 6 DIG B 1/16 7856 12 02 4T02-76 1P42-24
(3ART nF rD+H Sf/S






STRIP CHART PAYLOAD SIGNATURES
APPENDIX D
STRIP CHART PAYLOAD SIGNATURES
Figure D-1 is a strip chart (General Status 2) showing characteristic signatures of payload
equipment. This record is made from a Narrowband tape recorder playback showing 22
frames of Wide Band Video tape recording. RBV, MSS, WBVTR-1 and WBVTR-2 were
operating during this time period. The Wide Band Down Links were off. Increasing time
is from right to left. The 17 pens are alternately analog and digital. The parameter values
drawn by each pen are described below.
Pen #1 shows Greenwich Mean Time at the time of recording, as measured by the recording
ground station. For example, the last time code, (left hand side) reads (binary):
01 0010 010 1001 000 0000 which converts to 12:29 digital.
Pen #2 shows spacecraft regulated bus current. The MSS is supplied from this bus. The
first step-up (reading right to left) is the time of MSS turn-on. It reads 1.28 TMV (4.57
amps) before turn-on and 1. 76 TMV (6. 19 amps) after turn-on, the delta 1. 62 amps being the
MSS current demand.
Pen #3 shows two digital functions, the short duration function being MSS System ON, and the
long duration function being Hi Voltage ON. (The elevated region is ON. ) The non-coincidence
in time between this Pen and Pen #2 is due to the sequential sampling format.
Pen #4 again shows duplexed functions, both relating to the Wide Band Power Amplifier No. 1.
The bottom horizontal lines (reading zero, showing the WBPA was OFF) show the voltage of
the +15 V A supply; and the top horizontal lines (reading 2. 0 TMV equal to 17. 0 C) show the
temperature of the collector.
D-1
Pen #5 shows the duplexed functions of RBV 24 Volts ON and RBV Shutter Power ON.
Pen #6 is similar to Pen #4 except it shows the parameters for WBPA No. 2 which is
normally associated with the MSS.
Pen #7 shows duplexed function for RBV Magnetic Compensator ON and CCC Power ON.
Pen #8 shows the duplexed functions of Wideband Video Tape Recorder footages, the
top horizontal lines associated with WBVTR-1 and the bottom lines with WBVTR-2. At
the beginning of the RECORD session, the footage read 2.23 TMV (equal to 10.03 Min) for
WBVTR-1 and 2.77 TMV (equal to 16.63 Min) for WBVTR-2. At the end, the correspond-
ing footages are 20.43 min for WBVTR-1, and 25.79 min. for WBVTR-2.
Pen #9 shows whether WBVTR-1 is in Rewind. It reads zero (depressed) showing that
WBVTR-1 is not in the Rewind mode.
Pen #10 shows WBVTR-1 input current. At Record Command, the current rose to 3. 95
TMV (equal to 3. 59 amps) after a brief saturation transient in excess of 8.18 amps. This
transient is a characteristic signature of WBVTR turn-ON.
Pen #11 is duplexed to show Record and Playback modes. Because of the fast run time of
the strip recorder, the brief interval between sampling and the mode displayed, the line
blurred, making reading impossible.
Pen #12 duplexes the reflected power in the antenna systems of WBPA 1 and 2. Because
both these systems were OFF, the readings are zero.
Pen #13 shows whether WBVTR-2 was in Standby or Rewind mode. It can be seen the
top horizontal segment went to zero at start of record, terminating the Standby mode.
D-2
Pen #14 shows the Payload Regulated bus current, with its easily recognizable characteris-
tic signature of RBV and WBVTR activity. After turn-on and warm-up, the WBVTR's can
be seen suddenly increasing the current drain and producing characteristic WBVTR turn-on
transient, WBVTR-2 first followed immediately by WBVTR-1. 22 RBV camera exposures
and readouts can be seen. During this interval, it can be seen from Pen #8, that the scenes
are being recorded on the moving tape. Turn-OFF is seen to be simultaneous for RBV,
MSS and both video tape recorders.
Pen #15 shows whether WBVTR-2 is in Record or Playback mode. Again the fast speed of
the strip chart and the proximity of sampling times obscures the message.
Pen #16 is identical to Pen #10 showing Recorder Input Current except that it relates to
WBVTR-2. It can be seen that Recorder 2 comes on before Recorder 1.
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Representative imagery from the MSS is shown in the following figures. Spectral bands are
given in Table E-1.
Table E-1. MSS Imagery
Wavelength
Figure Band (Microns) System
E-1 1 (0.5 - 0.6) MSS
E-2 2 (0.6 - 0.7) MSS
E-3 3 (0.7 - 0.8) MSS
E-4 4 (0.8 - 1.1) MSS
E-5 4, 5 and 7 (*B&W Composite) MSS
*B&W Composites of MSS use three bands - 4, 5 and 7; or 4, 6 and 7.
Note: Bnnd Imagery is annotated MSS 4, 5, 6, 7, and 457 (composite).
All photographs sow the same ground scene, 185 x 185 square kilometers in area. The
scene covers a segment of the California coast from Monterey (bottom center) to Napa (top
edge near left). The Golden Gate just above San Francisco is at upper left. Stockton is located
just under circular break in clouds (right of center, just below top). Clouds cover the San
Joaquin Valley. Sacramento is 30 miles to north of picture center. Pacific Ocean is at lower
left. San Pablo Bay and San Francisco Bay are clearly visible near San Francisco, and at
lower right San Luis Reservoir is seen. Water pollution is seen in San Francisco Bay, intense
near Oakland International Airport and stretching across the Bay to near San Francisco
International Airport.
E-1
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SUBJECT
DCS Operations in LANDSAT-2
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INTRODUCTION
The Data Collection Subsystem (DCS) was turned off in LANDSAT-L after orbit 12690
on January 19, 1975, and has remained off ever since. In LANDSAT-2 the DCS was turned f
on in orbit 5 on January 22, 1975, and has remained on since. This study is to compare 4
the effectiveness of the system before and after the changeover.
SUMMARY
The effectiveness of the Data Collection System is at least as good with LANDSAT-2
as with LANDSAT-1.
DISCUSSION
Using a data span from a month before the launch of LANDSAT-2 to the present, itis possible to plot the continuity and trend of DCS messages received in OCC. With
this data it is possible to compare the effectiveness of the DCS in LANDSAT-l with thatin LANDSAT-2.
Figure 1 shows the number of DCS messages received daily at OCC, and the number
of active platforms each day.
Despite a substantial decrease in the number of active platforms since LANDSAT-2
assumed DCS operations, the total number of messages received has remained substantially
the same. The sinusoidal effect of orbital drift on the earth's surface during the
18-day cycle is apparent in Figure 1 for both LANDSAT-I and LANDSAT-2.
In order to provide a more equitable comparison, a plot was made in Figure 2 of
the messages per day per platform. From this it can be seen that the Data Collection
System using LANDSAT-2 is at least as effective as that using LANDSAT-1.
The data in Figures 1 and 2 permit an examination of 1-station versus 2-station
operation. In the first 3 days, the Greenbelt DCS ground station equipment was inoperativeleaving only the Goldstone station to receive messages. In that period about 610 messages
were received daily, about 6.5 messages per day per platform. At a time 18 days later,
when the orbital ground traces on the earth were the same, both stations were operating.
The daily message count was then about 930, about 9 messages per day per platform.
From Figure 2, the average number of messages received per day per platform is about10 for LANDSAT-l and about 11 for LANDSAT-2.
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Figure 2. DCS Normalized Performance
APPENDIX G
SPACECRAFT ORBIT REFERENCE TABLES
LANDSAT-2
SPACECRAFT ORBIT REFERENCE TABLES
FROM JANUARY 1975 THROUGH DECEMBER 1975
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